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2.

Mr. Hargrave & Ibbitson their
employers without delay.
Augt. 26th. At the Colliery all things
going on very well.
The propriety if fixing a small
high pressure Engine, to the dip of
the bottom of the Venture Engine Plane
to throw the Water up to the Engine
Level at the end of Junction Drift
to be investigated. Either a Crank or
an Engine will have to be fixed, and
the question for consideration is, which
will be the best
Thos. Wilson Rolly Driver was
so severely contused by the full Rollies
in the Venture Plane this afternoon
that he died next morning
He was cleaning the Gutter near
the bottom of the Plane, when the
descending Set of Rollies caught him
before he could get out of the way
Sep. 9th. Viewed the East Pit. The East

Aug . 24 . Met M . Th. Brown in
Newcastle, and the state of
the Colliery. &c.
Had a meeting with the Viewers of
the Lessees, Messrs. R. Fenwick and John
Watson. Discussed the Terms offered last
Nov: for the renewal of the Colliery Lease
They had recommended the Lessors to take
£1200 a year certain Rent. and for the
High-main 34/- P. Ten for the Coal W. of
the meridian of the middle
Staple, and 25/- for the Coal
to the E. of that meridian
Bensham Seam 25/- P. Ten W. of Ditto
21/- P. Ten E. of Ditto
r
M . Brown is willing to give the
Certain Rent, and Tentale for the Highmain, also the25/- for the Bensham
W. of the meridian; but wishes an abatemt.
on the 21/- for the Coal on the E. of
the meridian of the middle Staple.
Messrs. Watson and Fenwick undertook
to communicate Mr. Brown’s wishes to
[Bud-46-4]
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3.
Drifts from the end of Christmas Drift
are now upwards of 100 yards down. The
top part of the Seam continues to improve
gradually to the East & South East. There
are 4 So. Boards turned out of the East
Drifts, in which the Shelly Roof and bad
Coal, has almost entirely disappeared; but
to the North, it continues much the same
It is curious that where ever a Post Girdle
puts in, clear of Shells, the Coal immediately turns good.

1822

4.
It is proposed to apply the 13 In. Cylinder
from the Venture Engine (after the new
Cylinder is put in) to pump the water
out of the well, to supply the People
and Engines. And to apply it
also to a Mill for grinding Corn.
As the propriety of this measure
must in a great degree depend upon
the cost of requisite Erections. An
Estimate must be formed of the same.
Therefore directed Adam Tate to

The incline-Board from the present
low-bottom of the Venture-Engine Incline
is now 90 yards down; but has not
yet got the Hitch. It must however be
close at hand. After this place reaches
the Hitch we must then decide about
the best mode of raising the water
Have got the Well secured thro’
the Sand, and thro’ the “little Seam” at
12½ fath. From the Surface. The Feeder
of Water is copious, and appears to issue chiefly from the Seam of Coal

estimate the cost of fitting up the En.
Richd. Hogg to estimate that of the
Mill and Ch. Newton that of the
building
The working of the Pillars in
Broke continues to go on very well
no appearance of any particular
pressure on the walls yet.
September Nothing particular
occurred through all this month
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Oct . 1 . The Keelmen above Bridge
stopped this morning under the pretence of an apprehension that the
Coal-owners contemplated a general
reduction of their Wages.
Octr. 2d. The whole of the Keelmen on
the River stopped
Octr. 5th. Military protection was given
to all the Spout’s below the Bridge in
consequence of the Keelmen threatening to destroy them.
Octr. 7th. Found all things going
on well at the Colliery. Find little
inconvenience from the stop of the
Keelmen, as the loading by Spout
goes on without interruption
Octr. 14th. Viewed the West Pit, Broke
District. Found the working of the
Pillars going on as well as I could
wish. No appearance whatever yet
of pressure on the walls on the out-bie
[Bud-46-4]

6.
Side of the Goaves
The Keelmen still off work.
October 21st. Viewed the East Pit
The Shelly roof has now gone entirely
out, in the workings to the So. East
of the Christmas Drift, and the whole
of the Top-Coal is good.
There are 4 – 18 yard Winnings
turned out of the E. narrow Boards
or rather Heads. – they are two Pillars
down. It is in the face of the Boards
that the Roof, and Coal, are good
In the face of the E. Boards which
are 100 yards in, the roof and top
Coal, are still bad.
The Engine, low incline Bord is
now down to the two Hitches 90 yds.
South of the present hanging on place,
and is nearly made ready for the
laying of the Rolly-way.
The new Cylinder for the Venture

1822

1822

7.

8.
th

Engine is finished, but as Coals are
wanted at present, the Pit cannot be
stopped to put it in.
Present daily workings viz.
Naples District – – – 12
Low Engine Plane – 20 xx.
East Pit – – 32
Broke – – – – – – – 40
Hanover – – – – – – 6
West Pit – – 46
Total – – – 78
[Diagram of Naples & Christmas Drifts]

Nov. [8 .] The connecting Crank of the
W. Pit Machine broke again this Evg.
Nov. 10th. Got the Crank repaired
Nov. 11th. Viewed the East Pit where
I found all matters going on very well
Have begun to Set the Crank at
the Hitch in the extreme dip works.
near the foot of the Venture Engine
low Plane. This Crank will deliver
to the Junction Crank.
One of the Low-Set Pumps
of the main Engine Split. It was
hooped through the course of the day
Several of the above Bridge Colls.
having laid in Pits, in consequence
of the Keelmen’s Stick, and wishing
to have the men employed below
Bridge. Ordered preparations to be
made for setting on the W. Pit dble
Shift. The back Shift Coals from
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[Diagram of Naples & Christmas Drifts]
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9.

1822

Broke to be drawn by the deep Pit
machine from the Ingate of the E.
Shaft, by one Rope
Nov. 15th. A Sudden fall in the
Barometer having taken place, a heavy
discharge of Foulness came off from
the Corporation Thrust.
Nov. 16th. Changed the Air, to enable
us to hang on the Coals from Broke
at the E. Pit Ingate. The Engine
Shaft is shut off, the whole of the
Air is taken down the E. Shaft, and
split into two Currents at the Ingate
of the Seam. One of the Currents
Airs the W. Pit’s workings – the other
the E. Pit’s workings.
Nov. 18th. Viewed both Pits. Found
the Current of Air dividing itself at
the Ingate of the Seam, with great
regularity. Both Pit’s workings are
sufficiently aired – there is as much
Air going in the W. Pit, as there was

10.
before the change, and rather more
in the E. Pit I think.
Have got every thing ready for
Starting the double Shift this Evening
36 men and a proportional No.
of Putters have come from Townley-m.
and 8 Horses from Benl. This will
enable us to work as below xx.
East Pit, Single Shift – – – 38
W. Pit Broke, Day time – 30
E. ditto – do. Night – – – 16
N. way at Night – – – – 16 62
100
th
Nov. 26 . Viewed the East Pit
found the ventilation good altho’
the Atmosphere, was not in a
favourable state.
Have got the new Crank in
the deep So. Sleek, workings finished
and nearly all the discharging
Pipes are laid.
Have got Trouble in the
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11.
S.E. Cross-cuts Christmas District
it’s character is not yet defined, but it
has the appearance of a Balk, or
Nip, so far.
Are raising nearly about 100 xx.
a day as proposed.
Dec. 2d. The Lessor’s Viewers Messrs.
J. Watson & R. Fenwick at the Colly.
settling the Half-years Colliery Rent. They
gave permission to reduce the thickness
of the River Barrier, from 60 to 40

1822
Dec. 11th.

12.
The Trouble got in the Christmas Crosscut on the 26th. Ulto. proved only to be a
Balk. But since then, two down-cast
Troubles have been got, which throw the
Seam down 9 feet. They are nearly
both of a size, and are only 3 feet
asunder – neither water, nor foulness
at these Troubles
Since the Townley-main Men went
away, have laid off the night Shift in
the E. Pit, which reduces the Workings

Yards.
Dec. 7th. The Keelmen having gone to
work again, on the 5th. Inst. Sent the
Townley-main, men and the Benwell
Horses home this Evening.
Dec. 11th. Viewed the W. Pit. The Barrier workings, are going on as well as
possible. The working of Broke Pillars
is also going on well – there are now
only about 8 Course of Walls to work in
this District, next the E. Mothergait

to about 80 xx. a day
Had a very large discharge of
Foulness from the Corporation Thrust
on the 5th. Inst.
[Page 13.]
[Pencil Sketch of Districts]
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Dec. 11 . Got a Strong Blower with
a Feeder of Water, in the S.W.
cross-cut Low-lift, at a downcast Hitch of 12 Inches.
Dec: 23 Viewed the E. Pit, are
cutting out the 9 ft. Trouble for a
Rolly-way, in the Christmas works.
So. E. cross-cut.
The Roof in the N. Boards in
this way, (the Shelly Post) is very
bad As soon as the Air Bds.
are hold into the original Drift
we must relinquish these Boards
for the present, as it would be
difficult to maintain an Air way
in them.
A Counterbalance Staple
must be sunk at the top of the
Christmas inclined Drift, to draw
the empty Rollys up the Plain.

15.
The plane Drift is 86 yards long &
rises 6 In. P. yard. The counterbalance
Staple must be 10 fath. deep, and 4 Ft.
diameter will be sufficient
The 18 In. Cylinder for the Venture
Engine has come home, are making
preparations for taking out the old
one and putting it in. Also for
lengthening the Boiler &c. during
the Holydays. The Pit to leave off
work on Christmas Eve. When the
alteration and improvement of the
Venture Engine will immediately
commence.
The old 12½ In Cylinder from the
Venture Engine to be applied to
draw the Water out of the new
fresh water Staple in front of the
Row. It will also work a mill
with 2 Pair of Stones & a dressing
Mill.
Th. Mitchinson agrees to
give £100 a year for the Mill, with
2 dwelling Houses & a Stable. The
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16.
The owners to find small Coals
for working the Engine. Mitchinson to work the Engine to draw
the Water.
Daily workings at present viz.
E. Pit single Shift – – – 32 xx.
W. Pit Day Shift – 28
Night do. – 18 46
78 xx.
th
Dec 27 . Begun to take out the old

1823
[Blank Page]

[Page 17 is Blank]
[Page 16a and 16b Annexed Sheet]

Cylinder at the Venture engine.
Begun also to sink the Counterbalce.
Staple at the head of the Christmas Drift
It is let to John Lawton & Prs. at £4.
P. Fathom.
[Bud-46-4]
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Dr. J [S]R Brown Esquire – Walls End Colliery
xx.

Decr.31s To paid for Hewing Drawing & screening
t

£

s d
10843 ..14 ..4

Shift work – – – – – –
1456 ..12 ..3
Driftwork – – – – – –
372 ..19 ..9 12830 6 4
– Sundries for Smart Money
42 15 6
– Joiners & Sawywrs wages
625 – 7½
– Firemen, Plugman & Enginemens wages
161 14 –
– labourage
647 13 3½
– Agency & Surgeons Salary
618 3 –
– Contingencies, wherry hire Keel dues allowance &c.
577 5 10½
– Blacksmiths & Nailmakers wages
602 7 1½
– Leading 28293 Chas. Coals to Staith
577 16 4
– Masons wages Burning & making up Lime
184 – 11
– Corving
732 8 [1]
– Fittage
1012 10 –
– Discounts, Stamps Taxes & Cesses
491 6 11½
– Corn 1229.15.8 Hay 537.16.10 Horses 303.15.0
2071 7 6
– Tentale Rents
2383 6 [ ]
– 1 years Rent Land wayleave & Workmens Houses
1769 5 [ ]
– Tradesmens Accounts
5294 6 [1]
– Making Bricks & Duty
127 13 6½
– Sailmakers wages
70 14 11
– Knolling Yarns & Laying Rope
41 1 9
– Ships Losses
1382 18 [ ]
32244 1 7
– Balance of Outstanding Debts due this day
2094 15 11½
Gain 4289 14 [ ]
£ 38628 11 [11]

[16b]
Cha . P. Ch.
£
s
d
9141 31/ 6 14297 1 6

from January 1 to & with December 31. 1822
ns

1822
Decr.31st By Coals Vended this year

Do. – – – – – – –
Do. – – – – – – –
Do. – – – – – – –
Do. – – – – – – –
Do. – – – – – – –
Do. – – – – – – –
Do. – – – – – – –
Do. – – – – – – –
Do. – – – – – – –
Do. – – – – – – –
Do. – – – – – – –
Do. – – – – – – –
Do. – – – – – – –
Do. – – – – – – –
Do. – – – – – – –
Do. – – – – – – –
Do. – – – – – – –
Do. – – – – – – –
Do. – – – – – – –
Do. – – – – – – –

666 31
1032 6
9817 30/ 6 14970 18

–
6

413 30/619 10 –
27 28/ 6
38 9 6
310 26/ 6
410 15 –
220 24/ 6
269 10 –
734 22/ 6
825 15 –
56 20/ 6
57 8 –
96 20/96 – –
294 19/ 6
286 13 –
385 18/ 6
356 2 6
20 18
18 – –
22 17/ 6
19 5 –
353 16/ 6
291 4 6
334 6/ 6
108 11 –
8 6/2 8 –
1393 6/ 6
383 1 6
224 5/56 – –
277 4/ 6
62 6 6
52 2/ 6
6 10 –
24842
34307 15 6
Recd. for Landsale & Watersale Coals
182 6 8
– Discounts & Stamps
25 17 8½
– Jarrow Estate for repairs &c.
185 18 8
– Sundry Collage Rents
407 3 6
– Smithwork Timbers Seals &c.
8 9 5
– Leather Cullings &c 17.9.0 Potatoes &c 54.13.6½
72 2 6½

– Tradesmen’s Accounts
– Stores supplied Ships
Balance Outstanding Debts.
Horses Sold

1823

8.

th

1823
t

9.[17a]

Feby. 10th. Are drawing fast to a
finish with the Venture Engine. The
Drop at the Staith is also in great
forwardness.
Feby. 18th. Started the Venture Engine, and
found her to act exceedingly well. She
brings 6 Corves up from the low-lift
with great vigour, with the Steam
at 40 lbs. P. Inch.
Feby. 28th. Have finish the counterbalce.
Staple at the Christmas Incline, and
have begun to fit up the Roll.
Mar. 10th. Examined the E. Pit works.
and found every thing going on very
well. The Venture Engine goes exceedingly
well, and can bring 8 Corves from the Low-lift.
Mar. 20th. Finished the inclined Plane
Machine at the top of the Christmas
Drift
Fa. Ft.
ce
The Counterbal . Stap is 11 .. 2 deep
Length of the Plane 88 yards – fall
1 in Six
F. In.
Diam. of Plane Roll – – – 5 .. 2
Ditto – Counterbalce. do. 1 .. 0

Jany. 6 . Begun to cut out the 10 f .
trouble, in the Low-lift, for the Inclined
Rolly-way. Begun also to cut out
the 9 ft. Trouble in the Christmas way.
The W. Pit started work again this
morning in Broke and the River Barrier. The Lessors have fixed 50/- P.
Ten on the River Barrier Coals.
This Pit must go double Shift
while the Venture Engine is repairing
The two Shifts can draw about 50 xx.
P. day
Jany. 6th. Viewed the E. Pit. Have
got the new Cylinder into it’s place at
Venture Engine, and are busy lengthening the Boiler 8 ft. making it 23
instead of 15 ft. This is a very devious
job and will require a good deal of
time. It will probably be a month
before the Engine is at work again.
Jany. 27th. Getting very well forwd.
with the above jobs.
[Bud-46-4]
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10.

Weight of Counterb . 20 Cwt. for
6 Corves.

1823

11.[17b]
Banksmen 3/ 6 P. day, or 3 P. xx. for
tramming out at W. Pit, with 3 men;

388
990
2018
40
£ 38628

10 8
19 2
9 1½
19 –
11 11½

Mar. 22d. Called the Binding this
morning and bound
77 Hewers
64 Putters
56 Drivers
Will bind from 80 to 85 Hewers,
have 98 employed at present.
No alteration whatever in rates or
prices, which remain the same as last
year viz.
s. d.
Hewing W. Pit, Round – – 4/ 3 P. xx.
Small – – 2/ E. Pit, Round – – 4/ 6
Small – – 2/ 3
Nothing paid for Band, until it is 4
In. thick, after which 1d. P. In. is paid
‘till it is 18 In. thick, and then 1¼d. P.
In. for every Inch above that thickness
Putting 1/ 2 P. xx. to 80 yards, and 1d. P.
In. for every 20 yards further. The Putters
find their own Grease, Candles, and Seams.
Shifters 2/ 4, to 2/ 8 P. Shift.
Onsetters P. Day 3/ 6 HorseKeepers 16/a week for 12 Horses
Overmen 28/- Second Overmen 26/- &
Deputies 23/- P. Week.

and 4½d. P. xx. at E. Pit, with 4 men.
Stick Odds 1/- P. Day each Pit
Changing Corves 1/- P. Day ditto
Waiting on 2½d. an hour.
Brakemen
20/- a Week for 14 Hours P. Day
which covers waiting on, and Sunday
mornings. The only extra allowance is
for filling the Boilers, when cleaned, once
a fortnight, for which they have 12/amongst 3 men.
Rolly Drivers 14d. A Day, and 1/- when
keeping Doors. Trapping 10d. a Day
Mar. 15th. saw Mr. G. Forster, at Newcastle, who told me that he had seen
Mr. Trotter, who is now willing, on the
part of Mr. Hargrave, to treat for the
renewal of the Colliery Lease.
Present Rent 34/- P. Ten for the W. C[om]
25/- – – Sleek dn.
The quantity of Small taken out at present is 3/8ths. of the whole Workings, i.e.
the proportion Ship Coals, London and
Coast, is 5/8ths. of the whole produce.
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12.

Corving 9 . P. xx. for Coals, Rubbish &
Stones, and 10/- a Fortnight allowed for
sending down Bricks, and Lime.
Mar. 24th. Viewed the E. Pit. The
Venture Engine commenced with 8 Corves
this morning. She draws them with
great ease, the Safety Valves being loaded
at 40 lbs. P. Inch.
The Counterbalance at the Christmas

1823

13.[17c]
District to lift the Water, up to the
Ogle Drift.
April 7th. The Trouble got in the Christmas
E. Mothergait back Drift on the 24th. March
turned out to be a downcast of 18 Inches. The
Coal is very good beyond it with a Post Roof
The place is 8 yards thro’ the Hitch this morng.
The Venture Engine can draw 8 Corves
at a pull very well. Can draw a Set, and

Incline will answer very well; but the
water in the bottom of the Staple, impedes the descent of the Weight. A
small pump must therefore be fixed
to take the Water out of the Staple.
Another Trouble is appearing this morg.
in the Christmas E. Mothergait, back Drift
at about 4 ft. beyond the 9 ft. trouble
what it may turn out cannot yet be
seen, as it is only just pricked.
There is reason to suspect that the
Wellington drift has stopped, at the Fissure
of the Dyke, as the Water is not passing
through from Wellington into the En:
District as usual. Should this prove
to be the case, the Crank must be removed from the Engine into the Wellingn.

return the empty rollies, to the low-bottom
in 6 minutes – the Steam at 40 lbs. P. Inch.
Suppose the Wellington Drift is open again
as the Water has not risen in that district since
the 24th. March.
In the W. Pit are just finishing off the
River Barrier. Broke will only last about
6 Weeks. Are preparing a fresh lift of
Pillars in this Pit, 5 Pillars on the outbie
side of the Crane – 8 Winnings from the
N. Barrier
April 8th. Th. Smith, a Boy 13 years of age,
Onsetter at the bottom of the Venture inclined
Plane, Killed by the Rollies passing over him
He had sat down and fallen a Sleep at the
bottom of the Plane, when the full Rollys
came down and crushed him to death on the
spot.
April 14th. Viewed the East Pit. The Christmas
E. Drift (mothergait) is now 14 yards over
the
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14.
the 18 In. Hitch, and is going very well – rises
gently with a Post Roof. Decided to turn
this place away, cross-cut, on the Water-level
line to the So. E. to gain all the hold of
the Coal we can.
Have got the upcast Trouble to the W.
in the W. mothergait, Low-lift, at about 100
Yards from the Crane. This is the same
trouble which was crossed in the Venture En:
plane, where it was 8 ft. It’s size is not
yet ascertained in the Low-lift W. mothergt.
The Venture Engine continues to go very
well with 8 Corves at a pull. She can draw
40 xx. P. Shift, and ought to be pitched at that
Standard. The working of the Engine, and

18232

15.[17d]
will insist upon having the tentale paid
on the quantity wrought, instead of being
paid on the quantity led.
Mr.. Watson thinks that Mr. Hargrave
will concede this point.
April 21st. Viewed the East Pit. the last two
walls which it is intended to take out of
Broke, are now working, and will be finished
in a fortnight. Three Walls in breadth will
be left, on the N. Side of the E. mothergait
for it’s support. This district was so completely metal ridged by the former Creep
that scarcely any movement has taken place
while the Pillars have been since working;
and they have been gotten remarkably clean

inclined plane machine, must be let by the
score, to stimulate the Brakeman dr. to exert themselves.
April 17th. Saw Mr. R. Fenwick on the
subject of the renewal of the Lease. Mrs.
Ibbitson is very testy about it, and says
that she will not negotiate for the renewal of the Colliery Lease, ‘till all differences relative to the surface are settled. She says that when she does come
to treat for the renewal of the Lease, she

out.
All matters going on very well in
the W. way.
Nothing particular in the E. Pit –
have not yet ascertained the size of the
upcast Trouble, in the W. Mothergait from
the Low-bottom.
The Christmas Inclined Plane Machine
can let down 20 xx. P. Shift, with 4 Corves
at once
In Sinking the Counterbalance Stap
for this machine 11 Fa.. 4 feet no Ground Coal
was met with – a Strong grey metal
Stone
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16.

t

Fath F .
Stone all the way. Bored 6 .. 5 below
the bottom of the Staple, 18½ fath in all
in the same Kind of Stone. No appearance
of the metal Coal.
Section of the Main Coal Seam in the
Face of the Christmas East Mothergait Bd.
and about
yards short of the So. Shields
Boundary. A Post Roof
Feet In.
Coal – – – – – – 1 .. 3½
Heworth band – 0 ..10
Coal – – – – – – 0 .. 7
Black Band – – 0 .. 4 Feet In.
Coal – – – – – – 1 .. 9
4 .. 9½
Parting – – – – – – – – – – – – –
Coarse Brassy Coal – – 0 .. 6 left
underfoot.
Have reduced the Workings on acct.
of the want of Ships, to at the
West Pit – – 20 xx. P. day
East do. – – 30

1823

17.[e]

April 27th. Consulted Mr. Bainbridge as
to the plan to be pursued in treating with
Mr. Pauson & Mrs. Ibbitson for the renewal
of the Colliery Lease. Saw Mr. Watson
also on the same subject. These Lessors
wish to have the Tentale Rent paid on
the workings instead of the Leadings.
May 3d. Saw the Lessor’s Viewers Messrs.
Watson & Fenwick in Newcastle, they fixed
to meet on the 6th. Inst. to estimate the
difference between charging the Tentale on
the workings, and the quantity vended.
May 5th. Viewed the East Pit, found the
workings in very good order; but the
Heworth Band is thickening & the Top
Coal is thinning rapidly in the Low-lift
district
Took the following Accot. of the workings
and Vend, for Messrs. Watson & Fenwick’s
information viz.
The total quantity wrot. in
Ch.
1819,1820,1821,1822 was –
147529

50
Are getting well forward with the
Steam Mill in front of the Row. The
Building is covered in, the Cylinder is in
it’s place, and the Boiler is nearly finished

Total quantity of Ship Coals
vended in the same time – –
102,214
Deficiency – – 45,315
Equal to 31 P. Cent of Small Coals & Slates
taken out.
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1823
th

May 12 . Viewed the W. Pit – is working
entirely in the N.W. Pillars, Broke having
been finished on the 28th. Ulto. are working
homewards from the N.W. angle of the
Boundary, between the River Barrier, and
the Barrier next Hebburn. i.e. Jarrow
Grange. All the Juds are in a very
favourable state, the cover being a firm
Strong Post.
Nothing fresh in the E. Pit, except
in the innermost 3 So. East Boards Christmas Way, where the Kerving Coal seems
to be passing into ^<grey> Stone, for about 4 or
5 Inches next the Heworth Band.
Section of the Seam in the face of
the Low-lift So. Boards, 70 yards beyond
the rise Trouble at the foot of the Engine
Plane.
Feet In.
Top Coal – – – – – – – – 1 .. 6
Heworth band – – – – – 1 .. 4
Kerving Coal – – – – – 0 .. 8
Low Band – – – – – – – 0 .. 3
Coal – – – – – – – – – – 1 .. 9
Bottom Coal very coarse 0 .. 5
5 ..11

20.
District. The bank is 53 yards long and
the Spindles bring the Rollies up to

19.

May 15 . Ed . Davison Furnace-Keeper
was found dead near to the main
doors, going to the W. Pit Furnace
There is every reason to believe that he
died from the effects of the return-Air
which was observed to be remarkably
stythy this morning.
May 26th. Viewed the East Pit, and
found all matters going on pretty well
Have begun to Set up the Trouble in
the W. mothergait, Low-bottom.
June 9th. Viewed the West Pit, found
all matters going on very well. Examined
Broke to see if any pressure had extended
from the Thrust over the Barrier of 3
Walls left for the protection of the E.
Mothergait. Found all firm and tranquil, and scarcely any alterations since
the working of the Broken was finished.
Have got the Coal upon the Trouble
in the W. Cross-cut from the Low-lift,
which proves to be an upcast of 10 ft.
The Seam is rising very much beyond
it. Started a pair of Spindles at
the foot of the Low-lift, in the Shelly
District
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<exclusive of Small>
Corporation and Jarrow, jointly ^ it has been

where the Engine takes them away.
Are widening the Furnace Drift at the
W. Furnace, for the purpose of putting in
26 yards of Brick Brattice, to give the
Furnace men a Scale of fresh Air
The Agents of the Lessors were at the
Colliery to settle the ½ year’s Colliery Rent
from Martinmas up to May last, and
also to enquire into the quantity of Small
Coals made, to enable the lessors to for
man opinion as to the tentale Rent which
they conceive ought to be paid, under a
new Lease; the tentale being charged a
the Workings instead of the Leadinds as
has been the ease heretofore.
Present.
Mr. Ra. Fenwick
Mr. Forster
For Mrs. Ibbitson
r
M . John Watson For Mr. Pauson
During the last ten years the loss of
small in Jarrow to the Lessors has been
<including small>
17½ P. Cent ^ on the average; but from the

29 P. Cent. That is to say the Vend of
all sorts of Coals, has been 82½ P. Cent from
<including small>
Jarrow ^ , and 71 P. Cent from Jarrow and
<exclusive of Small>
the Corporation jointly ^ out of the whole quantity wrought. On which quantities the
Lessors have of course received their tentale
Rent.
June 16th. Viewed the E. Pits Workings
where every thing is going on tolerably
well; but the Heworth Band is thickening
rapidly to the South in the Low-Lift
Section of the Seam in the So. Drifts
Low-lift yards So. from the Trouble
Feet In.
Top Coal – – – – – 1 ..0½
Parting – – – – – – – – –
Coal – – – – – – – 0 .. 6
Heworth Band – – 1 .. 6¾
Coal – – – – – – – 0 .. 7½
Black Band – – – 0 .. 3
Coal – – – – – – – 1 .. 7½
Parting – – – – – – – – –
Bottom Coal – – – 0 .. 5
6 ..0¼
The Seam here, is about 180 fathoms
below the Bed of the Tyne.
The hewing price, here, is as follows

[Bud-46-4]
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s. d.
Hewing Round – 4 .. 6
Ditto – Small – 2 .. 0
About equal quantities of each 6 .. 6
the mean – – 3 .. 3
Band 1d P. In. to 18 In. thick
and 1¼d P. In. above that thickness

1823
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23.

Horses in E. Pit bro . forw . – – 32
Ditto – – W. Ditto – – – – – – 9
41
Present length of Venture Engine plane
1st. Lift – – 352 yds.
2 ditto – – 116

For 18 Inches – – – – – – – – 1 .. 6
4 ditto – – – – at 1¼d. – 0 .. 5
Swad charged with Band – – 0 .. 2 2 .. 1
Double working – – – – – – – – – – – 0 .. 4
Following in, 4 men in me
Board – – – – – – – – –
– – – – 0 .. 4
Wet Working – – – – – – – – – – – – 0 .. 4
Leading & Stowing the Band
6 .. 4
cost about – – – – – – – – – – – – 1 .. 2
7 .. 6
Number of Horses at present employed
underground viz.
Between Shaft and foot
of Venture Plane – –
– 10
In
at Top of Venture Plane – – – 1
E. Pit From bottom of Engine to
bottom of Christmas Plane – 3
At top of Ditto – – – – – – – – – – 2
Spindles in low lift – – – – – – – 2
Low Lift W. Mothergait – – – – – 3
Crank – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 3
Galloways – – – – – – – – – – – 8
32

3 ditto – – 80
352 yds.
Section of the Seam in Christmas W. Bds.
near the Coronation Drifts F. In.
Coal – – – – – – – 0 ..11½
Parting – – – – – – – – –
Coal – – – – – – – 0 .. 6
Hew, Band – – – – 0 .. 6
Coal – – – – – – – 0 .. 9½
Black Band – – – 0 .. 2½
Coal – – – – – – – 1 .. 9½
Coarse ditto – – – 0 .. 4
5 .. 1
o
Section in Face of S . E. Cross-cut thro’
the Trouble in Christmas Workings, about
150 yards from the Gut – So. Shields Boundy.
Feet In.
Coal – – – – – – – 1 ..1
Parting – – – – – – – – –
Coal – – – – – – – 0 .. 6
Hewotrth Band – – 1 .. 0
Coal – – – – – – – 0 .. 7½
Black Band – – – 0 .. 2½
Coal – – – – – – – 1 ..11½
5 .. 4½
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July 9 . Got an up-cast Dyke to the East
of 22 ft. in the So. East Cross-cuts Christmas
District. It seems to run about N. 7 E.
July 9th. Started the new Steam Mill –
She made an excellent start and seems
to be capable of doing a very thing she was
intended for.
Augt. 8th. Saw Mr. Watson relative to the
renewal of Mr. Pawson’s Lease for his
share of the Colliery. Mr. Watson thinks

1823

25.
taken to dip at the rate of about 5 or 6 In.
P. yard, and the Heworth Band is thickening
rapidly. The full dip here, to the So. E.
is 7 In. P. yard. The Heworth Band is 28 In.
thick, and the Black Band is 5 In. in this
Board.
Augt. 11th. Viewed the E. Pit. The Heworth
Band still continues thickening rapidly in
all the Low-Lift Workings – So much so
that there is every appearance of the Seam

Mr. Pawson will treat separately on condition, that if Messrs. Brown should afterwards
be induced to give Mrs. Ibbitson better Terms
they will engage to give him the same.
Mr. Watson is to write to Mr. Pawson
for authority to treat with me, on this condition, and after we have drawn up the
Terms for the Renewal they are to be submitted to our respective employers for their
consideration
Augt. 8th. Stopped the innermost So. Board
on the W. Side – Low-Lift, as she has

becoming unworkable, long before it reaches
it’s supposed Line of limitation under the
Sleek.
We shall shortly have to consider the
most eligible plan of setting over the 22 ft.
upcast, in the Christmas Cross-cuts.
Augt. 18th. Viewed the W. Pit, and found
the Workings in a very good state.
Are working entirely in the Pillars, but
the Roof is a fine Strong Post, and
the Walls are very firm, notwithstanding
the Creep. Are working 40 xx. a day
out of each Pit.
During the last fourteen days an immence
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quantity of inflammable Air has been
discharged from Corporation
Section of the Seam, in the face of
Main Coal the Venture Engine, Low-lift, Plane Board
This place is nearly under the middle of
Jarrow- Slake, at the depth of about 180
Fathoms below the bed of the River.
It’s position is S. 63½ E. 1320 yards from
the Shaft.
Feet In.
Top Coal – – – – – 1 ..0½
Parting – – – – – – – – –
Coal – – – – – – – 0 .. 7
Heworth Band – – 1 .. 9½
Kerving Coal – – – 0 .. 6
Black Band – – – 0 .. 3
Coal – – – – – – – 1 .. 9½
Parting – – – – – – – – –
Coarse Coal – – – 0 .. 4
6 .. 3 Feet In.
Coal – – – – – – – 4 .. 2½

1823
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Section of the S . Board, 9 Winnings
West from the foregoing.
Feet In.
Top Coal – – – – – – – 1 ..2½
Parting – – – – – – – – – –
Coal – – – – – – – – – 0 ..8½
Heworth Band – 2 ..3½
Coal – – – – – – – – – 0 .. 7
Black Band – – 0 .. 3
Coal – – – – – – – – – 1 ..9½
Parting – – – – – – – – – – –
Coarse Coal – – – – – 0 .. 6
Coal – – – – – – – – – 4 ..9½
Stone – – – – – – – – 2 ..6½
7 .. 4
The face of the above Board is 100 yards
short of the line where we supposed the
Seams would become unworkable. The
face of the En: Low-lift Board, is 150
yards short of the same Line.
Pay 1d. P. Inch for the Bands till they are

18 In. thick, and 1¼d. P. In. for every Inch
above 18.

Band – – – – – – – 2 .. 0½
6 .. 3
Swad 3 In. and thin hand Thill
[Bud-46-4]
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Aug . 25 . Met M . T. Brown in
London, and discussed the affairs of
the Colliery with him.
Sep. 8th. Viewed the East Pit.
Decided to Stop the Low-lift Boards
for the present at least, as the Band
continues to thicken rapidly. The
workings to be continued to the E. &
West of the Plane Board.
Have got the Shelly roof again
in the Christmas District – 4 Pillars
N. from the So. E. Cross-cut. This
shews it’s line of direction to be nearly
East.
Sep. 15th. Viewed the W. Pit. a great
quantity of Foulness has come off
both from Corporation Thrust, &
the N.W. Goaves during the last two
or three days – Found the Air in
some of the N.W. Juds inflammable
and Fired in the Davy’s – great care

29
must be taken.
Sep. 20th. Met Th. Brown Esqr. at
Newcastle and discussed the subject
of the renewal of the Colliery Lease
with him in all it’s bearings.
Sep. 23d. Attended Mr. Brown to a
meeting with the Lessor’s Agents,
present
Mr. Trotter
Mr. R. Fenwick For Mr. Pawson
Mr. Geo. Forster
Mr. R. Fenwick For Mrs. Ibbitson
Cuth. Ellison Esqr. & Mr. Pawson
were both present, at the commencement of the business, but with-drew
when the negotiation commenced
After some discussion the following
Agreement was made.
Newcastle 23d. Sept. 1823.
Terms agreed upon this Day for the Renewal
of Jarrow Colliery Lease.
Wm. Trotter & R.B. Fenwick for Mrs. Ibbitson &
Cuth. Ellison Esqr.
Thos Brown Esqr. For himself & Brother
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st
1 . The Term 30 Years from 12 May 1824.
2d. Certain annual Rent 1200 £ for an equivalent numbers of Tens of Coals at the following rates – each Ten to Contain 440 Bolls
usual Coal Measure.
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31.
Men.
The Lessees to have the privilege of Making up short workings at any time during
the Lean. Coals to be delivered to the Lessors
According it the present Lease. W.T

High-main Seam. 30/- P. Ten for all
Coals Wrot. west of the
Meridian of the Pit.
20/- P. Ten for all Coals
Wrot. East of the Meridian of the Pit.
Lower Seams. 20s. P. Ten for all Coals
Wrought out of the [winn]
the Rent in all Cases to be paid on the
quantity of Coals Wrought. –
3. The Leases to have the liberty of making
outstroke into any adjoining Colliery
leaving Barriers as hereafter to be agreed
upon, paying 8/ 6 P. Ten for all Coals Wrot.
by virtue of such ourstroke.
4. A Lean to be drawn Containing all the
usual clauses for Fair Working &c.
Witness
W m. Trotter
Geo. Forster
Jno. Buddle
Ra.B. Fenwick
Thos. Brown

W.T
J.B.

G.F.
R.B. Fr.
T. B.

Mem.
The Meridian of the Middle Staple
instructed of the Pit. The Notice for quitting
12 Months, and Coals delivered to the Lessors
according to the present Lease. –
G.F.
R.B. F
T. B. –
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Oct . 13 . Viewed the Colliery for the
purpose of deciding upon the most
Winning of
eligble mode of winning the BenBensham Seam sham Seam. The following is the
outline of the Plan which appeared to
be the most eligible after giving the
subject my best consideration & consulting with Mr. Ms. Dunn & Alexr.
Hall.
To Sink a new 10 ft. Shaft from
the main Coal Seam, E. of the Shaft
to the Bensham. To be bratticed down
the middle so as to allow a Rope
to work on each Side of it

1823

33.
up to “the Seam in which they will be
conveyed immediately to the bottom of the
West Shaft.
The interior Pit to be sunk as near
to the present Pit as circumstances will
allow; and to be so situated as to
admit of the Coals being landed in
the low Stone Drift and drawn to
bank at the E. Shaft at5 any time
if necessary.
The Engine to be so constructed as to
draw Water up the interior Pit, by a
set of pumps if required.
Octr. 20th. Viewed the Pit again for the

The East Pit Shaft to be Sunk
to the Bensham, for an Air communication with the above Pit &
eventually to draw Coals.
A high pressure Engine with an
18 or 20 In. Cylinder to be erected on
the interior Pit to draw the Coals

purpose of finally settling the plan of
winning the Bensham Seam. The
Shifters had been employed during the
Week in ridding away the Rubbish
about the place where the interior Pit
will have to be sunk, so as to enable us to see more clearly about us
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On revising and reconsidering the plan
discussed on the 13th. Inst. we would
not alter it for the better and therefore
decided to act upon it
Sinkers being scarce resolved to
advertise for some good Workmen
The interior Pit will require 15 &
the E. Shaft the same number in
all 30 men.

35
Jarrow Colliery 20. Oct. 1823
Winning of the Bensham Seam
A 10½ ft. Staple to be sunk from the
Main Coal Seam; in the Back. East
Mothergait Drift 35 yards from the
Shaft.
[Diagram of low Stone Drift and Staple]
The dotted lines shew the low Stone Drift
immediately on the North Side of which
it is intended to sink the Coal Staple a
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[Diagram of low Stone Drift and Staple]
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[Section of Stone Drift with Droop Way]

[Diagram of Engine, Boiler & Smoke Drift]
The dotted lines shew the Rolly-way.
It is intended that the Coals may either be
delivered at the Stone Drift b, or brought up
to the Main Coal. A Brattice to be put down
the middle of the Coal Staple, so as to admit
of a Corf being drawn on each Side.
The Engine to Stand in the E. Mothergait
the Smoke to be delivered into the W. Shaft
by a Stone Drift through the Post.
[Section of Smoke Drift]
The E. Main Shaft to be Sunk to the
Bensham Seam by a Doop Drift under
the Staffold. The Shaft to be Sunk 7 ft. Diam.

The E. Pit may probably be sunk at nights by the
Machine by taking up the Scaffold in which Case the
Expence of the Staple & Droop Way will be saved.
Estimate of the Expence of the Winning.
Ridding & making ready for sinkg. The 10½ ft. St. £ 5..0..0
Making Gin Way – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 30..0..0
Gin & Setting up – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 40..0..0
Ropes, Corves & Sinking Gear – – – – – – – – – 20..0..0
£95..0..0
t
Sinking 44 Fath. of 10½ F . Staple
At £14 – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
– – – – – 616..0..0
44 Fath. of Double Brattice, 1½ In. clading.
Buntons 8 In. by 4.3 ft. Distant.
12½ Deals to a Side or 25 to both sides
at 4¼d. P. running foot.
8..10¼
6
53.. 1¼
2 Buntons 6 ft.
with sawing
@ 2/ 9 16.. 6
Nails & Oakham – – – – – 2.. 5¾
£3..12..1
£711..0..0
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[Diagram of Engine, Boiler & Smoke Drift]

[Section of Smoke Drift]

[Section of Stone Drift with Droop Way]
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Brought Forward – – – – – – – – £711.. 0..0
44 Fathoms of Brattice at 3..12..1 – – 158..11..8
Sump 9 feet – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 20.. 0..0
Walling the Top of the Staple
2 Fathoms – – – – – – – – – – – – – 20.. 0..0
Expence of taking the low Sett
of Pumps out of the Engine Pit and
25.. 0..0
putting them into the Staple – – –
Walling through the Metal Coal
& Yard Coal Seams, & bad Stone – 64.. 0..0
8 fathoms at £8. – – – – – – – – –
Keeping 2 Sinking Horses 40
Weeks at 30/- – – – – – – – – – – – 60.. 0..0
Sinking Gear 10/- P. Fathoms – – – – – 22.. 0..0
Corves & Trams, Grease &c. – – – – – 10.. 0..0
£1090..11..8
Cutting Out the Engine Chambr.
– – – – – – – – – – – £70 – – –
Stone Drift to deliver Smoke
into Shaft 4 ft. square, 35 yards
at 30/- – – – – – – – 52..10
£122..10
[Bud-46-4]
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Brought Forward – – – – – £1090..11..8
Engine – – – – – £122..10
Engine High Pressure
20 In. Cylinder – – 5
Feet Stroke – – – –
18 foot Beam – – – –
Boiler 24 feet by 5½
Diam. – – – – – – –
Engine Materials – – – 800 – –
Fitting up including sending
Materials down Pit,
and Masonry – –
600 – –
1522..10.. –
2613.. 1..8
Settle boards, Scaffold & Rolly-way
Sidings – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
36..18..4
£2650.. 0..0
Sinking E. Pit 7 ft. diam
Altering Scaffold and put
£
– ting dam into Standage
10 –
Shearing off Stone, and put- ting in New Wind-Bore –
15
Forward 25

1823

40.
Brought Forward – – £2650.. –
£25
Brattice slits
Single 15/20
New Curved Windbore – – – – – – –
20
Sinking the Pit
with the Machine
208
at Nights, 26 fath.
@ £8. – – – – –
Ropes, Corves, Gear
Grease &c. for
30
303.. –
Machine – – – – – –
2953.. –
Sundries – – – – – 47.. –
£3000.. –

1823
Begun to blow
down Stone
at top of
Bensham
Pit.
meeting with
Mr. Watson
Corpn. Coal

r

41.

th

Oct . 30 . Begun to blow down the
Stone above head, where the Bensham
Pit is to be sunk. The whole height
for the Pully-frame will be 20 ft. and
the breadth 11 ft.
Nov. 9th. Had a meeting with Mr.
Jno. Watson, and arranged the principle
on which the Proposal for the Corporation Coal was to be framed
The Common Council don’t meet ‘till
about the 20th. Dec. against which time
the Proposal must be sent in. No
answer will be received ‘till about next
April.
Nov. 10th. Viewed the W. Pit, found
the Air Course rather faint, owing to the
return through the Goaves being pinched.
This will be remedied through the course
of the Week, when a fresh holing for
a return will be effected
The blowing down of the Stone at
the top of the Bensham Pit is great
forwardness, and will be completed by then
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end of the Week.
Set out a place for the Gin, to
sink the Bensham Pit. It is in the
back mothergait drift, a little to the
E. of the Bensham Pit.
Daily Works.
Are working about 24 xx. a Shift
at the W. Pit double Shift, and 37 xx.
at the E. Pit single Shift.
Sinking Gin
Chamber.

1823
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Dean & Chapter’s Boundary. M . T. Fenwick
Dean & Ch. their Viewer gives leave to work the Coal
Coal
between the Boundary and the dip Works.
So. Shields of So. Shields Colly. at 20/- P. Ten. This
with 7/ 6 a Ten out-stroke to the Jarrow
Lessees, will make the full Rent 27/ 6.
We must endeavour to prvail with him
to abate 2/ 6 to bring the Rent down to

Drop started

Started the Drop for loading the Coals
at the E. Spout on the 30th. Octr.
Nov. 17th. Viewed the Colliery
Blowing down Have finished the blowing down of
of Stone at top the Stone at the top of the Bensham
of Bensham Pit. and have begun to rid out the
Pit finished back mothergait to get the Chamber
made for the sinking Gin.
All matters going on well in
the Workings.
The So. E. Boards in Christmas
District have reached the So. Shields

the same standard as the Jarrow Coal viz.
25/- but at any rate we must work as
much of it, as may be eligible.
Dec. 1st. Begun to sink the Bensham
Pit.
Dec. 15th. Begun to put in the Stone
Tub in the top of the Bensham Pit, to
dam out the Water in the Engine Standage
Laid the Wall upon a Wedging Crib –
4 In. thick and 10 In. in the bed. The
Wall to be built with Roman Cement
Dec. 21st. Finished the Stone Tub at the top
of the Bensham Pit, it is 14 feet high
Nov. 29th. Let the Engine for the Bensham
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Pit to Ja . Smith for £500, to be p .
£250 in January, and the remainder
when the Engine is set to work.
He finds and fits up the whole
of the materials, except the Boilers,
Shaft-frame, and Masonry.
Is to superintend the fitting up
Underground.
Dec. 25th. Laid the Pits off work for the
Holydays. The length of time they may
be idle will depend on circumstances
While the Pits an idle the East Pit
shaft must be sunk and severed
with a Stone Tub through the Engine
low Sump
Dec. 29th. Examined the underground
operations. Begun this morning to
sink the Bensham Pit below the Stone
Tub. The Tub has been tried with the
whole pressure of Water in the Engine
high Standage, and so far seems very

44.[44a]
Shift through the low Stantage. It will
be well to get this done, and the Stone
Tub put in, during the time the Pit is
off Coal Work.
We must endeavour to Sink this
Shaft to the Bensham Seam, by a Trap
through the Coal Scaffold; in which ease
the doup-way, may be dispensed with, and
the expence of making it be saved.
Nothing particular In-bie, in either
of the Pits.
Robt. Brabant the Corver complains of
his Price being too little, owing to the breakage
of his Corves at the Engine Plane in the
E. Pit. And the wetness of the W. Pit
Shaft when going double Shift
His present price is 9¼ P. xx.
This is subject to be investigated.

tight
Begun also to Sink the E. Pit
[Bud-46-4]
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Dr. Thomas & Robert Brown’s – Walls-end Colliery from

January 1 to & with December 31. 1823

£
Cha .
s
d
1823
Decr.31st By Coals Vended this year
282 5/ 70
12093 . 8 .6½
o
2107 5/ 6
579
– Shift work – – – – – – 1727 .11 .6
D .–––––––
32 6/9
– Smart Money – – – – –
57 .15 .3 13878 15 3½
Do. – – – – – – –
o
– Sinkers to Bensham
197 2 10
D .–––––––
56 6/ 6
18
– Masons wages Burning & makg. Up Lime
183 18 8½
Do. – – – – – – –
29 18/ 6
26
o
– Joiners and Sawyers wages
631 17 2
D .–––––––
55 20/55
– Firemen and Plugmens wages
163 17 2
Do. – – – – – – –
738 20/ 6
756
– Blacksmiths and Nailors wages
685 3 4
Do. – – – – – – – 1448 30/- 2172
– Labours wages
532 19 11
Do. – – – – – – – 20953 30/ 6 31953
– Agency & Surgeons Salary
901 8 –
Do. – – – – – – – 25700
35641
ce
d
– Contingencies, wherriage Keelders, all . &c.
600 15 – ½ Amount adv . for Redhouse Farm(chd. to that a/c0
648
d
– Making Bricks & Duty
164 7 10½
–
rec . for Landsale & watersale Coals
410
– Corving Pxx @ 9¼
817 8 2
–
– Stamps & Discounts
38
– Leading 30715 Chaldrons Coals
609 17 1
–
– Horses
7
– Tailmakers wages
70 – 10
–
– Cottage Rents
448
– Discounts & Stamps
190 12 1
–
– Smithwork
4
– Taxes & Cesses
270 9 9
–
– Leather Cuttings &c.
18
– Fittage
680 5 7½
–
–Tradesmens Accounts
276
os
– 1 years Rent land, wayleave & Workmens H .
1769 5 –
– Keep of Soldeer Horses at Keelmens Steak
10
– Tentale Rents
2745 15 10
–
– Stores supplied T & R Bo. Ships
1105
– Contribution to the Coal Trade
81 5 –
– Jarrow Estate reps. Houses & Improvements
397
– Wages for Steam Mill
305 11 2½
–
– Dean Brewery for repairs
5
– Corn 686.9.1½ Horses 345.2.6 Hay 28.12.6
1060 4 1½
–
– Metal Pipes
10
– Tradesmens Accounts
6193 4 11¾
–
– Redhouse Farm for Sunds.
170
– Redhouse Farm Accounts
887 11 3½
–
– Jarrow Estate for repairs &c.
1197
– Ships Losses
368 18 4¼
– Old Rope
9
33990 17 7
40399
r
– Balance Outstanding Debts this Day
Balance Outstanding Dec . 31.1822
2094
2347.9.3½
Gain 6186.9.4 8533 18 7¾
£ 42494
£ 42494 6 2¾

£

e

Decr.31st To paid for Hewing &c 18279.9 Coals
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Jany. 5 . Mess . J. Clayton & Ja . Bainbridge with Messrs. Watson, Forster and
Fenwick, at the Colliery, adjusting the
Boundary Line between Jarrow Freshd.
and the Waste, or impropriated Lands
adjoining the River and to the midStream. This Tract includes JarrowSlake.
Sinkg. And
Sinking the E. Pit Shaft thro’
tubbing through the En: Standage, and putting in a
Standage, E. Pit 10 ft. length of Tub.
Jany. 10th. Finished the above Tub.
It was found impracticable to secure the Pit thro’ the Standage without
tubbing, and a wood Tub was
preferred on account of it’s be
ingliable to be shook by Corfes falling
down the Shaft when the Pit is
working, as the main Scaffold unavoidably rests on the top of the Tub.
The Tub is made of 3 In. plank
on an Oak Wedge Crib 7 In. [bed]
by 4 In. deep. It is 7 feet diam.

48.

inside and the Olanks are [trinnitted] to
the Spiking Crib.
The Shaft is not sunk below the
bottom of the Tub, but the main Scaffd.
is made to left off in halves, and the
sinking is to be a carried on at nights.
Sinking Gin
The Gin on the Bensham Pit being
on Bensham now finished, the Sinking must be let
Pit, finished by proposal, as far as the sale of the
main Stone Drift. That is 13 fath.
the whole depth from the Seam
Fa.
to the Drift being – – – – – – – –
17½
Already Sunk – – – – – – – – – – – 4½
Depth to
To Sink – – 13
sink
Mem.
Fa.
Depth from Main Coal to Benshm. 44
Already Sunk – – – – – – – – – – 4½
Yet to Sink – – – – – – 39½
Depth as above – – – – – – – – – 44
East Pit already Sunk – – – 17½
Ditto thro’ Sump – – – – – – 1½ 29
Yet to Sink – – – – – – 25
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s

Jany. 12 . Mess . Ra. Fenwick & Jo .
Harrison, the Lessors Viewers, and Mr.
Forster, on the part of Mr. Ellison at
the Colliery estimating the quantity of
Coal, which has been wrot. from under
the impropriated Ground, as far as
the middle of the River, and also under
the Slake.

1824
50.
th
Sinking to
Jany. 12 . Let the sinking of the Bensham
Bensham Seam Pit to W. Smith & Prs. at £12 P. Fathom
let.
They find gunpowder and Candles, drive
the Gin, wait on, put in Brattice &c. in
Short they do every thing except stowing
the Stones. To sink the Pit to the
sole of the E. Stone Drift.
The Shaft to be 10½ feet Diam.

Eighteen Sinkers employed in the
Bensham Pit, 4 in the bottom at once
Four at the E. Pit, 2 in the bottom.
Venture
Mem. The Engine Plane Boards were
Engine Plane laid off on the 12th. Sep: 1823, at 151 yds.
Boards laid off So. from the Trouble. Section of Seam in
Face of Board.
F. In.
Coal – – – – – – – 0 ..11½ F. In.
Parting – – – – – – – – –
1 .. 6½
Coal – – – – – – – – .. 7
Hewotrth Band – – – – – – – 2 .. 1
Coal – – – – – – – – – – – – 0 .. 6
Black Band – – – – – – – – 0 .. 2½
Coal – – – – – – – – – – – – 1 .. 6
Parting – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
Coal very Coarse, left – – – – 0 .. 7
6 .. 5
The Seam here will lie nearly about 19 Fa.
below the Bed of the River under the Sleek

Let Willm. Tate and Prs. The E. Shaft
to sink to the yard Coal – say 12
fa. or until the 5th. Ap. It £5.50
P. Fath.
They merely sink the Pit And
put in the Brattice. The owners draw
the stuff, and wait on.
The Shaft 7 Ft. Inside diam.
Jany. 19th. Viewed the So. E. Workings
Working of
E. Pit in Christmas way. have gone about
So. Shields Coal 40 Yards through the E. Boundary, into the
to be relinquished Dean & Chapter Coal at So. Shields. Leave
having been obtained from the D & C viewer
to work as much of that Coal as we
may think proper, at 20/- P. Ten.
The Seam however is so inferior &
expensive to work, that it does not seem
worth while to work it.
The following is a Section of the
Seam at the face of the So. Mothergait
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Feet In.
Coal – – – – – – – 1 .. 6
Band – – – – – – – 1 .. 4
Stowed Undd.
Coal – – – – – – – – .. 7
Band – – – – – – – – .. 3
Coal – – – – – – – 1 ..10
Parting – – – – – – – – –
Bottom Coal – – – – .. 6
Left underground
6 .. 0
s d
Tull Hewing price Round Coals – – – 8..8
Small – – – – – – 6..2
That is Hewing Round – – – 4 .. 6
Consn. For Band – – 1 ..8½
Casting Kervings – – 1 .. –
Leavg. Bottom Coal – .. 6

1824
th

Corving

52.

January 19 .
Investigated R. Brabants Corving
account and found it to be as follows
Dec 31st. 1822 Stock – – – £310.. 4..2
Dec 31st. 1823 ditto – – – – 294..12.. –
Decreased – – – £15..12..2
Rods purchased in 1823 518..18..2
Wages paid in ditto – – – – 332..19..9
867..10..1
Earing score tale & Small – 812.. 2..4
Loss – – – £55.. 7..9
On 18279 xx. is [73d] say ¾ P. xx. loss.
Pay Journeymen 22/- P. week
Charges himself 30/- D0.
Has 9¼d. P xx. at present. 10d. According

Following in 4 men – .. 4
in a Board – – –
Wet and Double – – – .. 8
8 .. 8
Hewing Small 2/- and all
the other considerations the same

to the above statement will pay him.
To be charged at 10d. from the commencement of the Year.
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Amount of the Tentale on the Coals
wrought from under the impropriate
Grounds, Eastwards of the Line fixed
by Messrs. J. Clayton & Jas. Bainbridge
on the 5th. Jany. 1824. As estimated
by the Agents and Viewers of the
Lessors.
On Coals wrot. previous to
5th. Nov: 1817, at which peri£
od Mr. Pawson came into
4948..8..11
possession of the Property
Since up to Nov: 12:
1823 – – – –
5586..0.. 5
£10534..9.. 4
So. Shields Jany. 26th. Discontinued the working
Coal
of the So. Shields Coal, in the whole
discontinued Mine, Christmas District, and begun to work the Pillars.
Feb. 9th. Viewed the W. Pit. The
sinking of the Bensham Pit, as well
as the E. Shaft is going on very

54.
well. The former is 9½ Fa. and the
latter 5 sunk this morning. The
Bensham Pit is going at the rate of
2 Fath. A Week nearly.
Found the Workings of the W. Pit
in an excellent state. Daily Workings
W. Pit double Shift – 40
E. ditto single – – – – 34
74 xx.
Feb. 16th. Viewed the E. Pit, the
working of the Pillars in the So.
Shields and adjoining Coal is going
on very well
In working E. from the Vebture
Engine Low-lift, the Heworth Band
is found to vary in thickness, which
allows the Workings to go further So.
in some places than others.
Found all things going on well
and the Ventilation remarkably
good.
The sinking of the Bensham Pit
is going on well, but it will be necessary
to
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to suspend the sinking until the
blowing down of the Post for the En.
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This Stap is let to Will. Forster & Prs.
at £3..18..0 P. Fathom. Inside Diam.

Chamber is finished
Feb. 18th. Stopped the sinking of the
Bensham Pit, at the depth of 12 fath.
until the Engine Chamber is cut out
Feb. 23d. Viewed the W. Pit. The cutting out of the Engine Chamber at the
Bensham Pit is going on very well
but it will require all this Week to
finish it.
The E. Pit Shaft is nearly 7 fath.
sunk below the level of the “LowStone Drift”
Absent in London during the greater
part of March
Mar. 28th. Begun to sink the
Deup-way Deup-way Staple in the E. Pit, 6
yards N. from the Shaft, in the Stone
Drift where the Rolly-Horses turn

6 feet, to be 5 fath. deep. The Stone
Drift between the bottom of the Stap:
and the Shaft is taken by them at the
same price viz 39/- P. yard. To be
driven 7½ ft. wide by 7 high, to be
secured with 9 In. Brick Arching
Working of Mar. 30th. Begun to work the Metal
Metal Coal. Coal Seam, in the former N. Headways
E. Pit turned 10 E. Boards out of
the Heads. close to the Shaft. The
Coals from this Seam are to supply a
contract for Gibralter. Wrought with
an 18 Peck Corf.
Hewing, finding Candles
s d
and making Corf height, by
5 .. 6
taking up 12 In. of Thill P. xx.
Double Working – – – – – – – – 0 .. 4
Putting for 80 yards – – – – – – 1 .. 2
7 .. 0
Add 1/9 to equal a 20 P. Corf – – 0 .. 9½
7 .. 9½
About
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1 th
/5 .
th

58.
th

About
of Small is Skreened out
April 9 . Begun to sink a Stap:
from the Metal Coal into the Stone
Drift, 7 Yards further North than
the Doup-Way Staple. A Machn.
is to be placed on this Stap: for
lowering down the Metal Coals upon
the Rollies in the Stone Drift to be
carried to the Shaft. The Stap. is
7 feet Diam. & will be 3½ fa. deep
Is let to S. Smart & Prs. At 78/- P. Fa.
[Diagram of Doup & Lowering Down Staple]
Winning
Heads.
in Metal
Coal.

April 26 . Viewed the E. Pit. The
working of pillars in the Christmas
District is going on very well.
The Sinking of the Doup-way Stap:
is finished, and the Drift from the
bottom of the Stap: to the Shaft commenced this morning.
Are taking down Stone to make
room at the top of the lowering down
Stap. for the Machine.
The Bensham Pit is now Sunk 26
Fa. being 9 below the Stone Drift and
18 from the Bensham Seam.
Have turned away a pair of N. & S.
winng. Headways in the Metal Coal Seam
E. Pit, from the Metal Coal Siding about
200 yds. from the Shaft.
Sketch of the mode of ventilating those Heads.
[Sketch, Mode of Ventilating Heads.]
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May 1 . Satdy. Charles Russell Deputy
Killed
Killed in the Christmas District. The
Deputies were blowing down Stone for
a new Crane-hole, to shift the new Crane
to, when a large Frame of Stone fell
upon him just as he was in the act
of firing a shot, and killed him on
the spot. He was 23 years of age has left a Widow
and one child.
Working of May 3d. Monday. Stopped the Metal Coal
Metal Coal Workings, all the Ships being loaden, and
suspended resumed the sinking of the E. Pit Shaft

1824

60

Monkton. The intention of this must be
to guard Mr. Ellison from being annoyed
by any Waggon-way being laid nearer
to Hebburn-Hall than Monkton. I
don’t think the restriction will be at all
injurious to Messrs. Brown’s Interest.
May 10th. Monday Viewed the E. Pit.
Working of The working of the Pillars in Christmas
Pillars in District is going on very well. Have
Xmas Distt. wrot. off 21 Walls at the South, and 12 at
Feeder of the East Crane. Have brought a smart
Water
Feeder of Water at the latter.

Yard Coal May 8th. Satdy. Got the yard Coal Seam
Seam
in the Bensham Pit, at 32 Faths. below the
Bensham Pit
Feet In.
Main Coal Seam. It us 2 .. 9 thick and
a very coarse Scare-bandy Coal.
Proposition
Saw Mr. J. Bainbridge in Newcastle
r
from M . El- who informed me that Mr. Ellison and
lison & Mrs. Mrs. Ibbitson will agree to sign the new
Ibbitson re- Lease of the Colliery, on condition that Messrs.
lative to Colly Brown will not grant Way-leave over their
Lease & Way- Estate, for any line of Waggon-way to
leave.
pass on the N. Side of the Village of

The dip So. E. Juds must be wrought
off with all expedition, to make Standage
for the Water.
Doup-way
Have holed the Doup-way into the
holed
E. Pit Shaft this morning. The Bensham
Pit has now about 12 Fath. to go to the
Bensham Seam.
Boiler for
The Smiths are making great proBensham gress with one of the Boilers for the
Engine Bensham Pit Machine; and the Cast
Iron Beam is come home.
The
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The daily Workings at present are as
follows viz.
xx.
Daily Workings
E. Pit – – – – – 30
W. ditto – – – – 30 60 xx
Underground Underground Horses &c, at present
employed viz
E. Pit Horses – – 32
Ponies – – 13
Asses – – 1
46
W. Pit Horses – – 14
Ponies – – 1
Asses – – 2
17
63
May 17th. Examined the operations in
the W. Pit. The Sinking of the Bensham
Pit, is going on very well – looking about
various plans for carrying the Smoke from
the Engine, did not fix finally ‘till we
see a little further.
Decided to have the Cast Iron Beam
for the Engine sent down the Pit next
Saturday. It must be sent down the

1824
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E. Shaft by the Crab. The Ingate at the
Seam will have to be heightened by blowing
down a piece of the Baln Stone.
May 24th. Viewed the E. Pit found all
Working
matters generally Speaking going on very well
Pillars in
Have begun to work the Pillars in the LowLow-lift
Lift. Two Juds are already wrot. off in
the East Side, and 2 Walls are being Jenkined on the W. Side.
The feeders of Water from the Juds in
Christmas District, continue just about the
same.
The Work from the Low-Lift is drawn
Spindle
up to the level of the Engine Platform by
Planes
2 Pully- planes; one in the E. and other in
the W. Side. The length of these planes
is 120 yards each, and the ascent is 5½ In.
P. yard. Consequently the perp: lift is 55 Ft.
Two Horses draw 10 xx. P. Day of 14 Hours
consequently the Work of one Horse is 5 xx.
Work of
a day. Suppose a Corf of Coals to
Horses on weigh 46 St. a Score will 920 St.
Spindle Banks 5 xx. will weigh 4600 St. or 64400 lbs

= 4600lbs P. Hour, which ÷ 60 = 76.66 lbs.
5[6] feet high P. min. or 4216.3 lbs 1 foot high P.
[Bud-46-4]
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P. Min.This is but little work for a Horse
to do, but there are no Rollers on the
Plane, the friction arising from the
Chain dragging on the Ground is very
Considerable. The Horses could do a
good deal more work.
The Bensham Pit is 36 fath down
this morning. A Hitch has run thro’ the
Shaft which will render a little Walling
necessary.
Bensham
Got the Engine Beam down the Pit
Pit Engine on the 22d. Inst. Stone Workmen must now
Beam got be got to blow down Stone for the Engine Boiler
down the Pit Chamber at the top of the Bensham Pit.
The Chamber will be made in the E. mothergait, on the E. Side of the Engine.
Killed
May 25th. Saml. Hughs, Trapper
Killed in the East Pit. He had fallen
a sleep at his Door, and a set of full
Rollies ran over him
Discharge May 31st. Viewed the W. Pit. A heavy
of Foulness discharge of Foulness took place this morng

1824
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from all the Thrusts, the Wind having
gone about to the So. East, and the Baror.
having fallen considerably.
The Working of the Pillars in the N.
W. Way continues to go on as favourably
as we could wish. The Sinking of the
Bensham Pit is also going on very well
r
Engine Cham . Begun to blow down the Stone for
begun
the Boiler Chamber in the E. Mothergait
on the 26th. Inst. – 9 men from Percy
Main have this job in hand.
Mr T. Brown
Mr Thos. Brown Junr. Down the Pits
down the
this morning.
Pit.
All matters going on well in the
E. Pit’s Workings.
June 7th. Viewed the E. Pit. have got
28 Walls in breadth for 4 pillars in length
The feeder of water brot. down by the 1st.
Goaves still continues, and the water rises
so as to follow the working juds close up.
It has only 3 pillars more to rise ‘till it.
will run over the bank down the inclinedplane
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plane which will be very injurious to it
but there is no help for it. In every
other respect all matters are going on very
well. Mr. Robt. Rankin down the
Pit with me this morning.
June 14th. Viewed the W. Pit – all
matters going on very well in the

1824
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June 21st. Examined and took the following
Section Wall.
Feet In.
Bensham
Coarse Coal – – – 0 .. 2
Seam
Good Coal – – – – 3 .. 0
Coarse Splint – – 0 .. 7
Coal – – – – – – – 0 .. 7
Parting – – – – – – – – –

Coal – – – – – – – 0 ..11½
Parting – – – – – – – – –
Coal – – – – – – – 0 ..11
6 .. 2½
A dark blue metal Roof, which appears
as of it would make only a very indifferent cover. Could not examine the
Thill.
The Seam appears to be very full of
Scare bands, and the Coal tender from
its being full of fairings. An upcast
hitch of 9 In. to the E. runs through
the Shaft, which may probably affect
the texture and appearance of the
Coal. Decided to set away a So.
Heads. and a W. Board – the latter
will go to the E. Pit Shaft.

Workings; but a heavy discharge of
foulness came off from the Corporation
thrust this morning.
The cutting out of the boiler chamber
at the Bensham Pit is in great forwardness. The Bensham Pit, as well
as the E. Pit shaft, are both within
2 fathoms of the Bensham Seam, we
shall therefore probably see the seam
in a Week or ten days.
June 18th. Got the Bensham Seam this
morning in the Bensham Pit.
June 19th. Sunk through the Bensham
Seam.
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June 21 . A great discharge of foulness
from the Corporation Waste took place
on the evening of the 18th. Which continued ‘till last night.
June 24th. Tried the burning of the
Bensham Coals, the Metal Coals. 42 lbs
weight of each sort of Coals were burn
tin the same Fire-place – the result was
as follows viz.
Cinders Ashes
Stones lb oz lb oz
Jarrow
Top Coal, burnt – 7½, left 3..10 – 1..3. – 1.0½
Bensham Bottom do. – – – 9 – – – 5.. 0 – 3..0 – 2.13½
Metal Coal – – – 9 – – – 3..11 – 2..10 – 2.7½
N.B. The tare of the Paper was not taken off in weighing
the Ashes viz 2 ½ oz, which makes an error in the work
Walls-end
Bensham Seam – 9 – – 5.12 – 1.12
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June 24th. Got a down-cast Trouble of 5 ft.
in the W. drift from the bottom of the Bensham Pit, at 16 yards up – going to the
E. Pit
June 28th. Examined the Bensham Seam
the W. Board is now 2 yds. through the
hitch, but the Seam is not yet fairly
opened out beyond it, so as to enable one
to form a correct judgement of what it will
turn out.
Have got a Ship on for the Metal
Coal, have therefore set this Seam to work
again.
July 5th. Viewed the W. Pit. The drift
Bensham from the Bensham Pit, was holed into the E. Pit
Seam.
Shaft on the Evg. of the 3d. Inst. this drift
was driven 38 yds. W. and 12 yds. N. into
the Pit Shaft. I cannot perceive any alter-

Taking the Jarrow Bensham Seam
lb oz lb oz
t
Top-Coal to be 3f . at 1..3 – 3..9
Bottom ditto – 1½ – 3..0 – 4..8 lb oz
8..1 = 1 .. 12½
4½
the average quantity of refuse, ashes of the
Seam, or 4.241 P. Cent, waste – 3.893
The Metal Coal 6.25 ditto – – – 6.0
Walls-end Bensham 4.166 ditto 3.792

ation in the appearance of the Seam for the
better.
Have resumed the sinking of the
Bensham Pit, for about 8 ft. to cut out the
dip hitches to the W. to make the Rolly-way
into the Pit, and 5 or 6 ft. must be sunk
for the pump Sump, below the level of the Rollyway
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July 8 . Got the Boiler for the Bensham
Engine down the Pit
July 12th. Viewed the E. Pit Metal –
Coal Seam. Have 10 E. Boards going
in the 1st. Pillar out of the N. winng.
headways from the Pit, in this Seam
An excellent Roof, and little foulness
made – the Boards require bratticing
but no Board-end doors are reqd.
Work with an 18 Peck Corf
Hewing including the taking
s. d.
up of 10 In. of Thill to make
5 .. 6
Tram height P. xx. – – – –
Double working – – – – – – – – 0 .. 4
Putting the same price as the 20
Peck Corf in the main Coal Seam
that is 1s/ 2d P. xx. for 60 yards and
1d P. xx. for every additional 20 yds.
The Cylinder of the Main Engine
is discovered to be so bad, that it
has been absolutely necessary to order
a new one to be cast at Loshe’s
[Bud-46-4]
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without delay. The old Cylinder has
been in about 22 years – every thing
must be in perfect readiness for putting
in the new Cylinder before the old one
is taken out, as the Standage is very
limited
Waste of Ashes in burning the undermentioned Coals viz.
P. Cent
Jarrow Bensham – – – – 3.893
Walls-end Ditto – – – – – 3.792
Collingwood-main do. – 3.662
Jarrow Metal Coal – – – 6.0
Ditto – Main Coal – – – 2.899
Newmarch ditto – – – – 2.886
Walls-end ditto – – – – 2.0
July 19th. Viewed the E. Pit – found
the Air in the Low-lift very heavy, the
most of the places being working with
Davys. Ordered that no Candles should
be used beyond the bottom of the 1st. En.
plane, ‘till after the Air is changed in
the low-lift. As the Air which works
this District is however only the return
from
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th

from Christmas Goaves I don’t expect it
to be much improved by the change.
The water is rising so fast in the
Christmas dip Juds that the losing of
some of them seems inevitable
The working of the Pillars in the
Low-list is advancing so rapidly as
to put a Stop to the working of the
So. E. level Board. This is however
of the less consequence, as it is nearly
at the point where the Shelly roof &
bad Coal commences. The working
of this Coal is very expensive.
Have finished the sinking of
the Bensham Pit, with 10 ft. of Sump
below the level of the Rolly-way.
Are getting very well forward with
the Boiler &c. for the Bensham
Engine.

July 28 . Got the Boiler for the
Engine down the Pit.
August 23d. The Boiler is now set
at the Bensham Engine, and the
Engine is in considerable progress
Are working an E. Stowage Board
in the Bensham Seam, out of the
N. Headways from the E. Shaft –
driving it at 4 yards wide. This Bd.
is to store the Rubbish in from
the cutting of the Rollyway thro’
the Hitches to the bottom of the
Bensham Pit.
The Water from the Christmas way
has filled up the standage and
has begun to discharge over the Incline plane Bank head into the
Low-lift dip workings. we ex[pect
to work off the Pillars in this
way fast enough to make standage
for it.
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Fortnightly workings at Present
E. Pit – – – – – 330
W. ditto – – – – 528
858
Deduct Small Coals 1/3
286
Metal Coal – 70
572
Bensham – 45
115
1
Deduct Small /6 19
96
668
50
24 / 26720
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work off the walls for Standage for the Water
until a Crank can be fixed to lift it up
to the Junction Crank.
The new Crank may be most conveniently placed in the old Slake Gin Chamber
The inclined plane Drift into Christmas
is suffering from the pressure occasioned
by the working of the Walls, in the dipSide of that District & will to all appearance
shortly become very expensive and difficult
to keep open. The best plan of avoiding
the inconvenience which may arise from this

1336
9
Total to end of Year – 12024
Augt. 30th. 1824 The Feeder of Water
from Christs. Way is now coming into
the low-lift – it is a considerable
Feeder and will soon fill up the lowlift workings.
The Men must be taken out of
Christmas and sent into the low-lift
which must be set on dble. Shift, to

will be to Sink a lowering-down Staple
from the N.W. Workings, upon the Rollyway, at the out-bie end of the inclined
plane drift.
In the Christmas rise way, have 9 N. Bds.
and the mothergate going at present –
the Walls holed at 22 yards, 4 yards wide
The band is so soft as to admit of
being Kerved out, by which all the Kerving
Coal is saved, in round Coals
The men are paid 6d. P xx. extra
for
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for Kerving in the Band.
Present hewing price in this District
s d
Round Coals – – – – – 4 .. 6 P. xx.
Ryming out the Band –
6
Leaving Bottom Coal – – 6
Wet – – – – – – – – – – – 4
Double – – – – – – – – – 4
6 .. 2
For shovel filled Coals 4 .. 2
For Stowed Small – – 3 .. 6
A 20 Peck Corf
Number of underground Horses employed at present viz
E. Pit – – – – – 44
W. ditto – – – – 16 60
Asses in East Pit – – – 3
63
th
Sep: 13 . The pressure in Christmas Dist.
from working the broken, has crushed the
Arching of the inclined Plane ^<drift> so much
that the Plane cannot be longer used
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be completed.
Another feeder of Water has broke down
in the Christmas N.E. Board, at the same
hitch which the former feeder comes from, and
about 7 Pillars further North. Upon the whole
however there does not Seem to be any more
water. Are preparing to remove the Low-lift
Crank, to the Slake Gin Chamber; – to place
it thro’ for the purpose of lifting the Christs.
Feeders up to the Junction Crank. 80 yards
3 In – pipes will bring the feeder to the Crank
and 330 yds. of 4 In. Pipes will be required
to deliver the Water to Junction Crank.
150 yards of new 4 In. Pipe will be wanted
for this purpose. This Crank will lift the
Water about 6 fathoms
Setting up this Crank and Sinking
the lowering down Staple, will retard the
Finishing of the Bensham Engine considerably.
The latter will not be completed in less than
10 Weeks, unless more Engineers are employed
in which case it might be finished in about

The working of this district must
therefore be discontinued until the lowering
down Stap. projected on the 30th. Ulto. can

5 Weeks.
Are working off the Walls in the Lowlift as rapidly as possible to make Standage
for
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for the Water from Christmas, until the
Slake Crank is finished.
One of the Stowage Boards in the
Bensham Seam is now finished (22 yds.)
and the other is about 11 yards down – will
be finished in the course of the Week.
Are working about 13 Scores of 18 P.
Corves out of the Metal Coal Seam.
Sep: 23: Begun to build the brick arch
at the bottom of the Bensham Pit for the
Rolly-way into the Shaft.
20 yards of this
[Diagram of Arch] Arching reqd.
Octr. 4th. Begun to pump Water with
the Crank in the Slake Gin Chamber –
from the Christmas District
Octr. 11th. A great Storm of Rain & Wind
from the N.E. which occasioned a great
discharge of Foulness from all the Thrusts
A heavy loss of Shipping – 3 of Messrs.
Brown were driven on Shore between Sund.
and Stockton.
Octr. 14th. The Water from Christmas Stopped
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the Air Course in the Low-lift, and laid off
4 Juds on the E. Side
Octr. 18th. Laid additional Pipes from the Slake
Crank to catch the feeder of Water in it’s
way from Christmas to the low-lift, which
will enable us to recover the 4 Juds laid off
on the 14th. Inst.
The walling of the Bensham W. Mothergate
is in great progress and will be finished abot.
very far back, owing to a disappointment in
getting the Steam Pipes from Walker Foundry.
The Castings are now ordered at Harrison’s
and are expected to be ready this Week. The
Engine may probably be ready in 4 or 5 Weeks.
Daily Workings at present viz.
East Pit – – – – – – 30 xx.
Ditto Metal Coal – 10
W. Pit dble. Shift – 50
90
t 3 th
Ded . /8 . Small – – – 34
Ch.
56 = 112 Ship
Coals – 14 Keels.
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Nov. 15th. have recovered the 4 Juds
left on the 14th. Octr. in the Low-lift E.
Side. They are now nearly wrot. off &
all the Walls below the Trouble will be
wrot. off in about 10 days or so.
Have not been working the metal
Coal for a Week past, not having had
any Ships on for the Coals.
All things going on in the Works
very well, generally.
Nov. 22d. The Bensham Engine is now
all completed but the hand-gear, & a
few yards of walling in the Flue: but
all will be ready for Starting her on the
24th. or 25th. Inst.
Examined every part of the Flue &c.
for carrying off the Smoke: found it
very much to my satisfaction. The
Stone tub in the Staple is finished &
the Engine water being rather high, I
was glad to observe that it rose above
the bottom of the flue in every part
where the Smoke has to pass thro’
Coal. This will be a great protection

Nov. 1 . On carefully examining the flue
and Smoke Drift from the Bensham En.
this morning, I did not think the Wood
Crib at the top of the Staple, down which
the Smoke has to pass into the Metal
Coal quite Safe. There is about 2 fath.
of this Tub, and after consulting with Mr.
Dunn & A. Tate it was agreed that the
Plank Tub should be taken out and a
Stone one put in. There are plenty of
Stones lying on the Quay for this purpose.
Nov. 9th. Finished the walling & arching
at the bottom of the Bensham Pit.
Nov. 15th. Examined the Bensham
Engine &c. The Engine will be nearly
about completed this Week, as will also
the Stone Tub in the Staple.
The Flue from the Boiler is also
in great progress; but great pains must
be taken in removing every particle of
loose Coal from the bottom of it &
from the outsides of the flue Walls
Examined & pointed out how all this
is to be done.
[Bud-46-4]
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against accidents by Fire.
By laying a close Scaffold in the
Staple, at the Thill of the Metal
Coal, & by putting a dam Stopping
into the Easternmost Holing in the
Metal Coal, to the N. of the Smoke
Board. This Board may also in
case of need be laid under water
The Bensham Engine Stands in
the Mothergaite, at 40 yards from

1824

82
the Workings. The Coal in the Lowlift is working off quick enough to
make Standage for all the Water that
escapes the Slake Crank. Are workg.
about 35 xx. P. day out of this part
double Shift. Present daily works.
W. Pit double Shift – 50 xx.
E. do. Do. – – – – 35
85
Have shifted the feed Pipes of the

the Shaft & the run of the Smoke
is as follows. viz.
From the Engine 70 yards down the
E. mgt. the first 25 of which it is
in Coal & the remainder in Stone
Drift. It then returns 50 yards
back, and passes thro’ a So. holing
16 yds. to the top of the Staple.
Then down the Staple 14 fathoms
to the Metal Coal – goes 16 yds.
N. and then 70 yards W. up to the
dumb Pit Furnace
Every thing going on well in

Venture Engine, out of the Smokey
Staple, and taken them down the
Bensham Pit into the E. Stone Drift
Dec 31st. Finished the dip Diversion of
the Low-lift Pillars. – a few Stooks
of Coal were lost by the rising of the
Water.

[Pages 83 to 86 are Blank]
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Jany. 10 . Begun to make preparations
for Sinking the lowering-down Stap.
in Christmas way.
Jany. 17th. Begun to Sink the above
Staple.
Viewed the Bensham Workings
Section of the Seam.
Feet In.
Top Coal, good – – – 3 ..0
Splint – – – – 0..4
Coarse Coal – 0..3 0 .. 7
Ground Coal, good – 2 .. 5
6 .. 0
The Coal deals better N. & S. than it
does E. & W. the Boards must therefore
be wrot. in a N. & So. direction
A hard grey Thill
A Blue Metal Roof, rather tender
The Splint & coarse Coal are Kerved out
and both top & bottom works good
round Coals.
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The Splint is paid for at the same rate
as the Coals, both Round & Small.
Neither wet nor Ramble.
Narrow Work viz.
Winning Headways, let by proposal at
at 3/ 3½ P. yard for 6 men in 24
hours
Holing Walls, under 3 yards wide
Headways away 1/ 6 P. yard
Ditto Board’ away 1/ 2 P. yard
If under the top 6d. P. yard xx. on
& addition ^<[price] in> to the above.
The preparation of Round, as sent
to bank is about 5/8th. of the whole Works.
– are working about 40 xx. a day at
present.
The holings round the Shaft
are completed, leaving a Barrier of 50
Yards on all Sides of the main Shaft
The Seam looks remarkably well
in all the working places & the Coals

Work by Separation – Prices
Hewing
For Round 6/ 3 P. xx 20 Peck
Headways
Small 3/ 3 – do.
Corf
away
Do. BoardRound – 5/ 6 do.
ways away
Small – 2/ 6 do.

are very round in the Heap.
Daily Workings at present
Main Coal W. Pit – – – – – – 24
E. do. dble. Shift 28
Bensham W. Pit – – – – – – 24
E. do. – – – – – – 26
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Sketch of Bensham Pit Jany 17 . 1825
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Jany. 31st. Viewed the East Pit.
Are now working the Pillars & a [piece] of
whole Coal, against the Trouble in the W.
Cross-cut, Low-lift. The Water is however
rising so rapidly that the Pillars cannot be wrot. off
quick enough to make Standage
for it. There is therefore no allowance but
either to pump the Water up to the ^<Slake> Bank
Sump, or lose the Coal. On giving this
point mature consideration it was decided
to fix a hand pump, at the foot of
the ^<old> Gin Plane – near the Shelly District
to lift the Water up to the Slake Crank
Sump, while the remaining dip Pillars are
being wrot. off.
This will require about 70 yards
of 3 In. Pipes – the pup. Lift about 5 fa.
Have a Sufficient quantity of 3 In. Pipes
on hand for this purpose.
All the Low-lift District wrot.
with Davy’s – the return Air, rather heavy
All matters in the Bensham
going on well. As a considerable
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1825

quantity of Coals is now lying at
Bank, it is proposed to lay the Pits
off for 3 days after the end of this
week – to allow an opportunity to
repair the Venture Engine Chimney &
to do other jobs.
Feb: 7th., 8,9,10,11,12th. The Pits idle.
While the Pits lay idle the Venture En.
Chimney (Brick Wall) was renewed. The
top of the Flue was covered with some
old Cast Iron Plates from the Pit
heap.
A new Air Pump was also
put into the E. Pit Machine, and
the Scaffold and Walling at the
bottom of the Bensham Pit were
completed. The Rolly-way about
80 yards was also laid from the
Incline-Plane, into the E. Cross-cut
of the Low-lift.
Feb. 14th. The Pits commenced Work
again Bottomed the lowering-down

92.
Staple Christmas District.
Feb. 21st. viewed the Bensham Works
The So. Drifts seem just to be on the
point of getting the Dyke, this morng.
at 140 yards from the W. Headways.
Have got 4 N. and 4 So. Boards
turned out of the W. Winning Heads.
The Winnings are set out of the
present at 20 yards viz. 4 Bd. and
16 to the Wall. The Walls to be
holed at 30 yards; – 3 yards wide.
Probably some change in the size
of the Winnings may be deemed expedient at a future period, but we
must see a little further first.
Found the Workings well ventilated
and every thing in good order
Mar. 5th. Laid off the W. Pit main
Coal, and sent the men to work
the Metal Coal.
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March 7 Started the Metal Coal
to work 1000 Ch. to supply a Contract
One of the Bensham Shifts to be
laid in and the men to be sent to
the Metal Coal ‘till the 1000 Ch. are
worked out.
March 14th. John Turner Underg. Horsekeeper
died this morning in Consequence of
falling about 14 Fath. in the E. Pit.
He and W. Sanderson were riding in
a Corf, and had not put the hook
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March 28 . Viewed the Metal Coal Seam
Have 32 Men working this Seam; raise
about 22 xx. P. day – Have 9 W. Boards
going out of N. Winning Heads. All
of them holed two Pillars up. –
Are working with 16 yards winnings 4 Bd. 12 Wall – Walls holed
at 24 yards. 4 yards wide
Bensham Seam. Since the Metal
Coal went on, the Bensham workings
have been reduced to about 12 xx. a day

into the Bow properly, the discovered
the mistake immediately and called
down but were not heard by the
Bankmen, and when they had got up
the Shaft nearly to “the Seam” the
Corf fell with Turner. But Sanderson
hung by the Chain
[Section of Bensham Pit]

East way Deep Pit. has been
working double shift since Feb. 20th.
to get the dip-way pillars wrought
out of the way of the water – Is
now on full work i.e. about 24
xx. P. Shift.
The preparations for starting the
Christmas Staple are in forwardness
and will be completed for work
in a month.
In Consequence of an investigation
of the Corving business by Jos. Anderson
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May 23d. Viewed the Bensham Seam &
found all matters going on well. – have
8 N. & 9 So. Boards going. The N. narrow Baords are Standing at present, the
fore [laed] was intended for the Rolly-way
but the 5th. Board will answer better for
the Rolly-way Mgt. as being more centrical – it is the 3d. Bd. W. of the
Barrier.
The Water is rising very rapidly in
the Low-lift, and as the pumping of it
either by hand, or by a Crank, wd. be
very expensive; the best plan will be to
a Small pumping Engine. There is a
proper En. at Sh-hill, which, if it can
be had, will ansr. very well. I therefore
sent A. Tate to see if he can purchase
it. This Engine will lay off the 2 Cranks
which employ 8 Horses and 4 Men. – Cost
8 Horses P. Week – – – – – – £8.. 8..0
4 Men – – – do. – – – – – – 3..12..0
12.. 0..0
The Engine will do the work with
ease, working Single Shift – will 2.. 0..0
cost – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
Saving P. Week with Engine – £10.. 0..0

Corver at Kenton; made an advance
of 1d. P. xx. to Brabant, making 11d. In
all, with £10 a Year for working
Shaft Coal.
Memoranda A Corver makes 12 – 20 Peck
Corves P. week for his standard work
5 Bundles of Rods – 80 to the Bundle
required for one Corf
4 In. Cast Iron Pipes – 6.6 ft. Lengths
Cwt q lb
weight 6 .. 2 .. 13 at 21/- £6..18..7½
ft. In
t
6.6 f . Lengths will only lay 33 .. 9
as 4½ In. are lost at each joint by
the spiggots = 12/ 3½ P. yard – Consq.
21/- P. Cwt. is 12/ 3½ P. yard.
In London all April, had frequent discussions with Messrs. Brown
during that time on the Colliery affairs
May 4th. Alexr. Hall, underviewer
left the Colliery and went to Mr. Russell
at Hetton
May 19th. Finished the Low-lift District
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The Stone between the E. & S . Pits – between
the Seam and the Stone Drift, is worn so
thin and is so much wasted, that it has become necessary to take it out, and to put
Stone Walling in. This will require 10 days
during which the Pits will have to be laid
off work. – an early convenient opportunity
must be taken for this job.

th
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May 30 . Met Mess J. Watson, Forster
and R. Fenwick at the Colliery to settle
the ½ year’s tentale Rent up to the 18th.
Inst.
They allowed as follows for the Colly. Consn.
Ten Bolls
Small for Engine-drawing Water – 39 .. 312
Ditto – – Workmens fire Coals – 38 .. 30

Saw Mr. Geo. Forster, Mr. Ellison’s Agent
at the Colliery & remonstrated with him against
charging tentale Rent on the Stones, waited
out of the Coals at Bank. He said he had
written to Mr. Ellison on the Subject and
recommended that the matter should stand
over, until he comes into the Country when
the question will be set finally at rest
Daily Workings at present viz.
xx.
Bensham – – – – 46
East Pit – – – – – 20
W. Pit, day Shift – 34 xx.
100

77 .. 42
They allow by Calculation of Workmen’s
Consumption – – – – – – 38 .. 30
But by the Lease, it is apprehended
we are only entitled to 1 Ten, on
every 1000 Ch. Vended, and the
19 .. 0
Vend being 19,055 Ch. we are
only entitled to say – – – – – –
Excess allowed on Workmen’s Consn.
19 .. 30
But then they wish to charge
tentale on the Stones wailed
43 ..397
out at Bank – – – – – – – – –
Leaves an over-charge on the whole of 24 ..367
Messrs. Turner, Dunn & Carr present
Messrs. Gum ascended in a Bal[oon] from
the Nun’s Field Newcastle, Saw then distinctly
for ¾ of an Hour. They alighted near the
Taut[im] Inn, on the boarders of Yorkshire.
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Jarrow Colliery 6 June 1825
Have got the small pumping Engine
from Sheriffhill to set in the
District
The cost of this Engine as valued,
is £57..11..11½ – (see the annexed particulars)
Examined and set out the place
for the Engine it will be placed in the
return of the Air from Christmas District,
and the smoke may be passed over the
Rolly-way, by a crossing, with the whole,
or as much of the return air, as may be
thought necessary – this may easily be
managed by a regulating door on the
Rolly-way. –
It may be necessary to Keep the Pit
at work longer than was intended, to get

100
the Bensham Engine Smoke passes down) below
the Stone Tub, it must be secured by stone walling, at the same time that the main Shaft
is repaired.
Are preparing the lowering down Machine, for the Christmas Staple. – it will be
finished in about 3 Weeks.
Are preparing to put Rollies into
the Bensham.

the month’s quantity of Coals wrought up
before the repairing of the Shaft commences.
The Stone having given way in
the Shaft Wall of the 1st. Staple (where
the
[Bud-46-4]
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Sheriffhill Colliery
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June 13 . Laid off the Pits on the 10th.
Inst. to put in the Walling between the
E. and So. Shafts, below the Seam – found
this job going on very well this morng.
Commenced a Valuation of the Colliery
by desire of Messrs. Brown. Meatd.
and estimated the quantity of Coal in
the Several Seams.
June 16th. Finished the walling between
the E. & So. Shafts having put in 14 ft.
in height
June 17th. The E. & E. Pits in the Main
and Metal Coal, started work again
this morning.
June 20th. Finished the walling in the
Smoky Staple, having put in 12 ft. below
the Stone Tub. The Bensham will be
ready to start the back Shift this afternoon. Finished the laying of the
Rolly-way (malleable Iron) in the Bensham Seam this afternoon with 3 Horses
The Crane Stands in the W. Mothergait
Drifts, 2 Pillars above the Barrier – about 140
yds. from the Shaft. This is the 1st. Crane in Bensham

The Owners of Jarrow Colliery
To the Owners of Sheriffhill Colly. Dr.
1825
Cwt qr lb
s
£ s d
May 30th. To a Boiler – – – – – – – 13.. 3.. 0 at 23/- – 15..16.. 3
– Fly Wheel – – – – – – 2.. 2..14 – 16/- – 2.. 2.. 0
– Small Pipes with air
Vessel
8.. 2.. 0 – 18/4 – 7..15..10
– Cylinder – – – – – – – 3.. 1.. 0 – 25/- – 4.. 1.. 3
– Beam – – – – – – – – 2.. 2.. 0 – 18/4 – 2.. 5..10
– Double Pump – – – – 6.. 0.. 7 – 21/- – 6.. 7.. 3¾
– Frame for Beam – – – 9.. 1.. 0 – 16/8 – 7..14.. 2
– Damper & Cistern – – 1.. 2.. 0 – 14/- – 1.. 1.. 0
– Brasses – – – – – – – 0.. 1..20 – 1/3 – 3.. 0.. 0
– Parallel motion and
connecting Rod –
1.. 0..22 – 65/4 – 3..18.. 2
– Piston & Plunger – – 0.. 3.. 0 – 30/- – 1.. 2.. 6
– Bolts – – – – – – – – 0.. 0..14 – /4d. – – .. 4.. 8
– Metal weights – – – – 1.. 0.. 0 – – – – – ..12.. 0
– 3 Brass Cocks – – – – – – – – – – 1/6 – – .. 4.. 6
– 1 Do. valve 7s/6d – 2 Valve 6s/6d – – – – – ..14.. 0
– 1 Do. Cock 8s/- 1 Brass Plunger 4s/6d – – ..12.. 6
£57..11..11¾
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June 27 . Viewed the Creep Cuttings
in the W. Pit. – they are now nearly
extended into the furthest So W. angle

1825
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July 4th. Completed all the estimates of the
working Charges, valuation of Stock, &c. to inable me to complete the Valuation of the

of the Boundary next Jarrow Grange
The old Boards in this quarter
are close crept, and as the roof
is a strong Post, the walls are
very little crushed and the Coal is
very firm
A scale of Air draws round
the former barrier Cuttings into the
return, which keeps the present
cuttings remarkably clean.
The lowering-down Mache.
at the Christmas Staple is nearly
finished. Expect to start work
here on the 30th. Inst.
Made further progress with
the Valuation of the Colly. Mr. R.
Brown Junr. At the Colly.

Colliery.
Took the following sections of the
Bensham Seam viz.
In the Face of the N. Headways
F In.
Jet or Kennel – – – – – – – 2 .. 2
Coal – – – – – – – – – – – – 2 ..11
Splint – – – – – – – – – – – 0 .. 7
Coal
rather coarser than 0 .. 0½
Band the top
Coal
– – – – – – – – – – 1 .. 4
6 .. 0½
In the Face of the W. mothergait
Jet – – – – – – – – – – – – 0 .. 2
Coal – – – – – – – – – – – – 2 ..11
Splint – – – – – – – – – – – 0 .. 7
Coal
rather coarser than 0 .. 8
Band the top – – – – – 0 .. 0½
Coal
– – – – – – – – – – 1 .. 7
5 ..11½
The undermentioned quantities of Splint &c.
is taken out of this Seam, as nearly as can
get to ascertained from the Workings since it’s
commencement viz
Splint – – – – 11½ P. Cent
Small – – – – 22½
Coarse Coal – 3
37
Leaving 63
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63 P. Cent the produce of Ship Coals Pawson’s
Walls-end
The Christmas Way started last friday
morning the 1st. Inst.
July 11th. At the Colliery the Men very
much dissatisfied about the size of the
corves
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out of the Christmas way, and the workings
were completely cleared by 3 o ‘ clock on the
morning of the 15th.
July 18th. Viewed the E. Pit, on going into
the Sleek workings observed the Air-course
to be remarkably faint. By the time I arrived at the bottom of the Christmas Staple

July 16th. The Gateshead Magistrates decided
that the Corves were only hold 20 Pecks
On the 14th. Inst. the W. Pit Shift
took to cast down, about 2 o ‘ clock P.M.
supposed to be occasioned from the heat
of the Weather. The Christmas Workings
got foul in consequence, and it became
necessary to lay off the Pit, and to put
out the Venture Engine Furnace.
The run of the Air was Shortened by
opening the Venture En: Doors, and driving
the Shaft Furnace hard – the Pit took
to cast up again freely, and after the
Current of Air had acquired sufficient
vigour the Venture En: doors were shut
In a short time the foulness was lifted

the Air-course became quite Stagnant; and
the return of the end of the inclined Arch
was perfectly Foul. Stopped the Work and
with-drew the people immediately. Examd.
the intake of the Air in Naple’s Drift
but could not discover any defect in it
Found it necessary to put out the Venture
En. Furnace ‘till the Christmas Workings
could be cleaned. Kept away the Furnace
hard and opened the Doors at the foot
of Jarrow Drift, which restored the
circulation. In due time these door we
reclosed, and in a few hours the Christmas
way was cleaned again. This shews clearly
that from some some cause, or other, the
Air
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Air Course has not sufficient vigour,
to ventilate the Christmas Workings sufficiently. I suspect some defect in
the Shaft Brattice, or Doors, or Stoppings, but on a cursory examn. Could
not find any material defect in
them. The Shaft Brattice must
be thoroughly and deliberately examd.
On coming to bank found the men
very clamorous & riotous about having the
measurement of the Set-out Corve
which they wd. not suffer any person
but the men whose Corves were set
out, to measure i.e. the men were
to measure their own Corves
July 19th. Complained to Mr. Collinson
of the rioter’s conduct of the Pitmen &
got summonses for 6 of them to appear to anr. For the conduct on the
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th. Brown at M . Bainbridge’s
The following persons appeared before
N. Collinson to ansr. for their rioters
conduct last mondy.
Wm. Kirkly
William Witson
Jos. Wilson
Th. Moss
Robt. Scott
Th. Stewart
Jos. Wilson laid in bail to appear at the
Durham Sessions – the rest promised to apologize.
July 23: On carefully examining the Main
Brattice in the Shaft, the Filleting was
found defective in many places. It was
well repaired & immediately made a great
improvement in the current of Air, in
the E. Pit Workings.
July 25th. Viewed the E. Pit, and Bensham
found the ventilation greatly improved
by the repairing of the Shift Brattice, which

23d. Inst.
July 23d. Spent the morning with Mr.

must still be more carefully examined
The Pitmen still continue in a
state of great insubordination. A new
Standard 20 Peck measure Tub has been
got which is larger than the old one
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scarcely any of the round Coal Corves come
to bank will fill it.
Found the Bensham Workings in a
very good State. Are getting all the
Boards turned E. & W. instead of N. &
So. as fast as circumstances will promt.
The Coals seem to work better in this
way & the Wall-Sides of the Boards
stand much more firm. Winnings 20 yd.
Accompanied Mr. Th. Brown to Sunderland.
Augt. 1st. Although the Ventilation of
the E. Way is considerably improved by
the repair of the Shaft Brattice, it
is not yet in so satisfactory a state
as might be wished. The Shaft
Brattice must therefore be further
examined and repaired
Augt. 4th. The Air in the E. Way became
Stagnant in the same sort of way, as
on the 18th. July, and it was with difficulty the Pit could be kept at work
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Aug . 5 . The E. way Air Course continued
in the same languid state to day, which
led to the conclusion that the fault was
in the Shaft Brattice.
Augt. 6th. put out both Furnaces the better
to get the Shaft Brattice examined and
repaired. The Brattice was found very
defective in many places; – a thorough
repair was immediately commenced
Augt. 7th. Nearly finished the repairs of
the main Brattice; but the fall of a Deal
having Split a plank in the Tubbing of
the Engine Standage; the Water fell down
the Shaft into the Bensham Seam, and
the repairing of the Brattice was suspended
until the Tub could be repaired
Lighted the W. Pit Furnace again
this morning at 7 o ‘ clock.
Augt. 8th. The Pit could not go to work
this morning, as the repairs of the Tubbing
and Brattice was not completed. When
the Tub is finished the Brattice will soon
be done. A good deal of Water has got
down into the Bensham Seam, which will
all have to be drawn out with Tubs at the
Bensham Pit.
Expect to get the W. Pit to work
this
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this afternoon
Pitmen still The Men still continue in
refractory a state of insubordination with respect to the measure of the Corves
The measure Tubs are Kept on
the Heap, with people to measure the
Corves, and from 3 to 5 Score a Day
are set-out, out of about 75 xx.
wrought.
Run of Air
As the extension of the works.
course in the Bensham Seam, and the gradually increasing extent of Thrust in the
Christmas, and Sleek Districts, require
the Ventilation to be as much improved
and as carefully attended to as possible. Decided to arrange the run
of Air as follows; but I will 1st..
State it’s present run i.e. the run
of the E. Pit’s Air.
1st. The Current in descending the E. Shaft
splits at the metal Coal Ingate, and
airs the Workings of that Seam. It
returns to the metal Coal Furnace, at
the “Dumb Shaft”, which it heats sufficiently to draw the Corporation return
which delivers into the same Shaft at
[Bud-46-4]
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the main Coal Ingate 17 Faths. above the
Furnace. A Scale from this Metal-Coal
Current, is allowed to pass thro’ the Stables
and to join the Current, 2d., on it’s way at
from the E. Shaft, to the Bensham Pit
in the Stone Drift.
d
2 . Passes down the Doup-way, under the E.
Pit Scaffold, at the Stone Drift, and
down the Shaft into the Bensham Seam.
3d. Ventilates the Bensham Seam, and returns
up the Bensham Pit, into the E. Stone
Drift, from whence a Scale is allowed to
go up the Ben: Pit into the Seam to
work the Engine Fire.
4. Passes along the Stone Drift and thence
by Junction Drift into Christmas and
all the other E. Workings
5. Returns from the E. or Stake Division
by Venture Engine, through Hope District
Algiers Drift, up one of the old Staples
into the upper Stone Drift, and round
the So. & W. Workings of “the Seam” to
the Furnace.
The run of the Air according to
the intended charge will be as follows viz.

1825
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Intended 1st. Down the E. Shaft to the Stone
change in Drift, and along it to the Bensham
the run of the Pit.
Air 2d. Splits at the Bensham Pit, one Current going down to the Bensham
Seam, the other going along the Stone
Drift to ventilate all the E. Way, in
the same track as at present – see
No. 4,5, on last page.
3. Bensham Current after having ventilated that Seam, returns up the main
Shaft to the Doup-way below the
Scaffold, at the Stone Drift, and then
goes up a Staple to be sunk, for that
purpose into the metal Coal.
4. Ventilates the Metal Coal Seam, &
returns to the Metal Coal Furnace
which heats the Shaft for the Corpn.
return as before described.
The Bensham Engine Fire to be
supplied with Air, from the En: Pit
The advantage of the projected
change is, that it will free the E.
Way from the Bensham return, and
will give both the E. Way & the Bensham Seam, each a district current
of fresh Air. The annexed Diagram
will explain the subject better
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Aug . 15 . Viewed the E. Pit. found
Ventilation of the ventilation very much improved, esE. Pit much pecially in Christmas District, since
improved. the Shaft Brattice was repaired.
The Small pumping Engine is now
all completed, except the Steampipes
and a few of the feed-Pipes.
The Founders have made a mistake
in casting the Steam Pipes which
makes it necessary to have them recast Every excertion must be made to
get this Engine finished without further delay, as the Water has now
reached it; and unless the Engine
can be got to work before the Water
rises up the Grate-Bars, the
Pump & Crank will have to be
started again which will be attended with considerable expence
Pitmen still
The Pitmen still continue in
continue
the same state of insubordination and
refractory.
dissatisfaction, with respect to the measnt.
of the Corves.
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draw the Water out of the low, into
the high Standage of the Engine. This
will lay off the low Set of pumps in
the Engine Pit, and relieve the main
Engine from drawing the Water out of
the low Standage; which is a trouble-
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Took the following Section of the Seam
in the N.E. part of Christmas District
under a good Post Roof, where the Shelly
Cover is out.
F In.
Section of
Coal very good – – – 1 .. 8
Main Coal
Grey Band – – – – – –
5
Seam, in
Coal, good – – – – – –
10
Christmas
Black Band – – – – – –
2
Dist.
Coal, good – – – – – – 1 ..11
Workable part of Seam 5 .. 0
Partings – – – – – – – – – –
Brassy Coal – – – – – –
4 Left
t
th
Small pump; Aug . 15 . Viewed the E. Pit, the
En: in Sleek small pumping Engine is now comDist: ready pleted; but as the Water has not yet
for work
reached her, it is better to let her
stand for a few days before the Fire
is put to the Boiler, to allow the
Cement in the joints of the Steam
Pipes to harden.
Bensh. Engine The ^<Stone> Drift to put the Bensham
to lift water Engine Pit, into communication with the
from low to low Standage is in considerable prohigh Standage gress. The object of this operation
is to enable the Bensham Engine to
draw
1825
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An Elbow Pipe Wind-bore, to go thro’ a
Dam at a, where a Stone will be left
2 yds. thick.
The Ventilation very good
The measuring of the Corves is still
going on, but the men seem to be tiring

some business, as it frequently happen,
that the Engine has to be Set on
to work this small Set of pumps
when there is no Water, in the high
Standage.
[Diagram of Bensham Pit Standage]
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Small En: Aug 31st. Started the small pumping
Started Engine (Slake Dist.) to throw the water
up into the Crank Standage. This En.
cannot lift the Water up to the Engine
Level, until a 3 In. workg. Barrel is
put into the Force pump. – the present
Barrel is 4½ In.
Sep: 5th. Viewed the E. Pit – have got the
Christmas Water to the small Engine Sump
but it will be some time borefore the
Water can be lowered on the Rolly-way
so as to get the Pit to work. The En.
lifts the Water up to the Crank, which
throws it up to the main En: Levels
in the Stone Drift – the Crank employs 12 Horses at present.
The Sleek and Christmas Way men
are employed in the metal Coal, until
the

[Diagram of Bensham Pit Standage]
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become necessary to stop the Engine, ‘till
about 200 yards in length of new 2 In.
feed pipe could be put in above the
Surface of the Water in the Swelly
on the Rolly-way.
All the Work that can be raised
must be got out of the Bensham Seam
untill the Christmas Way can be got on
again, but when this may be is very uncertain from present appearances.
There is a good deal of pressure
and heaving on the Christmas Rolly
Way near the little Engine. It will
have to be lowered and righted before
the Way can be started Coal-work again
The Pitmen still continue in a
state of great insubordination, and
have reduced their Work consequently; –
they wont remain longer than 8 Hours
in the Pit.
Sep: 26th. The little Engine has lowered
the Water considerably. When no stop
occurs she has completely the master
of

the Small Engine lowers the Water so as
to get those Ways set to work again
The Men are still unsettled and workg.
badly on account of the dispute respectg.
the measure of the Corves. They are
supported by the men of all
the adjoining Colliers
Sep: 19th. Have experienced a great
many Stops and interruptions in the
working of the small pumping En.
arising chiefly from a Stoppage in
the discharging Pipes near the high
end of them. This occasioned the
bursting of a great many Pipes
before the place where the stoppage
was could be found out
Found the Engine going very
well this morning at the rate of
50 Strokes a Minute; but while I
was down the feed Pipes burst under
Water in the Rolly-way. And as
the leak could not be found it
[Bud-46-4]
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of it. Fixed the mode of Setting
and working the Pumps by the
Bensham Engine for drawing the
Water out of the low Standage in
the Stone Drift into the Seam – see
Page 117.
On due consideration with Mr.
Dunn and Adam Jade, we decided
to give up the idea of working this
Set of Pumps with Cast Iron
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Sep: 26 . Geo. Arnot, Hewer, employed in
in blowing down Stone in the Rolly-way
leading to Christmas District, was so
much injured by his Shot going off
when he was in the act of drawing
the pricker, that he died on the 30th.
The ring of the pricker fractured his
Scull severely.
Octr. 3. Viewed the E. Pit. From
the bursting of the pipes, and other

Beam, and to work it with an
L Bob and and diagonal Spear
Our chief reason for this was the
shortness of the connecting Rod with
which the Beam would have to be
wrought.
Diagram of the top of the
Bensham Pit shewing the
proposed mode of working
the Pumps

accidents the working of the little En.
has been so much interrupted, that
the Water is very little reduced since
my inspection this day week. A
quantity of Air gets into the discharging
Pipes by some means or other, which
librates, with great violence at every
stroke of the Engine, and forces the
joints, and bursts the pipes
A large Air Vessel would probably remedy this inconvenience, but in
the first place we must try the effect
of a small valve to discharge the
Air
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Air through the Bonnet, on the top
of the force Pump – a swift Valve
to discharge the Air from above the
top of the Plunger. Some benefit
has been felt from Slacking the screws
of the Bonnet so as to allow the Air
to discharge itself every Stroke.
The Rolly-way is put in order
and all is ready for Starting the Chrismas District, as soon as the water
is drawn down.
All matters going on well on the
other parts of the Pit.
Met Mr. Turner at the Colliery
discussed the affairs of the Concern with
him. The Men still in an unsettled state about the measure of
the Corves.
Defect in delivery Octr. 4th. It was discovered that the
Pipes of Small violent straining of the discharging Pipes
En: discoverd from the little Engine arose from the
Air Vessel having got filled with Water

1825

Christmas
District
got to work

Hearing
before the
Magistrates
relative to
the CoalMeasure
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The Water was discharged from the Air
Vessel, and then the Pipes delivered very
well
Octr. 4th. The little Engine has gone very
well since the 4th. Inst. & reduced the
Water so much, that the Christmas
District got to work this morng.
Octr. 8th. Met a deputation of the Pitmen, on the Subject of the Coal Measrs.
before the Gateshead Magistrates this
Morng. Present the Revd. J. Collinson
and the Revd. Liddell.
The Men contended for the Measrs.
being 16 quarts to the Peck. I contended for it’s being 18 i.e. the 8th.
part of 36 Winchester Gallons, which
is the Standard Coal Boll.
After a long hearing the Magistrate
did not come to a distinct conclusion
on the Subject although they appeared to
incline to my way of thinking, and
we separated without ant approximation
to a good understanding on the Subject
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Oct . 10 . Viewed the E. Pit, and
found all things going on very well
The little Engine Seems to have the
complete command of the Water,
but the time she may require for
drawing it, until the Standage is
completely drained, cannot be asurtained.
Octr. 24th. Viewed the W. Pit works.
up next the Hebburn, Jarrow Grange
Boundary. Decided not to work
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Decided to reduce the Winnings in Christs.
District, next the N. or River Boundy.
to 14 yards. They have hitherto 17, and
this reduction is for the purpose of workg.
off the remaining Coal next the Barrier
more conveniently. – the Boards will
only have a short distance to go.
Bensham
Have got the Dam, and Windbore fixed in the Bensham Pit. It is
very desirable to get this set of Pumps
in as soon as possible, as the Small

any Coals off the Barrier, beyond the
face of the old Boards.
The Walls in this quarter are
in as favourable a state for working
as can be wished for.
The Small pumping Engine has
the complete command of the Water
in a short time expect to reduce her
to 2 Shifts, 16 Hours a day. At present
3 men attend in turns all the 24 Hours.

(bottom) Set of the main Engine, is in
a very bad State, many of the Pumps
being Split.
Daily Workings at present viz.
East Pit – – – – – – – 30 xx.
W. Pit at Nights – – – 15
Bensham dble. Shift 44
89
Are only working the W. Pit at
Nights at present.
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Monday 31 . Oct . Viewed the Bens .
Bensham Seam. Found every thing in very good
Seam
order, the Ventilation good, but the last
of the Air, rather tinged: a good deal
of foulness being made in the workg.
places; but scarcely any thing in the
Waste.
Board-end Doors & Brattices
required in all the places.
Have now got the most of the
pumps into the Bensham Pit
Small Engine
The Small Engine can manage
the Water, easily going 16 Hours a
day.
The Union Men continue as obUnion Men stinate as ever; In Rankin’s Shift
in the Bensham, they have stinted themselves to 15 Corves a day.
Monday 7th. Nov. The Union men
laid in the Pit. Got the Bensham
to work with the Deputies, and about
a dozen Hewers who are not in the
Union.
[Bud-46-4]
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Tuesday 8th. Nov. Got Warrants against
the following Six men as ringleaders
Jas. Robinson
Th. Targuson
John Lowdy
Geo: Young
Jas. Fowler
John Scott
Wednesday 9th. Nov. Attended the Court
at South Shields, when the Magistrate
Mr. Fox, after a long hearing committed
the above men to the Ho. of Correction
at Durham, for 6 Weeks to hard labour
Thursday 10th. Nov. Few of the Hewers who
are not union men at work, being
intimidated by the Union-man.
Friday 11th. Nov. The Union Man still
Continue very obstinate, relying on assistance from their general Fund, and
from the other United trades
Satdy. 12th. Nov. Laid the case of the
Jarrow Colliery before the Commr. of
the Coal-trade, who were of opinion
that Messrs. Brower ought to be
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supported against this illegal Combination
of their Workmen, by the whole body of
Coal-owners. It was therefore resolved
that if the men don’t return to their
work on Mondy. that a general meetg.
of the whole Trade be convened at an
early day to take the subject into
consideration.
Monday 14th. Nov. The United Men
still continuing refactory, decided to convene a general meeting of the Trade
next Sa: agreeably to the resolutions
of the Commee. Decided also to get
Warrants against the undermentioned
Men; and to take them before the
Gateshead Magistrates next Satdy.
Wm. Kirkley
And. Young
Th. Stewart
Robt. Scott
Robt. Elstob
Jno. Clark
The Union Men seem to place great
reliance on the assistance they are to
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receive from the general Fund & from the
different united Trades. They expect to
receive 15/- P. man P. Week: – they are
said to have received £10 from the United
Ship Carpenters last Satdy.
The W. Pit is at Work this morng.
with the Deputies & a few Hewers who
don’t belong to the Union – Expect to
work about 36 Score in the 24 Hours.
Satdy. 19th. Nov. A general meeting of the Coalowners was held at Newcastle
when it was unanimously resolved that
the Trade at large should support Messrs.
Brown against the existing illegal combination of the Workmen; and a Special Committee was appointed for managg.
the business.
The 6 Men mentioned on the last
page were taken before the Gateshead
Magistrates, on complaint of absenting
themselves from their work, when they
were committed to the Ho: of Correction
but
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but on the promising to give a de[cisive]
answer next Wed. as to whether they
wd. Return to work or not, and leave
the dispute about the measure of the
Corves to to reference, according to the 10th.
Clause of the Bond. Their commitance
was deferred until Wed: next
Monday 21st. Nov. At the Colliery.
The Union Men did not get their Pay
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first took place; – to shew whether their
wages were, or were not as good as
their neighbours.
Gave directions also for a Statement
of the loss to the Colly. by the obstinary
of the Union Men, to be made out, to
ground a Claim of Indemnity upon from
the Trade.
Down the W. Pit – she is at work

at Newcastle last Satdy. They have to
receive it from the local Commer. This
morning at the Colliery; but I cannot
learn by what rate, or at what rate
they are to be paid.
They are very Sulky, and won’t
let any thing out as to their plan of
operations
Gave directions to take out the
earnings of the 6 men who are in
Prison from the Binding up to the
time when the dispute about the measure

with the same complement of men as
last Week.
The Small Engine in the Sleek district
can draw the water, in 16 Hours a
day; but as there is very little Standage
any serious accident to the Engine might
occasion the drowning up of the E. way
and Consequently the loss of all the Coal
in Christmas & the Slake Districts.
This being the Case the prudence of
fixing another ^<small> Engine, to relieve the present one in case of accident becomes
a Subject for serious consideration.
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Wed: 23 . Nov. Took the undermentioned
Pitmen before the Magistrates at Gateshead
to have their determination as to leaving
the dispute about the measure to the
reference
Andw. Young
Th. Sheerlock
Th: Stewart
John Gibson
Robt. Scott
Robt. Elliott
The agreed to leave the matter to reference, provided Mr. Th. King was accepted as their referee; but he being
objected ^<to> as incompetent by the Magistrates, they refused to appoint any
other person, and refusing also to return to work, were all committed to
the Ho: of Correction, with the exceptn.
of and: Young for 2 Mo: Andw.
Young was not readiness to leave all
matters in dispute to be settled by two
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3 months. Messrs. Collinson and
Liddel were the Magistrates present
A considerable number of the Men
attended; – the appeared considerably disappointed, at the decisive conduct of
the Magistrates, but still continued as
obstinate as ever.
Satdy. 26th. Nov. The Special Committee
of the Coal Trade, resolved that the Agents
shd. Persist in the same line of conduct; offering the men a settlement
by reference, and in case of their still
refusing to return to get warrants
out against more of them.
Monday 28th. Nov. At the Colliery, the
most of the men have left the place
and are dispersed amongst their friends
at the several Colls. on the two Rivers
Saw two of the most reasonable of
Them, and told them if only a dozen
or 20 of the well disposed men would
leave the matter to reference, and go to

Viewers. Shurlock was committed for

work
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that they would not be molested, but
should on the contrary be protected
against the violent conduct of the Union
Men. We wished to know how many
and which of them would consent to
this proposition as soon as possible as
we mean to take out Warrants against
ten, or a dozen more.
One Pit is kept at work with
about the same complement of People
as before.
Are taking this opportunity to
put some walling into the Bensham
Pit Shaft, where the Stone is bad.
Satdy. 3d. Dec. After trifling off all
the week, the men named Mr. Jas.
Jopling of Hartley as their referee to
meet Mr. Hill on the part of Messrs.
Brown, to settle all matters in dispute;
but on meeting in Newcastle they
refused to abide by the decision of their
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started work this morning, and sevl.
more wd. have followed their example
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referee, and the business fell to the
ground again.
Wed. 7th. Dec. The undermentioned Men
were carried before the Magistrates at
Gateshead & committed to hand labour for
2 Mos in the house of Correction.
William Armstrong
Robt. Forster
Wm. Wilson
Wm. Kirkley
David Johnson
Saml. Lowther
Jno. Lowdy Junr.
Geo: Arnott
Jas. Thompson
Jno. Clerk
Anth. Moss
Thos. Bewick Junr.
Peter Shurlock
Jno. Lowton
Greener Robson for an assault was
bailed. Warrants were got out against
the Undermentioned persons for committing
Assaults Th. Dixon
John Smith
Robt. Johnson
Geo. McKieth
Wm. Arnott
th
Dec. 8 . Five of the Union Men [ceceded]
and
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Stated Pa. 132. Ra Colson, of Heaton
has undertaken to make the lowest

Killed.

but they were mobbed, and prevented by
the Women from doing so.
Friday 9th. Dec: Heny. Mustard a Rollywayman, but who was hewing in the
Bensham Seam, was Killed by his top
Coal falling upon him. Some of the Union
connexion shewed a degree of brutal exultation on the occasion.
Satdy. 10th. Dec. Got Warrents against 2 of
the Women for assault and hindering
the men from going to work on the 8th. Inst.
Monday 12th. Dec: Viewed the Bensham
Pit, and found every thing in a very good
state. Have got the Shaft walled thro’
the bad Stone
Have also got the Pumps Set in
the Bensham Pit, to lift the Water from
the low (Stone-drift) Standage – see page
117, but have not yet got the apparatus
for working the pumps attached to the
Engine – see pa. 121.
Decided to fix another Small pumpg.
Engine in the Slake District for the reasons

terms
Cylinder 9 In. diam.
Stroke 2 feet
Barrel 4 In. diam.
Boiler 3 ft. diam 8 ft. long
Satdy. 17th. Dec. The Union Men sent in a
proposition to go to work on Condition of
their Comrades being let out of Prison,
of having 4d. P. xx. addition on the E. way
hewing price, and leaving the discussion of
the Bensham Price to a future opportunity. Or to leave the Settlement of
all points in dispute to Mr. N. Fairloss.
This proposition being laid before the
Commer. Of the Coal Trade, they agreed to
give the following reply.
That as the Men had refused to
submit to matters in dispute to two Viewers, according to the Bond, the Owners of
the Colliery could not entertain any other
proposition
Monday 19th. Dec: At the Colly. saw two
of the Union Men who formed part of the
Deputation
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to the Comm . of the Coal Trade on Satdy.
After much discussion I drew from them that
if the Men were liberated from Prison, they
would return to work. I informed them that
the decision of Messrs. Brown, as well as the
Commer. of the Coal Trade, was that they shd.
return to work unconditionally. They replied
that their instructions from the Union ground
Committee, was that they should not return
to work unless they had a promise that
the men shd. be released.
We agreed to take out Warrants against
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“to return to our Work and employment
“according to the legal terms of out Bond
“on Thursday 22d.”
Thursday 22d. Dec. The Men did return to work
this morning according to the above notice
Satdy. 24th. Dec. A deputation of the Men
went to Newcastle this morning to petition
the Committee to liberate all the men that
were in prison, on condition of their continuing peaceably at work. This was granted with the exception of one who was
committed for an assault, and one for

twelve more Men, and to act upon them
as circumstances may require.
Viewed the W. Pit. Have got the Beam
for the pumping apparatus fixed in it’s
place at the Bensham Pit, and the other
parts of the machinery are in great progress
Tuesday 20th. Dec: The Men sent a written
notice into the office this Evening as follows
“These lines are to certify that we are determined

the second offence in refusing to return to
his work.
Monday 26th. Dec: At the Colliery found
the men all settling quietly to work, and
their angery feelings much subsided.
Friday 30th. Dec: Begun to pump water
with the Bensham Engine.
Satdy. 31 Dec. Drew the Small (low) Set
of pumps out of the Engine Pit, as the
Bensham Engine will now draw the
Water. The Pit off Coal Work on acct.
of getting these pumps out.
[Pages 138[b] and 139 are Blank]
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Monday 2 . Jany. The Pits started work
again this morning.
Thursday 5th. Jany. Willm. Millar a Boy
16 years of age, who was firing the Bensham Engine, Killed by falling down the
Bensham Engine Pit
Monday 9th. Jany. Viewed the E. Pit Christmas District. Have got an upcast Trouble
in the straight in E. Heads. at 220 yds.
from the lowering down Stap. which
takes out all the Coal. It runs N.E.
and S.W. across the S.W. Boards – it
is questionable whether it may be worth
while to set thro’ this Trouble for the
small quantity of Coal which lies beyond
it.
As this District is wearing out i.e.
it will only last from 6 to 9 Mo:
decided to make the Naples District
ready to replace it.
Are now working about 24 Score
a day out of Naple’s District but
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expect to increase it to about 30. The
arching of the incline Drift is like to give
way from the pressure of Thrust, [ ]
the Drift which is the return for the
Air is getting into a bad state. It
is therefore desirable to get the Coal
wrought off in this i.e. the Christmas
District as rapidly as possible
The small pumping Engine is going
very well, and can draw the Water
in 16 hours a day. – Steam of 25 lbs. P.
Inch. The Chamber for the new Small
relieving Engine is in progress.
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Tuesday 17 . Jany. The Bensham Seam
Explosion exploded, about ½ past Seven this Evening
the report and shock were distinctly felt
at bank.
Ra: Coxon went down the E. Pit, on
the first alarm, into “the Seam” to the top
of the Bensham Pit, where he met W m.
Tate, one of the Bensham Pit Deputies who
had just come up the Bensham Pit.
Tate said much damage was done, but that
Robt. Rankin, the Overman was safe, &
that he was collecting all the people he
could find alive, at the bottom of the E.
Pit Shaft, where a Strong current of fresh
Air was coming down, in consequence of
the Scaffold at the Stone drift having been
blown out.
Tate further stated that Rankin was
endeavouring to put a Hay Stopping into
the Barrier Wall, out of which the Stable
Doors had been blown, with the intention,
of throwing the Air into the N. way, as
far as possible, to relieve those who might
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happen to be alive in that quarter. This
operation of course forced the afterdamp
up the Bensham Pit.
On this Account Coxon was not able
to go down the Bensham Pit, he therefore
got the E. Pit Rope lengthened, with all
speed, and went down that Shaft to the
Bensham Seam, accompanies by 3 or 4 Coal
hewers, and Alexr. Hall.
They found several Boys at the bottom, burnt & maimed, and sent them
to bank. They then proceeded to replace
the Stoppings, along the N. headways with
Hay de – in the best way they could, and
by this means were enabled to reach the
=Face of the N. winng. Heads. where they
found the bodies of a man, and a Boy
most-terribly burnt
They then proceeded a pill: up the
innermost W. Board, and went into the
Board, on the out-by Side, where they found
3 dead Bodies, which were not nurnt.
Not being able to proceed further
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Jany. 17 . they went back to the E. Pit Shaft, and
Explosion begun to make Stoppings good with
deals & Lime; all idea of saving Lives
by further exertions inby, being then given
up.
In the mean time Mr. Dunn
arrived, and the Bensham En: Fire and
Furnace, was put out.
The after-damp, was now discharging
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Workings of the Bensham Seam, as well as
Explosion the Sheth &c. Stoppings in the Waste, were
entirely blown out. All the Doors and
Brattices in the So. Side Workings, blown
down, but only one Stopping in that Side
destroyed.
The Shaft Brattice was considerably
injured for 30 faths. up from the bottom
particularly between the E. & W. Shaft. For-

freely up the Bensham Pit, into the Stonedrift, and through the Stables, where it
Killed all the Horses except Six. And it
was so strong at the top of the Benshm.
Pit, in the Seam, that no body could live
there.
The tracing of the Air through the
Bensham Seam, and the getting of the dead
bodies, was them continued until the whole
34 in Number, were found, on the Evening
of the 18th. See a list of the persons
Killed Pa: 146.
The following injury was done by this
explosion. All the main, and Shaft-doors
Stoppings and Brattices, in the N. Side

tunately the East Pit brattice remained
sufficiently good, to carry a fair quantity
of Air down the Pit.
At the time the explosion took
place Robt. Rankin the Overman, with
Wm.. Tate & Wm. Burn, Deputies were taking
down Stone, for lengthening the Rolly-way
in the So. Side Workings.
They were thrown down by the wind
of the explosion, but were not materially
injured, and reached the bottom of the E.
Pit, in safety, bringing some Boys who
had escaped out of the E-way with them.
The Engine Man, at the top of the
Bensham
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Pit, behaved remarkably well, as he remaind
Explosion at his post, drawing and letting down the
people, until he fell, from the effects of the
after-damp. Indeed every person concerned
behaved as well as possible, and exerted
themselves to the utmost.
List of persons Killed by this Explosion
1.
Geo: Willis Deputy Overman
2.
John Gibson
3.
John Lowton
4.
Thos. Clark
5.
Wm. Boomer Senr.
6.
Geo: Ledger
7.
Robt. Clasper
8.
John Stewart
9.
John Norman
10.
Robt. Fletcher
11.
John Willis
12.
John Brown
13.
Snowdon Brown

1826
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Thos. Summerside
John Johnson
Wm. Tate Junr.
Thos. Holland
Thos. Willis
Andw. Scott
Isaac Scott
Jas. Boomer
Jas. Boomer Junr.
Robt. Norman
Wm. Fletcher
Thos. Miller
John Thompson
John Clark
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Jany. 19th. Occupied in restoring the ventilation in the Bensham Workings. The
first of the Air was taken to the top
<in the stone drift>
of the Bensham Pit ^ where it was Split

Wm. Arnott
Geo. Summerson
Wm. Smith
Stephen Scott
John Watson
Richd. Bell
John Bell

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

One Current going down into the Ben.
Seam, the other into the E. Way. By
this change we were enabled to get the
Bensham Engine to work. The Bensham
Current returns up the E. Pit, under the
Scaffold at the Stone Drift, and thro’ the
Doup-way, up the Metal Coal Staple.
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Little Pumping
En: & Bensham
En: got to work

W. Pit Furnace
lighted
All the dead
Horses got out
Funerals

Repairs of
Shaft Brattice
completed
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See page 114. and then through the
main Coal W. Waste, and up the dumb
Pit Shift
Jany. 20th. Got the little pumping En:
in the Sleek District to work, at 4 o ‘ clock
this morning, and the Bem. Engine begun
to pump at ten A.M. The getting of
the little Engine Started was fortunate as
the Water was within 2 In. of the Grate
when she started.
Got the W. Pit Furnace lighted at
8 o ‘ clock P.M.
Durning the day all the dead
Horses 42 in No. were got out by a
set of men from Hebburn. All the men
belonging the Colliery being occupied
with the Funerals
The Horses were in a most
offensive state.
Jany. 21st. Completed the repairs of the
Shaft Brattice, and the W. Pit, and
E. Way Metal Coal ready for work, except from the want of Horses.
Bought
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17 horses & put 14 down the Pit.
Jany. 23d. The W. Pit, and W. Way Metal
Coal, were quite fit for work this morng.
but the men did not go to work.
A deputation
A deputation of the Hewers exd.
of Hewers ex- the Bensham Waste, and the Workings as
amine the far as they could get. They got entirely
Waste.
through the Waste, between the E. and
W. N. Heads. and found it quite clean,
without any marks of Fire in it. From
which they concluded that the accident
had not been occasioned by any neglect
in the Waste.
They got into the Face of the W.
N. Headwayses, and found the WallSides, in the innermost Stenting Cindered &
shewing marks of a strong Fire having
been there. There were also marks of
Fire on the Wall-Sides, in the fore heads.
and a little way up the innermost West
Boards; but no marks of Fire appeared
either in the Face of the Headwayses or
Board. No additional information is
therefore gained yet, as to the probable cause
of
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of the accident
The small pumping Engine & BenEngine both going well, and lowering the
Waste.
Are going on in putting the
So. Side Workings of the Bensham Seam
to rights.
Jany. 24,25,25,27,28th. Occupied in restorn
Restoring Vent . ing the Ventilation of the Bensham Works.
in Bensham – finished the So. Side, and got the
Candles through the places on the 27th.
Jany. 30th. Viewed the Bensham works.
View of Benm. found an excellent current of Air going
and all the places clean, except those
into which the Brattice is not yet put
The main force of the Fire seems
to have been in the Face of the Rollyway N. Heads. and the explosion has
sweoped along both the fore and back
headwayses, with great force.
The So. Side of the Bensham was
quite ready for work this morning, and
several of the men went down but the
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putters not going down the men rode away
again
The Men blamed the putting in of a
Heads. and two Bb. End Stoppings on the
So. Side of the far N. Crane Board for
having occasioned the accident, alleging that
two pillars of Waste were thereby laid
dead. As no Foulness has ever been seen
in the Waste, there is not the least foundation
for this conjecture; especially as the Stoppings
in question were merely Scale Stoppings
placed for the temporary purpose of Airing
the going places, until the Walls were holed
As it was however impossible to drive
this notion out of their heads, we agreed
that they should fix upon a Viewer, with
our approbation, to investigate the matter
Feb. 2d. The Men have fixed upon Alexr.
Hall to investigate the above matter, he
examined into the circumstances of the Case
and was accompanied in his view of the
Workings by 4 of the Men. He reported
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decidedly against the accident having been
occasioned by the placing of the Stoppings, as above Stated; but was of
opinion that it had been caused by
the innermost N.W. working places getting
Foul, from the neglect of the 1st. N.W.
Crane-board, main door. The Men
who accompanied him, concurred in this
opinion, and the question was Set
completely at rest
Feb 6th. The N. Side Shift on the
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neglect of Main, Sheth, or Board-end
Doors is committed, the consequence must
be fatal. Impressed the necessity of
observing the strictest attention to all these
matters, upon the minds of Viewers, Overmen,
Deputies & Wastemen, in the Strongest manner possible.
Feb. 22d. The Coal on the outside of the
Metal Coal Brick Walls of the Metal Coal Furnace
on Fire at caught Fire, this Evening. It was extinguioshed
Furnace during the Course of the Night by the Small

Bensham, started work in the Back
Shift, this afternoon, with a few men
View of
Feb 13th. Viewed the Bensham Workings
Bensham Pit found them ventilated in the most complete manner, and the working places
as well as the return of the Air quite
clean. A great deal of Foulness
is however made in the face of the
innermost N.W. Boards, and in the
N. Winning headwayses; so that if any

Frame-dam
Metal Coal
Ben. Engine
Standage

Ben: Engine
Flues injured

extinguishing Engine, without any material
injury being done.
Feb. 24,25,26th. Fixed a Frame dam in the
Bensham Engine Standage Drift, as the
Clay-dam could not be kept tight.
Found the Brick Flues from the Benshm.
Engine considerably injured by the heaving
of the Thill. Got them plastered, and repaired as well as circumstances would
allow
Feb. 27th. Viewed the Metal Coal an
Bensham, found the ventilation and all
the apparatus belonging to it in the
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most complete state, and the workings in
as safe a state as possible.
Have now nearly got a full complement of Men for both Shifts in the
Bensham; – the two Shifts are now
equal to 45 xx. a day. The daily
Daily Works. workings will therefore be as follows viz.
West Pit – – – 15
East Pit – – – 28
Bensham – – 45 88 xx.
Only about 57 P. Cent best Coal obtained – say 50 xx. or 100 Ch. equal to
12 Keels P. day. This is too little &
there is no way of increasing the quantity
of best Coals, but by Stowing the Small
underground, and bringing nothing but
the round to bank.
The Cylinder of
The Cylinder of the main Engine is
the main Engine now getting into a very bad state. The
bad
new one has been finished for some time
at Losh & Co’s and ought to be brought
home, to be ready, in case of the old one
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failing. It will take 3 Weeks to
put the new Cylinder in and the great
difficulty is how to contrive to make
Standage for the Water during that
time. This subject requires great consideration – probably Broke District may
be converted into Standage on this occasion. The E. Pit Machine may also
be made to draw Water to bank with
Tubs in case of need.
Quantity of
The main Engine delivers a 12½ In.
Water drawn bore to bank, with a 6 ft. Stroke – say
by Engine
31 Galls. P. min., and goes 14 hours a
day Slowly, to Keep the Water down.
But if kept constantly going would
draw it in 9 hours a day, going 8
Strokes a minute = 14880 – say 15000
an hour.
Estimate of
Suppose the Machine to draw
the quantity
with 120 Gal. Tubs, at rate of 40
of Water which tubs an hour would be 48000 Galls. an
the E. Pit at bank hour, or nearly 1/3 of the Engine’s work.
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It would be prudent to have an additional Boiler fixed at the Bensham En.
Suggestions which with the cutting out of the Chamber, Setting &c. will cost £500.
The Venture Engine should also have
a Spare Boiler, which would cost putting into it’s place £300.
As the drawing of the Water from
the E. Way, depends entirely on the Benm.
Engine. It would be desirable to attach
a Set of pumps to the main Engine to
draw from the Stone Drift Standage
up to the Seam, in the Bensham En.
New Cylinder Mar. 7th. Got the new Cylinder for
brot. home the main Engine home from Losh
& Co. – it is a very good one.
New Small
Have also got the small pumpg.
pumpg. Engine Engine home from Ra. Coulthard – a 9 In.
got home.
Cylinder & a 4 In. Pump.

s

r

156.[a]

Mar. 6 . Tho . Brown Esq . at
the Colliery.
Mar. 13th. Viewed the E. Pit Christmas
District – the whole Coal, here, is now
nearly finished, and working of the
Pillars has commenced. Found the ventilation good, and the Air-course, clean in
the return. – prudence however requires
that Davys should be used in the Juds
The Chamber for the new, Small
pumping Engine, Slake District, is
finished. This En: will stand about 4 ft.
above the level of the present Engine
which will give us a great deal more
Standage.
Are ridding out the Stone Dft.
into Broke District, to see what
Standage can be obtained there for the
En. Water while the new Cylinder is
being put into the main Engine.
The obtaining of a sufficient
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quantity of Standage which the new
Cylinder is being put into the Engine
is exceedingly doubtful. With every
contrivance it is exceedingly doubtful whether
the Job can be accomplished, without
the Bensham being drowned up.
If on further consideration this event
should appear to be unavoidable, a
set of pumps should be put into the
Bensham Engine Pit, to draw the
Water out again. The drowning up of
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consideration, as such a plan would
save the expence of pumping the
Water. At any rate it seems practicable
to dam this water back so as to gain
a month’s Standage, in the Christmas
District, for it’s own Water, while the
En: Cylinder is putting in, which would
be a great relief.
Met Th. Brown Esqr. At the Colly
when, on due consideration it was agreed
not to put the new Cylinder into the

the Bensham, ought however if possible
to be avoided, as it would greatly indanger the bringing on of a Creep
in that Seam.
The Christmas District will last
from 4 to 6 months. After it is wrot.
out, the possibility of frame damming
it off – to stop back the Water and
Foulness, must be taken into serious

Engine as long as the old one would
go; but as the same time every thing
is to be put in a state of preparation
for putting in the new one, with the
utmost expedition, in the event of the
old one failing.
Mar. 13th.1826 Waited upon Mrs. Blanchard, at No. 15 Vine place Sunderland
with Th. Brown Esqr. Mrs. B. gave up
the Keys of the Jarrow House to
Mr. Brown, on condition that the grazing
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of ten Black Cattle, Kyloes, in the field
belonging to the House, should be taken
as a Set off against the rent, and
Sums due for dilapidations, and that
the Accot. Between them, should thus
be finally closed and settled.
Mrs. Blanchard gave Mr. Brown
Beaumont’s Bill, which she complained
of as being exorbitant, and said that
Mr. Carr had advised her to admit
him into the House; promising that
she should not be put to any expence
by it. Mr. Brown said he would
enquire into the circumstances, and
give the subject his favourable consideration
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Mar. 27 . Viewed the Bensham Seam
and found every thing in good order,
but only 11 Men at Work, and the
E. Pit lying idle.
The Binding was called on 25th.
but the Union Man stood off and would
not bind, and all lay idle this morng.
but at the same time they seem anxious to bind.
Mar. 28th. The Men all bound this
morning; but the ringleaders of the
Union were rejected.
April 6th. Begun to Kerve the Splint
out in the Bensham Seam & to Stow
it underground, with a view to obtain
a greater produce of merchantable Coals
from the Seam.
April 10th. Found all matters going on
well at the Colliery – the Bensham
Coals seem to be considerably improved
from Kerving out the Splint. By
Stowing the Small underground in the E.
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Pit, and having laid off the W. Pit
has left 14 Undergd. Horses to Spare
The frame Dam in the Bensham
Engine Standage Drift remains quite tight
The foundation of the new Small
pumping Engine, in the Slate District
is nearly about finished
April 17th. Viewed the Bensham Seam
found the Ventilation powerful and good,
but it is all required, as a great quantity
of foulness is made in the working places
– especially the N. Winning Headwayses,
which loads the return considerably, and
it is evident that no relaxation, or neglect can be suffered with impunity, in
the Ventilation.
The Kerving out of the Splint
has every appearance of answering a
good purpose, as about one half of the
workings, are in consequence hand filled
round. The hewing price for Kirving
out the Splint, should be increased 6d. P xx.
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The present hewing Price for the
s. d.
Round is P. xx. – – – – – – – –
5 .. 6
n
Kerving in Splint, in add . – – – – – –
6
Hewing
Casting back Splint, in lieu of
Price
Small cast in the old
–––
8
Bensham
way of working – – – –
6 .. 8
The old Prices were as follows viz.
Round P. xx. – – – – 5/ 6
Small – – – – – – – 2/ 6
Casting back Small – / 8
By casting back the Splint, the
quantity of Small taken out at Bank
appears, so to be reduced from 44
to 33 P. Cent.
The daily Workings will now be
nearly as follows
East Pit Single Shift – 30 xx.
The Bensham dble dr. 45
75
Deduct 1/3 Small & refuse – 25
50
21/12
100
41/6
1041/6 Ch.
13 Keels
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April 24 . Viewed the Bensham,
found all matters in good order, but
still a heavy discharge of foulness from
Change of the N. Workings. Decided to change
Air in
the Air so as to carry the first of
Bensham it into the face of the N. Winning
Headwayses, and there to Split it,
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loaden than it was, but still it is not
nearly so much loaden as the N. Way
Air was before the change. On the whole
therefore I think the Ventilation of the
Pit materially improved by the change
The men are now getting very well into
the way of Kerving out the Splint, which

returning one Current by the West,
the other by the E. Workings.
By this change we shall have the
1st. of the Air into most [firey]
places.
May 6th. The above change change of
the Air during last night and this mg.
May 8th. Viewed the Bensham Pit, &
found just about the same quantity
of Air passing as before the Change; but
the state of the N. Winning headways
is much improved by it. The Air
So. W. and South Way is of course more

is a decided improvement in the mode of
working.
A feeder of Water has come
off in some of the fallen goaves in
the Christmas district; – it’s magnitude is
not yet ascertained.
Th. Brown Esqr. Thos. Brown Esqr. arrived from
London.
May 13th. Had an interview with the
above Gentleman in Newcastle
May 15th. Mr. Brown set out from
Newcastle on his return to London
Viewed the Colliery, and found all
matters going on very well. The old
Standage of the Engine is now cleaned
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out for upwards of 100 yards to the N.
along the W. Side of the Dyke in the
Main-Coal Seam.
Feeder
The feeder of Water which came off in
of Water the Christmas way last Week, is not
yet visibly felt at the smalls pumpg.
engine
The new Small pumping Engine
is now all ready except the Steam pipes
to connect the Boiler.
May 20th. The Feeder of Water from the
Christmas district increased so much &
at the same time the small Engine
getting out of order, that it became necessary to draw some of the Water in
Barrels up the Venture En. Incline.
Monday 22d.May Viewed the E. Way
The Water in the little En. Standage
is quite down, & the Engine being in
good order, is Keeping the feeder from
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the Christs. District, but it requires the
Engine to go nearly 50 Strokes P. min.
The new high- The new Engine is however in a great
pressure En. State of forwardness, and will be finished
nearly ready. this Week.
Discussed with Mr. Dunn various
plans for the future working of this, the
Stake & Naples districts, which will afterwards be noticed
May 29th. viewed the Colliery – of late
it has been remarked that the Metal-Coal
Furnace, impeded the operation of the W. Pit
Furnace, when the former is Kept briskly
going. I therefore examined into and
investigated all the circumstances of these
furnaces &c. The run of the Air &c.
is at present as follows viz.
Run of
The return from the E. Way, and Bensham
Air
both go to the W. Pit Furnace; but the
Metal Coal Furnace is wrot. by a Scale

from the Bensham return & discharges up
the So. Shaft, into which the Bensham En.
Smoke is delivered. The Corporation return
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is also thrown into the S . Shaft, at the
Main Coal Seam, 15 fa. above tin Metal
Coal Furnace. Indeed the Metal Coal
Furnace was originally placed for the purpose
of working the Corporation Air, & Keeping
the return Date by placing the Furnace
so far below it.
It has however of late, since the
workings in the Bensham Seam became
more extended, been found that the metal
Coal Furnace, impedes the draft of the W.
Pit Furnace, and thereby injures the Ventilation of all the Pits. This always happens
when the metal-Coal furnace, is brisk.
And as it is difficult to keep the Fire at
one uniform pitch, the system must be
changed so, as to leave nothing to the attention of the Furnace-Keepers.
Change of
The communication between the Furnaces
Air projected must therefore be cut off, and the Metal
Coal furnace, be applied to the drawing of
the Bensham return exclusively – the East
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May 29 . Pit return to come to the W. Pit Furnace, the Corporation Return to go into
the So. Pit Shaft, as at present.
The Smoke from the Bensham En:
to be thrown into the W. Pit return.
I reckon on the Bensham Air being
improved by this change.
Started the new Pumping, high-pressr.
Engine in the Sleek district yesterday
morning. Works very well. – the old
one will now be to spare.
In the Workings all matters going
on well.
The fresh Water in the En: ponds
is beginning to fall very scarce, it is
very desirable to obtain an ample supply. This may be effectually accomplished
by placing the small high pressure En.
now to spare in the Sleek district, at
the junction of Hedworth & Beads Burn
to throw the Water up to the level of
the ponds into which it must be conveyed by Cast Iron 3 In. Pipes.
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June 3 . Engaged M . Hugh Taylor as
r
M . Hugh referee on the part of Messrs. Brown to
Taylor arbitrate the dispute with the Lessors Agents
as to the payment of tentale Rent, on
the Slates & Stones drawn to bank
The Coal, near the new high pressure
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is sent to bank the price is as follows
Hewing price
For the Round – – – – – 6/ 8
of Bensham
Small – – – – – 3/ 8
P. xx.
Casting back dead small 3/ 6
Double working 6d., being 2d. P. xx. more
than the Bonds’ price for the ordinary

Hewing
price

Engine, in the Slake district, was set on
Fire by the Flue this Eveng. It was not
overcome ‘till 1 o ‘ clock P.M. on the mg.
of the 5th.
June 5th. Viewed the Bensham Seam
and found the return Air in a cleaner
state than usual, which I attributed to the
settled state of the atmosphere, as the
ventilation was not more powerful than
usual.
The hewing price is now settled in
this Seam for Kerving in the Splint &
casting it back. – it is as follows
When Ship Coals only are sent to
bank, the hewing price is 7/ 6 xx.
of 20 peck Corves. But when the Small

way of working.
Have made progress, in the measures
requisite for changing the Air, as fixed on
the 29th. May. Will be finished at the
back end of the Week.
June 5th.
Jos. Brown, Rolly-driver Killed on the
Venture Engine Inclined plain. He was
riding up the plane, on the fore end of the
loaden Rollies, and fell off, when the Rollies
passed over him, and killed him on the
spot.
Change of June 10th. Completed the change of Air
Air completed projected 29th. May, see pa: 137.
June 12th. Viewed the Bensham, and found
the ventilation very good ‘though not so
much improved by the above Change in
point of strength as I expected. I however
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confidently reckon on it’s being much improved in point of steadiness.
Velocity of
I measured the velocity of the Current in
the current the N. Heads.in the first of the Air
of Air
before it is split, and found it to be
56 yards P. minute – the mean area of
the Headways being 48 feet. Consequently
56 X 3 X 48 = 8064 Cubic feet, P. Min.
the quantity of Air passing thro’ the
Workings.
Found the return from the
Workings in a satisfactory state.
The materials Have got all the materials of
of the old the small, old pumping Engine sent
pumping En: to bank out of the Slake District, and
Sleek district no time will be lost in fitting it up
sent to bank in Hedworth Burn, to throw the fresh
water up into the Engine ponds.
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with Pipes the whole way. An account
of all the spare pipes on the place must
be taken, and then we shall see what we
may require, to complete the job.
The daily Workings at present, are as follows
E. Pit Main Coal – – – 21 xx.
Ditto Metal – – – – – 3
Bensham, dble Shift – 40
64
The following trial has been made of the
outmaking of the Coals, as sent to bank viz
xx. Co
Round Coals – – – – 14..16
Shovell filled Small – 5..12 Bolls
20.. 8 = 1020 or
42 Ch. Out of which 27 Ch. of Ship-Coals
were produced, leaving a deficiency of 15 Ch.
or 0.357 loss in Small.

The full distance from where the En.
will stand in the Burn, to the Pond,
as measured on the plan of the Estate
is 1056 yards, which will have to be laid

There must be some mistake in this
Statement I conceive, as proportion of
Small is far too large, considering that
the Coals are separated underground, and
the hand picked round, only sent to bank
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June 14 .Wed. A discharge of Foulness
took place from the Christmas Goaves this
Evening, which loaded the return Air so
much, that it was necessary to lay off the
little pumping Engine, Sleek District.
June 15th. The East ^<Pit> off work, on accot. of
the discharge of Foulness from the Christs.
district
Little Engine June 16th.Friday. The discharge of Foulness
got to work from the Xmas. district having subsided
again.
during the course of yesterday, got the
little pumping Engine started again this
morng. at 1 o ‘ clock. The E. Pit also
started work this morning.
The Connecting June 18th.Sunday. The connecting Rod of
Rod of the the Bensham Engine, broke this Evening
Bensham Eng. about 8 o ‘ clock, while the Engine was
broke
pumping Water. It is a Malleable Iron
Rod, and broke at the Weld
June 19th. The connecting rod of the Benm.
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Engine was repaired and the En: begun
to pump again at 4 o ‘ clock this morng.
but there was too much Water in the
Stone-drift, to allow the Pits to go to
work. This is however of less importance
as there are plenty of Coals lying at bank
Ventilation
The Bensham will go to work this afterimproved noon, and the East Pit in the morning.
The ventilation, both of the Bensham
and the E. Pit, is much improved by
the late change of the Ventilation (Pa. 140)
now when the Furnaces have got into
full operation
Examined the situation of the Bensham Engine, in the Chamber of which thero
of Stone (Post) has failed a little from the
effects of the heat. It must be watched
and the roof Stone taken down as occasion requires, or it may be secured by
timbering as may be most expedient. Found
the temperature of the Air in the Engine
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Chamber, close to the top of the Pit
to be 90o
June 27th.Tuesday. Met Th. Brown Esqr.
at the Election at Alnwick, and came
to Newcastle with him.
June 28th. A discharge of Foulness took
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was 70o. It was also 70 at the bottom
of the down-cast Shaft, and in the return of the Bensham it was 74o.
The return was cleaner on the Candle
this morning than I ever saw it.
Double Shift Started the Pits Single Shift this

place from the Christmas district this afternoon during a Thunder Storm, which
rendered it necessary to lay off the Pit
July 3d. Monday. Viewed the Bensham
Workings and found every thing in a
satisfactory state. The ventilation is
Ventilation powerful & steady found the Current
in the 1st. of the Air, in the N. Heads.
passing at the rate of 67 yards P. min:
through an area of 48 ft. consequently
67 X 3 X 48 = 9648 Cubic feet P. min. is
the quantity of Air passing thro’ the
workings.
Temp. of
The Temperature of the Air, in the Shade
Air
at the top of the Pit, at 8 o ‘ clock A.M.

morning, with a view to reducing expences
The daily Workings are designed as
follows.
East Way – – – – – – – 28 xx.
Bensham E. Machine – 10
Bensham, W. Machine – 27
65
Metal Coal at Nights E. Pit 7
72
t
The double Shift wro . about as under
Bensham – – 48
Main Coal – – 24
Metal – – – – 6
78
Fresh Water The fresh Water Engine, at Hedworth Burn
Engine is nearly finished, and a great part of
the Pipes are laid; it will be completed
in about a Week.
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July 6 . Jn . Arrowsmith ^<Middlemass>, Blacksmith
had his right hand and Thigh shot
off this afternoon, in loading a Cannon when firing on account of Mr.
Liddell having gained his Election
July 15th. Jno. Arrowsmith Driver
Killed by the dumb Start of a Gin
at the top of the Bensham Pit. He
was leaning his head against the prop
on which the Jack-a-napes Shore is
fixed, looking at the Gin going round
when the ^<end of the> dumb Start caught his head
and crushed it against the post.
The little Engine on the Hedworth Burn
1st. delivered the Water along the Pipes
this afternoon – the ^<Eastern> Pipes leak much
at the joints
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Measurement of the Air-course in
sundry parts of the Workings viz.
In the W. Pit, back N. Heads. the
Measurement Air being taken thro’ a box out of the
of
E. Pit Shaft i.e. a Scale from the E.
Air Courses Pit Shaft F In.
4 .. 9 high
4 .. 9 wide
Velocity 10 yards in
24 Seconds
4..9 X 4..9 = 22.562
22.562 X 10 X 3 X 60” = 1682 Cubic feet
24”
P. Minute
Current for the airing the Bensham Engine
taken from the Engine Shaft
F In.
3 .. 8 high
4 .. 9 wide
Velocity 8 yards in 18”

July 17th. Viewed E. Pit Naples Dist.
and found all matters in good order
The Christmas District will be finished
in about a Fortnight

3..8 X 4..9 X = 17.4 area
17.4 X 8 X 3 X 60 = 1392 Cubic feet P.
18
Minute.
The E. Way Current in the Stone drift
for airing the E. Way.
6 .. 0 high
5 .. 8 wide
Velocity 40 yards P.
Min: – this is after the Bensham
Current is taken off.
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F In.
Measurement
6 .. 0 high
of
5 .. 8 wide
Velocity 40 yards P. min.
Air Courses 5..8 X 6 = 34 feet area
34 X 40 X 3 = 4080 Cubic Feet P. min.
Metal Coal Scale
4 .. 2 high
3 .. 8 wide
Velocity 21 feet in 29”
4..2 X 3..8 = 15.27 Feet area
15.27 X 21 X 60 = 663 Cubic Feet P. min.
29
The little Engine is now delivering the
fresh Water into the Machine Ponds
but the Pipes are not yet made
tight.
July 24th. Viewed the E. Pit, and En.
Standage Standage Cuttings in the Main-Coal Seam
The N. drift, skirting the Trouble is
now advanced nearly 200 yards from the
Shaft, and is going very favourably for
it’s object.
Every thing going on favourably
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in the several Workings undergd.
The Bensham Air-Course was running
Measurement at the rate of 72 yards P. min. at the
of
gauge point, in the N. Heads. where
Air Courses the area is 48 ft. Consequently the quantity of Air passing was
72 X 3 X 48 = 10,368 Cubic feet P. Min.
Christmas July 28th. Finished the Christmas Dist.
District
and took down the Machinery at the
finished
lowering-down Staple
July 31st. Viewed the E. Pit Metal
Standage Coal Workings (for Standage) out of E.
in Metal
Stone Drift
yards from the Shaft
Coal.
– 4 Boards won out South and 5 North
16 yards Winnings – 11 Wall and 5 Bd.
The rise Dyke to the E. is 38 yards
to the E. of the Winning headwayses
which will from the limit of the
Standage to the East.
All things going on well in the
other Workings
The Cross-cut for the Rolly-way in
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July 31st. Naples, is in regular progress
Fresh Water
The fresh Water Engine has thrown
Engine, sup- a good supply of water into the
plying ponds ponds; but it is to be apprehended
that they leak when the Water
rises to a given height.
Bensham Augt. 14th. Viewed the Bensham works.
Seam
and found them in a very good state
At the gauge point the Air Current
was running at the rate of 70 yards
P. min: or 10,080 Cubic feet P. min.
with this quantity of Air, the return
is quite harmless.
The Engine Ponds being now
sufficiently full, the small Engine
at Hedworth Burn, is laid off for
the present
Contribution Augt. 14th. Attended a Coal Trade mefrom Coal- eting at Chester to obtain paymt. of
trade
the Contribution of £400 to be paid by
the trade of the Wear, as it’s share of
the Compensation of £1000 to be paid by
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the Trade of both Rivers for the injury
sustained by the Owners of Jarrow Colly.
by the late combination and Stop of the
Pitmen.
The Hetton Co. had objected to pay
their share of the Contribution for this
purpose, on the grounds, that the Stop had
been occasioned, merely by a ^<private> dispute between
the workmen & their Masters, and not
from a general Combination of the workmen, throughout the Trade.
The minutes of the several meetings
of the Special Committee, appointed to
manage this business were produced, to
shew the conviction of the Committee
that it was a general Combination of
the men which the Trade found it advisable to resist to the utmost. Mr.
Mowbray took these minutes to lay
before the Hetton Co. and promised to
draw their attention to the reconsideration of the subject.
Mr. Martindale having paid away
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the money which had been collected on
this Accot. for the general purpose of
the Trade. A fresh Contribution of 20/P. Thousand on the tate Basis, was ordered to be levied forthwith, and the
Sum formerly collected for Jarrow to
be paid out of it
Augt. 21st. Viewed the E. Pit, the
preparation of the Junction Drift for
and new Cross-cut for the Rolly way
from the bottom of the Venture En:
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own the Sump must be thoroughly
cleaned out, and the snore-holes of the
Wind-bore must be covered with
Wire Gause.
Augt. 23d. The little Engine got the
Water down again.
En: Standage Sept. 4th. Viewed the E. Pit, and Engine
Standage in the main Coal Seam. Found
all matters going on very well.
Made an Estimate of the expence of
Expence of working the Coals, for 3 Months from the

Incline, into Naples, are in good progress. In the Workings all things
Discharging going on well; but a serious Stop
Pipes from occurred at the Small pumping En:
Sleek Engine this morng. from the discharging Pipes
Stopped. getting choaked up with small Stones
and dirt at the 1st. bearing Clack
A Stop of 9 hours took place before the Engine could be got thoroughly
underway again.
As soon as the Water is started

16th. May to the 8th. Augt. last. From which
it appears that if 2/7ths. of Small are Skreened out, the Cost of the Ship Coals will
be on the average 25/ 2¾ P. Ch.
Wrote to Messrs. Brown to inform them
Messrs. Brown of the above, and to suggest the expediency
written to of their taking the state of the Colliery
into serious consideration, and of applying
to the Lessors for an abatement of the
tentale Rent.
Working
the Coals
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Sep . 18 . Viewed the Bensham Sea,.
Found the Air Course at the gauge Point
passing at the rate of 67 yards P. minute
Bensham
The N. winning Headwayses, are now
within about the middle of the River
Have 32 W. and 32 E. Boards turned
out of these Headwayses.
The first 10 W. Boards are left Standg.
in reserve, 3 Pillars up. We mean to leave
as many of these W. Boards standing in
this manner as we can: as they will always be convenient, and ready to go to
if any interruption should occur in the
Workings elsewhere.
The E. Boards may be considered
as being divided into 3 Districts viz.
1st. The two E. Mothergait Boards from
the Shaft. These Boards are now 90 yards
down, and seem to have crossed the
[Bud-46-4]
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two Dykes of the Clarence District in the
main Coal Seam, but both the size and
situation of these Dykes seem to have changed
materially from what they were in the Main
Coal. In fact they seem to have changed
places by crossing each other between the two
Seams, which are 44 fathoms asunder.

Crossing of
Dykes between Seams

[Diagram of Seams and Dykes]
The above Diagram shews the idea which
I at present entertain of the Situation of
these Dykes, which leads me to expect that
we shall not meet with any more Dykes
‘till we come to “Broke District”
2. District have 14 Working Boards which
are going in the 5th. Pillar, – the Mothergait has the appearance of being near a

[Diagram of Seams and Dykes]
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Trouble this morning
3d. District, called “Bells” District has 7 E.
Boards working at present, and more are
turning as the Headd. Advance.
Winning 20 yards 5 Bd. and 15 Wall
the Walls holed at 17 yards, 2 wide.
Produce of Produce of Coals as wrot. up to 16th.
Coals May last, prior to the Separation of the
Coals Underground.
Ch.
Best Coals – – – 7683
Coasting do. – – 497
8180
Small – – – – – 2564
10744
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either case.
Then 2564 = 24 P. Cent Small
10744
And 4327 = 20 P. Cent Small
21447
From this it seems that 4 P. Cent more Ship
Coals are obtained by separating the Coals
Underground.
Sept. 25th. Examined the former Metal
Metal Coal Coal Workings round the Shaft, about which
workings from the flittering of the Post, in the Stone
examined Drifts there appears to be some pressure
The Walls in the Metal Coal, however are
quite firm; but it is prudent to Stow

Since the Separation Undergd. Took place
from 16th. May to 5th. Septr. Inst.
Best Coals – – – 14894
Coasting do. – – 1526
Resting, both sorts 700
17120
Small – – – – – – 4327
21447
The Colliery Consumption is not included in

the E. Boards next the Shaft for a Pillar
down, for which purpose the Stuff must
be taken out of the Heads. Course at the
foot of the 1st. Pillar East. This will
also enlarge the size of the Bensham
Return, which in this part is rather too
small.
Found the Bensham return
very clean, although the Barometer was
down to 29.5.
Mr. Brown
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having appointed a meeting with Mess .
Ellison & Pawson on the 10th. Octr. to
Lay the state of the Colliery before them
with a view to obtain an abatement of
the tentale Rent. Prepared certain
Papers for the occasion, with Messrs. Dunn
and Turner.
Sept. 29th. An Eruption of Foulness took place
Eruption from the Christmas district about Noon, which
of
rendered it necessary to put out the Slake En.
Foulness Fire, and to lay off the Pit. The discharge
of Foulness ceased and the Pit got to work
again next morning.
Mr. Th. Octr. 7th. Thos. Brown Esqr. Arrived from Londn.
Brown for the purpose of negotiating with the Jarr.
Lessors ( Mrs. Ibbitson & Mr. Pawson) for an
abatement of Tentale Rent.
Octr. 9th. Viewed the Bensham Workings,
Bensham found the Ventilation good, and the Return
remarkably clean – more so than I ever
saw it before. Velocity of Air 70 yds. P.
min. i.e. 10,080 Cubic Feet.
Every thing in the Workings in good order
Barometer 29.3.

Mr. Th.
Brown
meeting with
Wear Coalowners

Mr. T. Brown
at Colliery
Mr. T. B.
meets Mr.
ellison
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Octr. 10th. Accompanied Mr. Brown to a
meeting of the Wear Coal-Owners at Chesterle-Street, in consequence of a demur on the
part of Hetton Co. to pay their share
of the Contribution to Jarrow Colly. for loss
sustained by the Stop of the Union Men in
July 1825.
A long discussion took place
with Mr. Mowbray on the Subject, he alleging
that he did not understand it to have been a
general affair of the Trade, but merely a quarrel
between the Jarrow Pitmen and their Masters
The contrary was however admitted by all parties
but Mr. M. to have the fact, and further
investigation was talked of, but Mr. M_’s
conduct was shuffling and evasive.
Met Mr. Brown at Jarrow yesterday
to discuss the various points of a memorial
to be presented to the Lessors, tomorrow
Octr. 11th. Mr. Brown met Mr. Ellison, on
the part of Mrs. Ibbitson & Mr. Pawson, at
the Turks-head Newcastle to present his memorial, and to discuss the state of the Colly.
It was agree that the parties should meet
again on the 14th. Attended by their respective
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Viewers and Agents
Octr. 14th. The following parties met at the Turks
Meeting at Head viz
Turk’s Head Mr. Ellison, attended by Ra. Fenwick &
Inn N.Castle
G. Forster
r
o
o
M . Pawson d .
by Jn . Watson &
Mr. Trotter
r
o
r
M . Brown d .
M . Dunn & myself
The state of the Colliery was fully discussed
and the Viewers of the Lessors, Watson and
Fenwick were directed to investigate the
several Statements of working expences &c.
made out by us, and to report thereon to
Messrs. Ellison & Pawson against the 21st.
Inst. when we are to meet again.
Viewers to
The Viewers fixed to meet at the Colly.
meet at Colly on the 18th. Inst.
Octr. 16th. Viewed the E. Pit. The CrossRolly-Way cut for the new Rolly-Way, between the
Cross-cut Venture Incline Plane, and the Junction
Drift is holed, and the Rolly-way will
be finished in about a fortnight. This is
for working the Naples, and B[orory] Districts, and will shorten the length of the
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Venture Engine Plane about 70 yards.
Owing to the constant risks that are being
run of getting the Slake Engine drowned up
and consequently of losing the E. way, looked
about and planned the removal of this En.
Removal to the Slake Crank Chamber, which is about
of Slake 20feet above the level of the Engine. To
Engine accomplish this it will require a Staple 20 feet
planned at the point where the Engine is to be placed
and about 100 yards of Stone Drift and
Levels from this Stap. to reach the present
Standage of the Engine. A middle Stap.
will be required to expediate the completion
of this business. The execution of this plan
need not however be decided on, until the
result of pending negotiation with the
Lessers is Known.
Working of
Have laid off the Metal Coal Workings
Metal Coal for the present, and the Bensham Seam is
suspended to go double Shift this afternoon – the
daily works. Will be as follows
E. Way Single Shift – 28
Bensham dble. do. – 60
88 xx.
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Oct . 21 . Saturday. The following parties met
at the Turk’s head Inn Newcastle
Meeting
Cuth. Ellison Esqr.
Thos. Brown Esqr.
r
at
M . Trotter
Mr. M. Dunn
Turk’s Head Mr. J. Watson
Mr. Buddle
r
Inn
M . R. Fenwick
Mr. Geo. Forster
After much discussion Mr. Ellison and
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Flue of Octr. 22d. The Slake Engine Flue got choaked up by the
Slake En. water in the Standage floating the Soot up against
choaked up the Roof of the Flue. The ^<Engine> stood about 40 hours
before she could be started again, The Smoke
was discharged into the Rolly-way until
the Engine got the water down.
Eruption of Octr. 24th. An Eruption of Foulness came from
Foulness the Christmas District which rendered it ne-

Amelioration
of the Terms
of the Lease
granted by
the Lessors

Mr. Trotter agreed to the following terms viz.
The Certain Rent to remain as at present
£1200 for an equivalent No. of Tens at
16/ 8. The Tentale rent on all Coals wrot. from
the Eastward of the meridian of the middle
Staple to be 16/ 8
The Rent to be paid on the Leading only
All Colliery Consumption to be rent-free
The abatement of tentale to take place

cessary to put out the Slake Engine Fire and
to lay the E. Pit off. The discharge of Foulness
abated and the Engine Started again on
the morning of the 26th.
Octr. 26th. Got the water down so as to set the
Engine to work with the Flue again, but
to avoid the like interruption in future
it was decided to carry a new flue along by
the Rolly-way side from the Engine to the
Smokey Crossing, a district of nearly 40 yds.
This will Smoke at 4 feet higher level than
the old Flue.
Octr. 28th. Finished the above Flue.
Octr. 30th. Viewed the E. Pit found all going on
very well. As it is clear that we shall be subject to constant interruption & annoyance
from the Eruptions of Foulness out of

from May 1826 for eighteen months
The Main Coal on the W. Side of the
Meridian of the middle Staple to be reduced
in the like proportion (1/6) that is from 30/to 25/- P. Ten.
[Bud-46-4]
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Christmas District, it is desirable to get a discharging Drift for it, to carry it away clear
of the Pit air. This may be done by driving a
drift along the Barrier wall on the N. Side
of the Rolly-way, and making a Crossing
over the Naples plane. This will require
150 yards of Coal Drift, but it may be set
in at 3 or 4 Places. This job is of so much importance that it must be set about without delay
Have nearly go all ready for commencing the Staple in the Slake Crank Chamber for
the Engine, and also for sinking the middle
Staple.
Workings last Fortnight ending 17th. Oct.
E. Pit Main Coal – – 250 xx.
Bensham – – – – – 441
Metal – – – – – – – 37
730
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The memorial of T. & R. Brown Owners
of Jarrow Colliery.
Sheweth
That your Memorialists took a lease
of the Coal under the Half-way House
Farm, in the Parish of Walls-end for a
Term of 31 years from the 12th. May 1824
one year being allowed rent free to win
the Colliery, at a Certain annual Rent
of £525 for 420 Tens, and a further Rent
of 25/- for every Ten of Coals wrought and
led, over and above that quantity out
of any Seam, except the High-main
Seam, for which 42/- P. Ten is payable
on every Ten of Coals wrought and led
from the same. Beside which the Mayor
is to be allowed 2 Keels of Fire Coal yearly.
Your Memorialists have further to

state, that the High-main Coal Seam
was wrought out under a former lease, &
that as far as they have been able to ascertain,
the only Seam remaining to be worked with
any prospect of advantage is the Bensham.

[S] the right worshipful the Mayor, Aldermen
Shefiff and Common Council of the Towny
of Newcastle.
[Bud-46-4]
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our Menorialists have at great expence won
this Bensham Seam in the Jarrow Colliery, since
they took the lease of your Coal, under the halfway House Farm, as above stated. But the difficulties met with in the making of this
winning together with accidents and unforeseen delays which have since occurred in
opening out the Workings, have unavoidably retarded their approach to the Coal, under your hal-way House farm and their enterance into, and [re]vocking of the same far
beyond the time, they expected. So much so in
deed, that notwithstanding their best, and
unremitting endeavours they have not yet
been able to gain access to it.
Your Memorialists beg to call your attention
to the circumstance of their having no other
means of working this Coal than by outstroke from the Jarrow Colliery for which privilege, they have to pay 8/ 6 P. Ten the Lessors
of that Colliery over and above the tentale
of 25/- P. ten to you, making the full Rent
with which the Coals are charged 33/ 6 P. Ten.
But what more strongly presses upon the
minds of your memorialists, and impels

198.
them to submit their case to your considration is the unfortunate Circumstances
of this, the Bensham Seam, having proved of very inferior quality, and much
more expensive to work in Consequence
of its being exceedingly fiery & mixed
with foul Coal, Brasses and scare Bands
than was expected.
The great losses and disappointments
which your Memorialists have suffered
in consequence of the foregoing circumstances, have induced ^<them> to lay their case
before you in the confident hope that
you will take the same into your favorable consideration grant such abatement
of certain and tentale Rent as you may
think reasonable and proper, under the
hardship of the case complained of.
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Nov. 5 . The metal Coal set on Fire in the
Bensham Engine Chimney-drift at the
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Have got both the Staples for the Engines
at the Junction Crank Sunk. The 1st. Staple

in the Crank hole is 24 ft. deep 2nd. Staple
50 yds. So. E. from the above is 17 ft. deep.
Have let the two drifts out of the 2d. Stap.
at 25/- a yard, to W m. Smith, and 8 partners
The Drift to be driven 4 ft. square. They undertake to keep the water, made in the
Drifts, and to stow the Stones.
The new Rolly-way from the Venture
plane to Junction Drift, and from thence
to Naples is finished, and started work
this morning.
The N. winning Headways in the
Bensham, are just about Crossing the
boundary Line, into the Corporation Liberty.
All matters going on well in the
Bensham, and E. way workings.
daily workings at present
E. Way – – – – – – – 32
Bensham day 36
Ditto Night 12
48
80 xx.

Crossing near the Shaft. The Coal was also
set on Fire at the same time on the
N. Side of the Bensham Boiler. Both
these Fires were extinguished by the Engines in about 6 hours without any
material injury done.
Nov. 19th. The metal Coal set on
Fire in the Bensham Engine Chimney
Drift, at the Crossing near the shaft. It
required 22 Hours to extinguished this Fire,
and put all matters to rights again.
Nov. 20th. Viewed the deep Pit, Have throw
the Steam from the Bensham Engine into
the Engine standage, instead of discharging it into the Chimney with the smoke
This it is expected will keep the Smoke
cooler. So far the Steam is condensed in
Standage, and is scarcely visible in the
return of the Corporation air. The case may
however be different after the Roof Stone &
in the Standage gets heated.
[Bud-46-4]
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Nov. 26 . The Metal Coal set on Fire in the
Bensham Engine Flue – it was extinguished in about 6 hours.
Nov. 28th. A Strong Blower came off in
the 4th. Bd. N. of the E. Crane called Liddells Crane. No accident happened
Dec: 4th. Viewed Bensham Seam. the
Blower in the 4th. N.E. Board has taken
off considerably, and altho’ the foulness
fires at the Davy in the Face of the
Board it does not adulterate the
Air materially.
The N. winning Headwayses are just passing thro’ the Corporation Barrier into
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When nothing but hand filled round
is sent to Bank, about 26½ P. Cent is
Skreened out.
The Overmen’s Bills run about
15/ 4 P. Score when nothing but hand
filled round are sent to bank.
The discharging of the Steam from
the Bensham Engine into the main
Engine Standage has greatly cooled
the Chimney & dumb pit Shaft.
Daily Workings E. Pit – – 30 xx.
Bensham Day – 36
Night – 16 52
xx.82

their Coal.
Hewing prices Bensham Seam
For Kerving under the Splinty 7/Ditto – – – – – – – in
do. 7/ 6
Nothing but hand filled Coal sent
to Bank in this Case.
When all is sent to bank except the Splint
Round – – 6/ 6
Produce about half
Small – – 3/ 6
and half.

The Drifts for the Water Course to
the little Engine in the old Crank
chamber are going very well from
the two Staps. 27 yds. of Drift are
now driven.

[Bud-46-4]
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Dec: 17 . The Crank axel of the little
Slick pumping Engine broke. It
was repaired, and the Engine was
at work again in 32 Hours.
Dec: 18th. Viewed E. Pit Examined the
top of the Venture Engine Plane –
decided to lower the platform between the top of the two planes
so as to allow the Rollies from
the En. Plane to pass on to the
descending plane, and thus to make
the Engine work both planes. By
this means the working of the
lowering down plane will be saved.
The alteration to be made at Christmas
The Bensham Engine Chimney
continues to draw very well ever
since the Steam was taken out
of it – the dumb Shaft is very
much cooler since the Steam
was taken out of it.
[Bud-46-4]
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Vend up to the 12 . Dec .
Ch.
Best Coals at 20/- and [ussuares] 24679
Small Coals Seasale – – – – – – – 2347
River Sale – – – – – – – – – – – – – 3123
Total – – 30,149
th
Dec: 29 . laid of the Pits for the Holydays.
During the Holydays the following jobs
have been done.
In the Bensham Seam
Prepared for an Inclined plane in the
N. Winning Headways – 260 yds. long –
The head of the plane, commences at
about 100 yds. on the ^<out> by side of the Corpn. Barrier
Proposed 143 yds. of Rolly-way thro’ the Trouble
on the E. Side of the Shaft.
Increased the diams. of the Engine Rope
wheel 18 In. by putting a gin. Crib under the
bed of the Ropes. And repaired the Engine.
Cleaned out the smoke Staple, and Engine Chimney.
In the E. pit altered the Venture En. Plane
at the top so as to make the Engine deliver
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Jany. 15th. Viewed the E. Pit, found every thing
going on very well. The alterations of the
Venture plane has every appearance of answering a good purpose; but a little adjustment of Sheaves &c. is yet wanted.
The Pits started work again this morning
after the Holidays.
Total Vend in 1826
Best Coals – – 23533
Coasting – – – 2058
Small – – – – – 5978
31,569
Jany. 22d. the apparatus at the top of the
Venture barrier to connect the two Inclined
plane, is not quite adjusted. As soon as it
done it will answer a very good purpose.
Feby. 6th. Viewed the Bensham Seam. Are
making an Inclined plane on the Rolly-way
in the N. Winning Headways from about
40 yds. on the outbie side of the Corporation
Barrier, it will be about 230 yds. long.
The Winning Headways are now about
40 yds. into the Corporation beyond the

the Coals at the bottom of the Self acting
plane, which has laid off the Latter
and saves a Horse, [ ] all all the Counterbalence
apparatus &c.
Finished the Engine Chamber in
the Endeavour District.
Put the 9 In. Set of pumps into the Main
En. Pit, from the Main Coal Standage to the
Stone Drift Sump. This set of pumps is to
draw the Water from the Stone Drift,
whenever any thing happens the Bensham
Engine.
[pages 206 & 207 are Blank]
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Barrier. The Seam very good but not quite
so thick here – makes a little water.
The Ventilation good, & the Air clear
– all in very good order
The Arching of the open-cast in the
Rolly-way, on the E. Side of the Shaft is
in great progress.
The apperatus at the top of the Venture Bank, between the Inclined plane
is now pretty well regulated, but not perfect.
Daily Workings
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when they Kerve in the Coal, the price
is 6d. P. xx. less
Double Working 66. additional on
the above. Stow all the Small & Splint.
Holing Walls 2/- P. yd.
Narrow Bord. – 1/ 2 –
Winning Headways 2 yds. Wide, with
two men 2/ 6 P. yard. With 3 men each
8 Hours 2/ 9 P. yd.
The Arcing and Rolly way in the
E. Mothergait being finished, started

Bensham – – – 36
Main Coal – – 25
61 xx.
Feby. 15 & 16. A discharge of foulness from
the Christmas District, which laid off the
Naples district; but had not the
Engine Fire to put out.
Put a new piston into the main Engs.
Feby. 19th. At Colliery all things going well
Working prices in Bensham Seam,
when the Round, and Chingly Coals
are separated.
Hewing Round 8s/ 9d
Chingly 7/ 3
Kerving in the Splint for this price

the Rollies there this morning.
the Crane is 150 yds. E. from Shaft.
Feb. 22nd. John Forrest, Shifter Killed
in going down the E. Pit. Roger
Stephenson and him were going down
in the upper Loop, having hung
& Leading Corves in the lower Loop.
The Corves lay in the Ingate of the
main Coal, and the men in the
Loop passing them, the Corves fell
and Knocked Forrest out of the Loop.
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Feby. 26 . Viewed the Bensham Workings
have got an up-cast Trouble in the
East mothergait at about 220 yds. from
the Shaft. – it is more than Seam
height, but its size is not yet
ascertained. This is one of the Troubles
which was crossed in the Broke District
Main Coal.
The Inclined plane in the
N. Headways started on the 15th. Inst.
it does not yet act with 6 Corves
without the assistance of a Horse
for about 40 yds. at the Bottom.
The way requires a little adjustment
and more rollies, when there is little
doubt but it will act freely.
The Ventilation good, and the
return of the Air very clean.
A great discharge of Foulness
took place this Morning from Christ-
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Are now reduced to work in consequence of the Small Vend – are
working only 8 or 9 days a fortnight
between 500 and 600 xx.
Feby. 27th. Got a blower in the 4th. N. E.
Bord on the Bensham Seam, 1st. N.E. or
Liddells District. This Blower issues from
a rise Hitch of about 2 ft. with a clay
Back, and is supposed to be the same
Hitch as the former Blower in the Bord,
on the outbie Side of this Bord was got.
Have holed the wall between the two
Bords, this Blower makes a good deal of
Foulness and a little Water.
Got the Coal above the Hitch
in the Bensham E. Mothergate – it is
a riser of about 12 feet.
Mar. 4th. The Metal Coal Seam was
discovered to be on Fire between the Crossing
of the Bensham Engine Flue, and the

mas District which laid off the Naples
way, and made it necessary to
put out the pumping Engine
Fire.

Shaft, behind the W. Wall of the Flue.
The Engine was got to play upon it at 10
o ‘ clock A.M. but the Fire was not extinguished, and all Coal ‘till 8 o ‘ clock P.M.
Have been much annoyed all the week
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by repeated eruptions of Foulness from the
Christmas District – lost a good deal
of working it.
Mar. 5th. Viewed the E. Pit. the
apparatus between the Venture Planes
for the purpose of connecting them is
now in complete operation & answers well
The new Engine chamber, at the Slake
Crank is completed, and the Flue and
Boiler Seat are in progress. The masonry
of the Engine Foundation is also finished –
all ready for setting the Boiler, and getting the pumps into the Staple. As soon
as all this is done which may be in about a month, the little Engine will be shifted.
After the Engine is Shifted, a 4 In.
set of Pumps must be put into the Bensham Pit, to be wrought by the Bensham
Engine which will draw the Water from
the Bensham Seam up to the Stone Drift
much easier than by the Tubs, as at present
The 4 In. pipes which will be to spare
after the Sleek Engine is removed
will answer the purpose.
In the workings all things going on well
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The Blower in the Bensham has not
yet abated much.
Decided to make a trial to draw
three Corves at once, instead of two in
the E. and dumb Pits. if this can be
managed it will enable the Machine
to draw a good deal more work, and
will also save the wear & tear of the
Shaft &c.
Mar. 7th. Begun to enlarge the bottom
of the E. and South Pit Shafts, for the
purpose of preparing them to draw 3
corves at once.
Mar. 12th. Begun to draw 3 Corves at
once, in the E. and So. Pits.
Mar. 19th. Viewed the Bensham Seam
found the Ventilation good, and every
thing going on very well.
The Trouble got in the E. mothergait on the 26th. of Feby. Proved to be
an upcast of 12 feet – another riser
has been got at 5 yds. further [S]
which will from the appearance of
the Stone be about 6 feet
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[Section of Riser]
Section of the Bensham Seam in the
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F. In.
Jet – – – – – – 0 .. 2

face of the Corporation N. Winning Headways
In W. Head
F. In.
Jet – – – – – – 0 .. 3
Coal – – – – – 3 .. 0
Splint – – – – – .. 5
Coal – – – – – 2 .. 9
6 .. 4
In E. Headways Set – .. 2
Top – – – – – 2 ..10
Splint – – – – – .. 5
Coal – – – – – 2 .. 3
5 .. 9
The two Headwayses are only 20 yards as
underthe Coal is very good in both Headways.
In the Face of the W. Mothergait
in Jarrow, 10 Winnings So. of the Corporation Barrier.
F. In.
Jet – – – – – – – .. 2
Coal – – – – – 2 .. 8
Splint – – – – – .. 7
Coal – – – – – 2 .. 0
5 .. 5
In the Face of the N.E. Crossing, out of E. Mothergait

Coal – – – – – 2 ..11
Splint – – – – 0 .. 5
Coal – – – – – 2 .. 8
6 .. 2½
Section of Main Coal Seam, in the
Barony District, next Percy-main Boundary under the River, at Jarrow Lake
F. In.
Coal – – – – – 1 .. 4½
Band – – – – – 0 .. 3
Coal – – – – – 0 .. 8½
Band – – – – – 0 .. 4½
Coal – – – – – 1 .. 9½
Coarse Coal – 0 .. 4
4 ..10
Examined the Situation of the bottoms of
the Staples to the South of the Pit, formerly
sunk from the main to the Metal Coal
Seam, for the purpose of considering,
and planning the best mode of winning
and working the Bensham Seams
on the South Side of the Main Dyke
Mar. 21st. Had a Fire between the
Barony and Naples way, which burnt
James Conway smartly, but fortunatly did no other injury. Conway was
going to get a Joll and incautiously
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took his candle, where the Foulness from
Christs. Way had backed against the
Air Course about 10 yds. By some means
however the Fire did not ignite the
main body of Foulness in Christmas
District. Had this happened the
consequences would have been most [fatal]
March 22, 28, 29th. The Foulness came of
from the Christmas District on all three
days very heavy. – so much so on the 29th.
that it was necessary to lay off the pit.
April 3rd. Finished the Standage Drift in
the Metal Coal Seam, with all its
April 6th. Begun to remove the Sleek
Engine to its new situation in the
Sleak Crank Chamber.
April 9th. Viewed the E. Pit – the
fitting up of the little pumping
Engine in the Sleek Crank Chamber, is
in great progress. The Pits are idle
today on account of the Slackness
of the Trade. –
April 13th. Started the new Sleek Engine
after the old one had been Stoped 159 hours
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She made a very good start and drew
the Water off the Rolly-way in 18 hours.
April 23rd. Viewed the E. Pit, and Bensham
the Sleek Engine works exceedingly well
– much better than it did in its former
situation.
In the Bensham every thing
is going on as well as possible.
The undermentioned Gentlemen
were down the Pit with us
Mr. Thos. Brown
– Robt. Brown
– Tappenden
Daily Workings at present
Bensham – – 38
Main Coal – 24 xx.
62
Estimate of savings brought about from April 1827
Banking acct ¼d. P. xx. – – – – – – £18 –
Leading – – ½ P. Ch. – – – – – – 58 –
Waggonmens labourage – – – – – 80 –
Hewing E. Pit – 6000 xx. – 10d. – 250 –
– – Bensham 1200 – – 8d. – – 400 –
Overmen & Wastemen – – – – – – 50
Brakemen – – – – – – – – – – – – 10
Sawing Mill &c. – – – – – – – – – – 100
Gunpowder & Sundries – – – – – 194
But say £1000
1200
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May 1 . Let the working of the small
pumping Engine to Jno. Clark at 26/ - P.
week. To Keep the Water for this i.e. if any
stops takes place he is to pump out the
water without charging anything extra.
May 7th. Viewed the Bensham, on the 1st.
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It is intended to sink this Stap: from
the Metal Coal to the Bensham Seam
for the purpose of opening out that Seam
to the So. of the dykes.
An Engine will ultimately have to be
placed at the top of the Stap: in the main

Inst. an upcast trouble of 7 ft. was got in
the Corporation N. winning Headways at
about 90 yds. on the inby Side of the
Barrier. The fore Heads. is 4 yds thro’ the
trouble, this way the Coal is good, and
the Seam is very promising.
May 14th. Viewed the E. Pit all matters
going on well, underground both in Main
Coal, and Bensham. – The holing round at
the upcast Trouble in the Corporation
Headwayses is not yet completed.
Examined the So. Headways from the
bottom of the W. Pit, in the Main Coal
Seam, which has now being ridded out
to the top of the Metal Coal Stap. –
the distance to which will be about
100 yards.
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Coal for the purpose of drawing the Bensham
Coals, either up to the level of the present
Bensham Workings, the Metal Coal, or Main
Coal as circumstances, may require.
It will be most advisable, to sink this
Staple oval, say 5 ft. wide and 10 feet
long [small Diagram] the brattice to be put in the
Cross way this will form 2 Shafts a rope to
work in each Shaft.
The sinking to commence from the
Metal Coal – under the old Staple, the
old Staple to be widened afterwards.
The Sinking to be let for about 8 fathom
or so, to be sunk with a Jackroll.
Daily Workings
Main Coal – – – 28
Bensham – – – 42
70 xx.
The small pumping Engine continues to
draw the Water with the utmost ease.
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May 28th. The Pits off work to day in consequence
of the Vend being up for the month.
Examined the proceedings in the W. Pit
Main Coal, in making ready for Sinking
the old West Staple, in the So. winning
Heads., to the Bensham Seam as set out
on the 14th. Inst.
The ridding of the 1st. West Bord on the
o
S . Side of the Shaft Barrier (for the return
of the E. Pit Air, and Engine Smoke) is let
to James Young & parts. at 2/ 5 a yard – to
be made 6 ft. Square.
The Staple must be repaired, and made
safe between the main and Metal Coal Seam
before the Sinking to the Bensham can commence
Got the old Boiler belonging the little
pumping Engine to bank this morning. It was
taken out of its Seat, and sent to bank for
3 Gues. By W. Carlton & Prs. By bargain.
June 11th. Viewed the operations going on
for sinking the So. Bensham Staple Pit

May 21 . viewed the Bensham. A Stenting is
holed on the inby Side of the 7 feet rise Trouble
in the Corporation, and the Headwayses are
going very favourably. Both Coal and roof
good. The Seam nearly 6 ft. thick.
The E. narrow Boards in the Corporation, are now 5 – 27 yard pillars down,
they are dipping Smartly, and the
Seam is only 5 ft..3 in. thick. –
A great deal of Foulness made both
on the Headwayses, and the narrow Boards
but the ventilation is vigorous and
the air Course Clean.
The cleaning of the So. Headways
both in the Main and Metal Coal
to the Staple, which is to be sunk to
the Bensham is in progress.
May 24th. A great discharge of foulness took
place from the Christmas District but in consequence of the removal of the Sleek Engine,
an inconvenience arose from its
[Bud-46-4]
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from the Metal Coal. Begun to Sink on the 1 . Ins .
Have got the Pit Sunk to the level of the
Stone Drift, 2½ Fa: below the Metal Coal are now
busy making the foundation for a dam to stop
back the water in the Drift. When this is done
the Sinking of the Pit, must be let by proposal.
Named this Pit, the Oval Pit.
Stopped the Sleek pumping Engine at the
end of last week, 68 Hours, in which time the
water rose 6 ft. perp. in the Sump but did not
reach the rolly-way.
The Engine drew the water out in 24 Hours.
Repaired the Bensham Engine
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and Prs. At 4£ P. fath for 5 fath or till a
bottom for the wally: to secure the Stone is got.
Have got the water in the Stone Drift
dammed back, and the Pit sunk about
3 ft. below the Sole of the Drift, where a Canch
is cast off for walling from, to secure the
Stone Drift – to be walled with Cement. Bells
bargain of Sinking is now out and a fresh
letting must take place.
Are lengthening the Inclined plane
in the Bensham N. Winning Heads. 200yds,
which will make it 400 yds long in all.
Are also lengthening the Rolly-way in

flues at the end of the last week.
The Pits off work to day from want of
trade. Are only working 9 days a fortnight.
June 18th. Viewed the E. Pit the Pits idle
for want of Trade. All matters underground
going on very well.
The Bensham Oval Pit, is let Richd. Bell

the Corporation Bensham, both to the N. & E.
100 yds. to the North & 120 East. this puts the
Crains close up.
June 18th. The top Tub in the So. and dumb Pit
gave way this afternoon, and the water falling
down the Pit turned the Air for the space
of a quarter of an hour which occasioned a
great alarm, as the people both below and
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at bank imagined that the Pit had Fired
The Tub was repaired in the Course of the
night, the planks had given way from
the Spikes being corroded.
June 20th. An eruption of inflammable
Air came out of the Christmas Thrust this
morning, which backed against the Current
of Air into the Baring District for 50 yds. to
near the Crane. This shews the necessity of
using the Davys at the Crane, which, must
always be done let the state of the Air
Course be what it may.
June 25th. Viewed the Bensham – are busy
adjusting the Inclined plane in the Corporation Headwayses, and lengthening the
Rolly-way so as to place the Crane on the
rise (N) Side of the 7 ft. Trouble. It will require all this week to finish these jobs,
and I am apprihensive that the Inclined
plane will hardly act for the full length,
400 yds. with 12 corves, on account of the fall
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not being sufficient.
The Seam on the rise Side of the Trouble in the Corporation to the N. & E. is in
great perfection, it is 6 ft..7 In thick exclusive
of the “Kennel” at the top which runs about 2 In.
ft. In.
Coal – – – – – 3 .. 0
Splint – – – – – .. 7
Coal – – – – – 3 .. 0
6 .. 7
The Coal Seems a little more tender than
where the Seam is thinner, but it is very
bright. – is just as full of Scare Bands as
as the other parts of the Pit. the Coal works
Stronger Headways than Broadways away.
The roof is very indifferent – it is girdelly
Blue Grey Metal with “Caldron-Arses” and
falls very heavily in the Board rooms after
the timber is drawn. Consequently the waste
is bad to Keep, and a great deal of Timber
is used in the working places.
The Ventilation is very good and the
Air Course clean. –
July 4th. At the Colliery – all things
going on well, but have not yet got
the Inclined plane, in the Bensham N.
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headway’s finished.
View of Monday 9th. July Viewed the Bensham
Bensham Pit. Are raising the head of the Inclined plane in the No. Heads. to give it
more fall, as it has sufficient power
to act. All other matters going on very
well. Mr. Brooks, the Harp Player,
and Jonn. Cockerill, down the Pit with me
Monday 16th. July Viewed the Bensham
Ditto Pit, have now got the inclined plane in
the N. Headways to act very well with
16 Corves. Probably after the Way is worn
smooth, and every thing properly adjusted it
may act with 12 Corves.
Crank Pin While I was down the Pit, the Crank
of
Pin of the Venture Engine broke, which broke
Venture the Brasses in the Connecting Rod, and bent
En: broke the Parallel Bars. No injury appeared to
be done to Cylinder. This accident will
Stop the Engine a Couple of days.
View of July 16th. Viewed the E. Pit in the Kitty, and Barony DisE. Pit tricts. The Kitty Dis-trict lies between Naples, & Barony, it is
now finished in the whole, and is working in the Pillars.
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Barony District is working in the whole and finishing
it off, next the N. Boundary, under the middle of
the River. Have 9 North Boards going at present
in this District.
The Southernmost places in the Barony, and all the
Kitty District is wrought with Davys, owing to
the Foulness from Christmas and Naples Thrusts
frequently backing out against the Air. Found the
Scele
ventilation good and the Air clean in both Districts
this Morning. Took the following Section of the Seam
in the far N.E. Board, in Barony District next the
Boundary under the middle of the River.
ft. In.
Section of
Coal – – – – – 1 .. 0
Main Coal
Black sooty partg. – –
Seam.
Coal – – – – – 0 .. 6
Band – – – – 0 .. 2
Coal – – – – – 0 .. 8
Heworth Band 0 .. 5
Coal – – – – – 1 .. 9
Parting – – – – – – –
Coarse Coal – 0 .. 6 Cast back below
5 .. 0
A good post Roof; & a very hard White Thill
Are working about 8 Scores a day out of the
Kitty, 10 out of Barony, and 12 out of Naples
District at present.
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The Venture
The Venture Engine was repaired and set to work
Engine repd. again on the morning of the 18th. Inst.
All is now ready for walling the Oval
The Oval
Pit to Stop the water at the Stone Drift, about
Pit ready
6 ft. of walling will do. As soon as the walling
for walling is finished, the Sinking of the Pit must be

1827
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July 26 . A small Fire took place in the back
Winning Headways in the Corporation Bensham
but no harm was done. It happened when the
Deputy was drawing props, a little foulness
having been lodged in the roof, which was forced out
upon his Candle by the falling of the Stone.

le let again, the former bargain having finished at the foundation of the walling.
Pits working
The Pits are still working only ten Days
10 days P. a fortnight – about 52 xx. on account of
Fortnight
the Slackness of the Trade.
Little pumpg.
The little pumping (Sleek) Engine is let
Engine let to Henry Sanderson for 21/- P. week.
Bensham
The Inclined Plane in the Bensham is now
Inclin acting acting very well with 16 Corves & Rollies at a run
with 16 Corves The upcast Dyke of 16 ft, in the E. Mothergait
Bensham, which was got at 240 yards from the
Dyke Set
Shaft, has been cut through and the Mothergait
through
driven 60 yds. further where another rise trouble, above Seam height has been met with
This trouble is yet unexplored.

Coal on
Fire

View
of
E. Pit

July 28 The Bensham En. Flue set Fire to the Coal
over the top of the Smoke Staple. It was extinguished in about 24 hours.
August 1st. The Flue again set on Fire in the
same place, and was extinguished in 4 hours.
August 9th. The Flue was again set on Fire on
the E. Side of the Staple, and, was extinguished
and the Flue &c. repaired in 36 hours. The fires
were all occasioned by the Soot getting on Fire.
August 13th. Viewed the E. Pit. To prevent accident
in future the Soot in the Bensham Engine Flue
must be cooled at the end of every week, by throwing water from the feed pipe into the Flue.
The Inclined plane in the Bensham N. Headways now acts completely with 16 Corves. It is 400
yards long, and falls on the mean 1½ Inch
P. yard.
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August 20 . Got a downcast Dyke in the BenDyke got sham E. Drifts Corporation way; at about 250 yds.
in
from the N. Winning Headways. It is more than
Bensham Coal height, & will stop the Drifts for the present.
The N. Headws. Are going very well at
present. Found the Air particularly clean this morng.
Sinking of
Have let the Oval Pit to W m. Dixon & Prs. to
the Oval Sink to the yard Coal Seam – about 12 fa. at £6..10s.
Pit, let
P. fathom. They put in the Brattice, find
Gunpowder and Candles, wait on & stow the
Stones in the Metal Coal Seam. They have to
draw the Stones with a Jackroll. The Pits are
still only working 8 or 9 days a fortnight. Present
number of undergd. Horses. viz
In. E. Pit – – – 25
Bensham – 21
47
W. Pit – – – 1
Dr. Ure
Doctor Ure of Glasgow down the Pit; with
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Hemp, Grease, paint, Spunyarn &c. at
£10..10..0 P. month. They have cost
for the last six Months, as follows viz., as follows viz.
Main Engine – – – – £19..17.. 9
East Pit Machine – – 17..11.. 1¼
West Pit ditto – – – – 12..11.. 3
Saw Mill – – – – – – – 2..15..10
Bensham – – – – – – 11.. 5.. 9
Venture – – – – – – – 10.. 5.. 3
Lake Engine – – – – – 8..16.. 5
6 / 83.. 3.. 4¼
P. month – £13..17.. 2½
Let for – – – 10..10.. 0
Saving – – 3.. 7.. 2½
Butson must be looked after to see
that he finds a Sufficient supply of
the several articles, otherwise he may do
more injury in a day, than the saving

Finding
the Engines
with grean
&c. let

me this morning.
Sept. 4th. Let the Engines, i.e. the
the Engines main Engine, the E. and W. Pit Machines
with Gr[ean] the Bensham, Venture, and Slake Engine
&c. let to Th. Butson, to find with Tallow, Oil

Horse
Stabbed

will amount to in a Year.
On the night of the 1st. Inst. some
miscriant, or other stabbed one of the
best of the Waggon Horses, in the
pasture field, the poor animal was
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Sept. 4th.

Mr. T.
Brown
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Seam. It has hitherto been drawn by
Tubs, which is both troublesome, and expensive. The Pumps are attached to the
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must be made regularly 20 yards – 4 Bd.
16 Wall, the Walls to be holed at 24 yds.
To the W. of the winning Heads. the
Seam, so far is almost level; but to
the E. in the Spindle Mothergait, it is

found dead in the field in the morng.
No clue has yet been found, to lead to
the discovery of the perpetrator of this vile
deed.
Mr. Th. Brown and family arrived in

Newcastle on the 2d. Inst.
Sept. 5th. Mr. Th. Brown attended a meetg.
of the Coal-trade Committee with me
Sept. 7th. Mr. Brown, and family dined
with me at Walls-end.
View of Sept. 10th. Viewed the Bensham; all the
Bensham workings are now in the Corporation, on
account of working up the Shorts in
that Royalty.
A Cross-cut for the Rolly-way, has
commenced to run up the middle of the
Corporation Coal under the River – it’s
line of direction is N. 68 W. – it is now
about 20 yards up from the N. wing.
Headwayses.
The Seam in this quarter is very good
but the Roof is bad. The Winnings
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Oval Pit
Low Set
of Pumps
attached to
the Engine

4 In. Set
of pumps
put into
Bensham
Pit.
1827

dipping at the rate of between 3 and 4
Inches P. yard.
The Sinking of the Oval Pit is going on
very well, she is now 7 Fa. down
Sept. 13th. Attached the “little” 8 In. Set
of pumps to the Main Engine, just
to try them – they answered very
well. This Set of pumps is for the
purpose of drawing the water out of
the Standage in the Stone drift, in the
event of any accident happening to the
Bensham Engine, – to prevent the water
running down into the Bensham Seam
from the Stone Drift.
Sept. 14 & 15th. Got 17 faths. of the 4 In. –
Set of pumps put into the Bensham Pit
This set of pumps is for the purpose of
drawing the water out of the Bensham
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Crank, Side, begins at the 3 . Winning
beyond the N.W. Cross-cut. Which is the
5th. Bd. on the inby Side of the Corpan.

View of
E. Pit

4 In. Set of
Pumps to
Bensham
completed
View of
Bensham
Seam

Engine Beam, and deliver into the Engine
Standage in the Main Coal Seam.
Sept. 17th. Viewed the E. Pit, Naples
and Barony Districts, and found every
thing in good order.
The Sleek Engine now Keeps the
Water quite easily.
Sept. 21st. A great eruption of Inflam:
Air from Christmas and Naples Dists.
occured this morning – No injury
done.
Sept. 27th. Completed the setting of the
4 In. Set of pumps in the Bensham Pit
Octr. 8th. Viewed the Bensham Seam
The Seam has taken a sudden rise for
about 20 yds. in the Corpd. N. winng.
heads. and then lies nearly level; beyond
this activity the Seam is only it’s ordinary thickness – 5 ft. so that the thick
Coal 6 ft. seems to terminate here. This

Barrier. The Cros-cut, is now 54 yds.
up. The N.E. Cross-cut for the Rolly
Way – going Water-level, is 60 yds. in
According to present appearances the N.
W. Cross-cut will have rise enough for
a self-acting place.
Incline
The Incline in the N. Heads. is
acting well now acting as well as possible, with
16 Corves at a run. The Fall
in
yards.
Horses
Employ 9 Horses, and 5 Ponies in
employed the Bensham at present.
The weighing up of the Swelly in
the E. Mgt. between the troubles, for
the Rolly-way, is nearly finished. It
will cost 7/- P. yard for about 100 yds.
The Oval Pit is 12 fa. deep this mg.
– the price of £6..10s..0d P. fa. is going to
be a very bare one.
Found the Ventilation of the Bensham, in very Satisfactory state
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Oct . 9 . The Barometer fell, and the E. Pits Air
became very heavy a discharge of Foulness
from Naples.
Broke
Octr. 13th. Broke a Spear in the Middle
Spear
set Main Engine
Octr. 14th. Repaired the Spear and got
the Engine to work again.
The 4 In. Octr. 16th. Started the $ In set in the Bensham
Pumps in started the Rollies on the E. Way with
Bensham Pit eight instead of Six Corves.
started
Octr. 18th. The 1st. W. Bord So. of Cross-Cut
in Corporation Bensham Fired but no
Fire
harm done – this was occasioned by a
dumb blower in the Thill.

1827
Bensham
En. Flue
Set fire to
Coal
Mettings
for Flat
Ropes in
W. Pit
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Octr. 24th. The Bensham Engine Flue
Set Fire to the main Coal, at the top
of the Smoky Staple. The Fire was extinguished in 12 hours.
Octr. 27th. Begun to make meetings
in the W. Pit Shaft, to suit the Flat
ropes. The Machine has hitherto wrought
with round Ropes. The Pit is 130½
Faths. seep, the Meetings for the flat
Ropes are 68 fath from the top, and
62 from the Bottom.
Ben: En:
The Fire at the top of the Smoky Stap.
Flue Set was discovered to have re-Kindled, it
Fire to Coal required 36 hours to extinguish it effectually

Octr. 22d. Viewed the Bensham. found every
thing in good order, have started a crane in
the 2d. Pill: W. of N. Heads. in the 4th. Bord
South of the N.W. Cross Cut
The Cross ^<cut> continues to rise regularly
appears very favourable for inclining. Are
working about 40 xx. a day in Bensham
and 28 in E. Way.

Broke off- Nov. 1st. The offtake Joint of the low
take Joint Set Bucket, of the main Engine broke,
but fortunately, no other injury was
done.
m
Bensh . En. Nov. 5th. Viewed the Pits, which are
Set Fire to off work. The Stowage in the 1st. Bd.
Stowing So. of the Bensham Engine, was discovered
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to be in Fire last night at the top of
the Smoky Staple. This Board was
Stoppened close at both ends of the
pillar, and must have been on fire
for some time. Have got ridded out
half way up the pillar this morng.
and the Fire is very strong. There is
no fear of getting it put out however
but it will require time. Ordered
the rubbish, which is taken out of the
Board, to be sent to Bank, lest it
should Kindle up again, if Stowed
Underground.
Got the
Have got the top of the yard
Yard Coal Coal, in Bensham Oval Pit
Seam, in at 18 fathoms from the Thill of the
the Bensham Metal Coal. After the Coal is
Pit
taken up, the Gin must be set in the
Main Coal, before the Pit is Sunk any
further
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Materials for Estimating the Result of carrying
on Jarrow Colliery at a year ending Decr. 31st. 1828.
viz.
Vend to be 22,500 Large
2
Estmate
1000 Small
/9 made small
of
xx.
33500
working 1400,0 Labour
5440 Chas. Colliery Consumption
Expences Overmens Bills – – – @ 14/ 6 – £10,150
for a Year Banking Bill – – – – – – – £54
Shift Bill – – – – – – – – – 18
Sinking & Drift Bill – – – – 20
Smart money – – – – – – – 2
Mason work – – – – – – – 12
Engines – – – – – – – – – – 5
Wrights – – – – – – – – – – 17
Smiths – – – – – – – – – – 18
Leading – – 23500 chas. – 15
Corving – – – – – – – – – 22
Labourage – – – – – – – – 15
Disbursements – – – – – – 2
Wherryage – – – – – – – – 1
Allowances – – – – – – – – 4
Postage – – – – – – – – – 18
By 26,233 = 6,058
£16,208
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Feeder of
Water at
the Lake
engine
diminished

Got the
Bensham
Seam Oval
Pit
Rollies in
Bensham
Started in
Sets of 12
Corves
Sinking of
Oval Pit
suspended
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Nov. 2 . The Lake Engine stood 83 hours
during which time the Water in the Standage rose 4 F..3 In. perpendicular
On the 6th. June last the Engine Stood
60 Hours, during which time the water
in the standage rose 6 ft. perpenr. It
therefore appears that the water from
Christmas Goaves is decreasing.
Nov. 6th. Got the Fire in the Stow Bd.a.
at the top of the Smoky Staple extinguished. It took 54 hours to complete this job.
Nov. 7th. Got the Bensham Seam in
the Oval Pit.
Started the Bensham Incline
with 12 Corves; – the Horses also travel
with 12 Corves, both at the top, and
bottom of the Incline. By this arrangement 3 Rolly Horses are saved
– Eight now do the work, in the
Day time.
Nov. 8th. Stopped the sinking of the
Oval Pit, at 3 ft. below the Thill of the
Yard Coal Seam. The Sinking is Stopped until a Drift can be holed in the
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yard Coal Seam, between the Oval Pit
and the Bensham Pit, for the purpose
of working out Stowage, for the Stones
got in continuing the Sinking of the
Oval Pit to the Bensham Seam, about
12 fathoms. – The Stones to be drawn
by a Jack-roll. This will be done cheaper, than by fixing a Gin in the Main
Coal Seam.
Drifts in
Started a drift, in the Yard Coal Seam
the Yard from the Bensham Pit, to meet the
Seam
Drift coming from the Oval Pit. The
latter is let at 7/ 9, that from the Bensham at 3/ 6 P. yard. The Men are also
paid for hewing the Coals – for those
hung on at the Bensham Pit 6/- P. xx.
of 20 Peck Corves, – for those at Oval
Pit 8/- P. xx. of 20 Peck Corves
Distance
The distance from the Thill of the
between the Metal Coal, Oval Pit to the Thill of
Metal and
Fa. ft. In.
Yard Seam the yard Coal, is 19.. 0..10 At the
Oval Pit the yard is 3 feet thick
F In.
at the Bensham Pit, it is only 2 .. 7
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Nov. 9 . Had a small Fire in the BenFire
sham, at a dumb Blower, at some danty
Coal, in the 3d. Board North of the N.W.
Cross-cut. No damage done.
Nov. 19th. Viewed the Bensham Seam
Bensham found the Rollies, in Sets of 12 Corves
Danty
answering remarkably well.
runners
The N.W. workings in the Corporation
are considerably intersected with large
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large Coals, but they are very coarse,
The Yard particularly the bottom part of it. It is
Coal.
mixed all through with streaks of Splint
and Scare bands.
Nov. 26th. Viewed the E. Pit, Barony
View of and Kitty Districts, all the workings at
E. Pit
present, are in the pillars of those two
Districts, the Pillars in Naples being
wrought out, and that district finished.

danty runners, some of which extend
through the Seam from Roof to Thill.
The Workings are now all in the Corporation, – are working about 40 Scores
P. day at present.
The Drift in the yard Coal, from the BenVentilation sham Pit, is advanced about 15 yds. A W.
of
Drift is turned out of this to hole round
Yard Coal the Shaft behind the Engine Brattice for
Drifts.
a return for the Air, up to the Metal
Coal, where it will have a Scale into the
Bensham Engine Chimney drift. This is
the most convenient way of the yard
Coal Seam. The Yard Seam works

The working of the Pillars in the two
above Districts is going on as favourably
as possible, the roof being a very strong
Post, which gives a great deal of warning in the Goaves before it falls.
The Coal is consequently got very clean
out. The Ventilation is good, and
the feeders of Water from the Christmas
Thrust has has evidently abated. No fresh
feeders have been brot. down by the
Goaves, in Naples, nor the two above
Districts. The Rolly Horses now
travel with 8 Corves from the bottom of
the Barony Trapping Bank, to the foot
of the Venture Engine Plane. And again
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E. Pit
from the foot of the Venture Incline,
No. of
to the Shaft. On the Trapping Bank
Horses they can only go with 4 Corves.
employed
Employ the following Number of Horses
7 From Shaft to bottom of Venture
Plane
3 From bottom of Engine Plane
to bottom of Trapping Bank
4 on the Trapping Bank
14
1 From Shaft to Bensham Pit
15
Section of the Main Coal Seam in
Section the Barony District, at the N. Barrier
of
next Percy-main Boundary.
Seam
ft. In.
Coal – – – – – 1 .. 4½
Band – – – – – .. 3
Coal – – – – – – .. 8½
Band – – – – – .. 4½

1827
Air-Coarse
Stopped

Change of
Air in
Bensham
Coal set
on Fire

Fire
Coal set on
Fire
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Nov. 27th. A Fall at the Trouble, in the
Back Headways, Corporation Way Bensham
Stopped the Air Course. It was immediately discovered, and the Fall ridded
without any injury being done
Decr. 1st. Changed the Air in the Bensham
and made the run according to the annexed Diagram, by which 5 Doors, were
saved.
Decr. 2d. The Main Coal Seam was again
set on fire, at the top of the Smoky
Staple, by the Bensham Engine Flue.
It was extinguished, and all put right
again in 8 hours.
A Small Fire occurred at a trouble in
one of the Boards, in the Bensham, but
no harm was done.
Decr. 9th. The Metal Coal was set on Fire
in the Bensham En. Flue, at 30 yds. So.
from the main Shaft, but it was extin-

Ground Coal – 1 .. 7½
Bottom Coal Brassy – – .. 4
4 ..10
Deduct refuse – – – ..11½
Merchantable – 3 ..10½

guished in 3 hours, without any injury
being done.
Decr. 10th. Viewed the Bensham, and
found the ventilation improved by the change
made on the 1st. Inst. – the Pit in a
very satisfactory state.
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Dec . 16 . Holed the Air-course Drift
in the yard Coal Seam, round into the
Bensham Pit.
The Lake Engine Stopped 60 Hours
during which the Water rose 23 In. Perp:
in the Sump.
Decr. 22d. Stopped the Lake Engine again
for 46 hours, during which the Water
rose 16 Inches perp: in the Standage
Decr. 28th. Laid off the Pits for the
Holidays: – they are to lie ‘till the 14th.
Jany. During the Holydays, the Tramway Timber, and Materials must be brot.
out of the E. Pit. As the Bensham
is to be set on double Shift after the
Holidays to work up the Shorts out of
the Corporation

1828
Breaking
of
Crab-rope

Work done
during the
Holydays
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Jany. 3d. In changing the high middle
Set Buckey, of the main Engine, the Crab
rope broke, on the Sheave at the top of
the Shear Legs. The Spear fell, broke
through the Clack, and Wind-bore, and
rested on the Cistern, Fortunately no
injury was done to the Pumps, nor
any person hurt.
Jany. 5th. Got the Engine to work again
Jany. 7th. Are preparing the W. Pit Machine for flat-ropes.
During the Holydays, the Men have
been partly employed, in enlarging the
Air-course through the Main Coal Creep
in the W. Pit, and have finished it all
the way from the Furnace, to the South
Side of the Bensham Engine
The Air-Course has also been enlarged
in the E. Way, through the Skirt of
the Goaves, in Barony &c. Districts.
By laying off the E. Way, and
setting on, the Bensham double Shift
about 12 Undergd. Horses, will be saved.
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Sleek Engine Jany. 11 . Started the Sleek Engine
Started, after after satnding 14 Days, during which
standing the Water had risen 7 F.. 8 In. in the En:
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runner of danty Coal. No injury
arose from it
Jany. 28th. Viewed the Bensham Works.

14 days
Flat Ropes
laid on, to
W. Pit Mach
Boring of
Oval Pit.
Bensham
started
double Shift
Sharping
Picks underground

Cost of
boring
Oval Pit
Blower

Sump, and was 2 F..8 In. deep, on the low
Rolly-way.
Jany. 14th. Laid the flat ropes, on, to
the W. Pit Machine.
Begun to bore the Oval Pit down to
the Bensham Seam. – 12 fathoms
Jany. 16th. Started the Bensham Seam
double Shift.
Erected a Forge, and begun to Sharp
the Picks underground, in the Bensh:
Seam. The Forge is placed in the back
N. Winning Heads. on the So. Side of
the Corporation Barrier; – the Smoke
goes to the up-cast, with the return
Air. This will be a great convenience
Jany. 21st. Finished the Bore-hole in
the Oval Pit, – it was bored by Shift
and cost £8..15..0 the 12 fathoms
Jany. 22d. Got a dumb Blower, in holing
the innermost Stenting in the N. winng.
Heads. Corporation. It issued from a

Bensham Found the Ventilation very good the
velocity of the in-take, is increased from
57 to 65 yards P. Minute, since the Air
was Split, as stated 1st. Dec. last.
Found the current, however, very faint
in the face of the Westermost, North
winning Headways, and the fore Heads.
shewing a good deal. More pains must
be taken with the Doors & Brattice
so as to throw a quarter quantity of
Air into the Face.
The double Shift working, is going
on very well; – the Hewers are divided into 3 Sets, which work 8 Hours
each in the 24 Hours. Will raise
about 34 xx. P. day each Shift.
The Coals are all drawn at the E.
Pit; – they are landed in the Stone
drift, at the Bensham Pit, from whence
they are put in Trams, to the E. Pit
Shaft. Seven Boys in each Shift do this
work.
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Feb. 1 . A small Fire happened in the
2d. Board N. of the N.W. Cross-cut, in
the Corporation Bensham, but no injury
was done.
Feb. 11th. Viewed the Bensham Workings
and found every thing in a satisfactory
state. The Ventilation, in the N.W.
Cross-cut & N. Heads. Corporation, is
improved by one of the Splits being
laid off. Are working 34 to 35 xx.
P. Shift at present – double Shift.
Power of
Could draw about 50 xx. P. day Single
working Shift. After the Binding it may be
Fire
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may be worth while to work it.
Feb. 14th. Holed the Drift, in the yard Coal
Seam, between the Bensham, and Oval Pit
Feb. 15th. Let the Sinking of the Oval Pit
Sinking of down to the Bensham Seam 12 fath. at
Oval Pit
£5..5..0 P. fath: – the Stones to be drawn
to the MetaL Coal, by a Jack roll.
Feb. 18th. Viewed the Bensham Workings
and found them in good State.
Spindle Bank
The Spindle Bank District is now finiDistrict
shing fast off, in the Whole, down to the
nearly finished Dyke – the expediency of working the Pilin Whole
lars to be considered.
Yard Coal
Drift holed

Single Shift prudent to work only one Shift – this
subject to be further considered.
There are two thin Beds of Iron Stone
Iron Stone in the Roof of the Bensham Seam –
The Tyne Iron Co. have tried the Stone
and find it of good quality. They will
give 12/- P. Ton for it delivered at
Lemington
A trial to be made to get the Stone
out of the waste, to see whether it

Gin-way in
Bensham

The Eastenmost N. Board, in the N.E.
Cross-cut, is now within 20 yards of Bewick
and Crasters’ Boundaries; and the E. places
are down to the Howdon Pans W. Bdy.
The Gin-way in the Bensham Seam
is now nearly ready. The Gin to be set here
for Sinking the Oval Pit, to the 5/4 Seam
The Sinking of this Pit, both above and
below the Bensham Seam, will be carried
on at the same time
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Feb. 19 . And . Tate Rolly-driver
Killed
fell under the full Rollies, and was so
much injured, that he died on the 28th.
Resumed the Resumed the Sinking of the Oval Pit
Sinking of from the Yard Coal, to the Bensham
Oval Pit
Let to Wm. Smith & Prs. at £5..5..0.
– the Stones to be drawn by a Jackrollin the Yard Coal Seam, where the Stones
are to be stowed. The depth will be
12 faths. – 9 Men employed.
Sinking of Feb. 20th. Let the Sinking of the Oval
Oval Pit
Pit from the Bensham, to the Five qr.
to Five Qr. Seam, to Jno. Scott & Prs. 6 Men, at
Seam
£4..15..0 P. fathom. The depth will be
about 12 fathoms.
Fire
Had a Small Fire in the Spindle
Bank Way – No injury done
Ditto
Feb. 25th. A Small Fire in the N.W.
Cross-cut – No injury done
Mar. 3d. Viewed the Bensham – are
now getting about 40 xx. P. day in each
Shift. The Seam in the N.W. Crosscut, & W. Workings is reduced to it’s
ordinary thickness – 5 feet – in the
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E. Way next Howdon it is 7 ft.
thick. The N.W. Cross-cut is abt.
100 yards up, and the Seam has turned
quite flat – it is likely approaching
the Swelly, which is in this part, in
the Main Coal Seam.
Boards to be Decided to try the experiment of
wrought working the Boards Heads. away in
Heads. away this part. As the Roof wd. Stand
better & we expect the Coals to work
layer. The experiment to be tried by
laying out the N. Winning Heads.
to 5 yards – they have now only abot.
30 yards to go to the Bewick & Cra[nk]
Boundary.
Have 27 Horses and Ponies in
the Pit. Employ 7 Horses and 4
Ponies in each Shift.
Single Shift
There will be no difficulty in workg.
the Quantity for the year, by Single
Shift, after the Binding, which will
be attended with a great Saving.
Notice to quit the Corporation
ought to be given at May, as the
Shorts may nearly about be wrot.
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up by May 1829. Wrote Mess .
Brown to this effect.
Timber used A Board one Pillar long in the
in a Pillar Bensham Seam requires the following
of Board quantity of Timber viz. 25 yard Pill.
100 Props – – – at 4½ d. £1..17.. 6
40 Planks – – at 3
10.. –
20 Crown-trees at 1 – –
1.. 8
£2.. 9.. 2
Brattice and Board –
end Door – – – – –
Mar. 10th. Got a Blower in the Thill in
the 4th. Board N. from the N.W. Crosscut, Corporation.
Blower
Mar. 11th. Got a Blower from the Roof
in the 5th. Board N. from the above
Cross-cut.
Foulness
The discharge of Foulness was so
heavy, that it was necessary to use
Davys, in the return from these Blowers
Air Course Mar. 14th. The Air course in the readulterated turn from the above Blower became so
heavy that it was necessary to lay off
Blower
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the Pit, in the Back Shift.
Improved the Current of Air in this
part by adding the Spindle-bank Split
to it.
Mar. 15th. The Overmen, Deputies, and ShiftExplosion ers were employed this Morning in laying
the Rolly-way through the Splint wall at
the foot of the N.W. Cross-cut, and in
making the Brattices &c. good in the
Workings, when an explosion took place
– Supposed at the 1st. N. holing up the
Cross-cut, which together with the two adjoining N. Boards had been stowed up for
5 or 6 months.
At the time the explosion took place
the people were distributed as follows viz
At the Spot where the accident happened
Jos. Robson, Rolly-way man
Thos. Gibson – Shifter
Thos. Jefferson – Ditto
All Killed on the Spot
Thos. Bewick – Shifter
Severly burnt
Geo. Bell – – – ditto
and died
In the N.W. Cross-cut Workings
Jno. Johnson, Overman
Jos. Soulsley, Deputy
Geo: Ledger, Ditto
John Boutton Ditto
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Geo: Shaw, Hewer
Geo: Moseley – ditto
Jno. Brown – – ditto
Jno. Young – Crameman
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Johnson the Overman, and the people with
th
Mar. 15 . him in the N.W. way scarcely felt the
Shock of the explosion. The concussion of
Explosion the Air was so slight, as not to extinguish

Wm. Hood – Wood-leader
Explosion
M. Whitfield – Inspector
All the above got out, with
great difficulty through the Afterdamp, except M. Witfield, who
was suffocated at the Plane where
the accident happened, and the other
peolpe could not assist him.
In the N.E. Way
R. Fletcher – Deputy
Geo. Johnson – Wood-leader
Both slightly burnt, and
suffocated
In the Spindle Bank District
Robt. Ovington – Wood-leader
Not hurt
The Crossing in the N.E. Cross-cut, was
blown up, which cut the Air off the inby places, and caused the people to be
suffocated.
The Fire happened about 4 o ‘ clock
A.M. and the people and dead Bodies
were all got out by Six.

Inquest

his Davy. He attempted to get out-by, both
round by the N.E. and So. W. Face of the
Works. but fell in with the After-damp
both ways, and was obliged to retreat into
the N.W. places, where the Air was good,
although the Current was cut off. He remained here, about an hour, when the afterdamp, began to adulterate the Air, and
Considering that the people coming to
seek them, would be endeavouring to force
the Air in, to them, and with it, the Afterdamp; he resolved to make a desperate
effort to get out with his party, and
with great difficulty succeeded, with the
loss of M. Whitfield.
Mar. 17th. The Coroner’s Inquest, Verdict, accidental death.
Mar. 21st. The injury done by the explosion
to the Workings was trifling – all was
put right, and the Pit started work again
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this morning
Mar. 26th. A Bag of Foulness broke down
from the Roof, with a Feeder of Water
in the 6th. Board N. from the N.W. Crosscut, which immediately adulterated the
Air-course, and fouled all the places, in the
return on the Inby Side of it.
This was providentially discovered in
time to prevent an explosion, by W.
Tate the Deputy. – the Pit was immediately laid off. If an explosion
had taken place on this occasion, it

1828
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Mar. 22 . Bound the following No. of
people
84 Hewers
47 Putters
33 Drivers
8 Overmen & Deputies
st
Mar. 31 . The Pit started Single Shift
Ap: 7th. Viewed the Bensham, and found
View of every thing in capital order, and the Pit
Bensham perfectly Safe. The Air was in an excellent state, the Barom standing at 29.4
The Blowers in the 4,5 & 6th. N.W. Bds.
still continue but are not discharging
heavily. They must however be carefully watch-

would have been a most fatal one.
View Messrs. Mar. 28th. Messrs. Easton and Geo:
Easton, and Johnson, with Six of the Hewers viewed
Johnson the Pit – Workings and Waste, and reported her to be safe
Mar. 29th. The Pit resumed Work
Temperature Mar. 14th. Temperature of Air
of Air
At Top of Pit 48o
– Bottom – 50
Bottom of Bensham Pit 52o
Return from E. Way
70
Horse Way, by the Side of 1st. Incline 60o

Davys to
be used

ed, as on any fall of the Barometer, they
will probably discharge a large quantity
of foulness.
Davy Lamps must be exclusively used
in the return from these Blower Boards
Have begun to work the Pillars in
the Spindle Bank District, next the Bd.
Dyke – have got one Wall taken off
The Oval Pit is Sunk within 3 Fas.
of the Bensham Seam. The Pit below the
Bensham is Sunk 9 fathoms.
There can be no doubt, that the Fire on
the 15th. Mar. was occasioned by a quantity of
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Foulness having been lodged in the Stone
Cause of Fire places, which oozing out at the Pillaring
on the 15th. Mar in the end of the holing, into the Cross-cut
fired by Candles of the men who
were working at Rolly-way – altho’
in the main Air-Course, in the 1st. of
the Air. This will be prevented in
future, by a Scale of Air, over the Stowg.
Oval Pit
April 11th. Got the top of the FiveSunk to Five quarter Seam, in the Oval Pit, at 10 Fa.
quarter Seam below the Bensham Seam
April 14th. Found the Bensham Works
in very good order. The Blower in
the 6th. N.W. Board, would not Fire at
the Davy. The Air Course is very clean
altho’ the Current is 7 yards P. min.
less than it’s usual Standard, being only
56 instead of 63. The cause of this must
be investigated, it probably arises from
some of the Scales being too large.
4 Innermost
Have laid off the 4 innermost E. Boards
s
n
Bd . Corporat . out of the N. winning Heads. as they are
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Blowers, and laying off lessens the
risk of accident. These Boards had only
about 10 yards to go.
The Pit works 14 hours a day, and draws
48 Scores of Coals, and 2 xx. of Iron &
Post Stones – no Night Coals.
Are now getting Iron Stone regularly
Iron Stone – have 18 men employed at the work – have
sent about 3 Keels of it to bank, but have
not received the Tyne Iron Company’s
report, as to it’s quality.
April 17th. Attended the Bill-day in
Prices
Mr. Dunn’s absence, in Ireland – met Mr.
Turner at the office.
The following reductions were made at
the late Binding
Hewing Bensham Seam
Round 6d. – from 7/- to 6/ 6 P. xx.
Chingley 1/- – – 6/ 6 – 5/ 6
Carting Small 4d. 3/ 4 – 3/Double Working 4d. P xx.
Holing Walls 2 yards wide 2/- P. yard

laid off

Narrow Board 3 do. – – – 1/ 2
Winning Heads. 8 feet wide 2/ 6 with 2
Men.

nearly at the Boundy. of the Corporation
These Boards are in the return from the
[Bud-46-4]
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Wages Overmen 28/- P. Week, and 2
Men each 2/ 6 for going down on Sundays
Second Overmen 24/- and Deputies 22/P. Week.
Shaft Onsetters 2¾d. P. xx.
Cranemen 2¾d. P. do. hoisting & Setting on
Putters hoisting and Setting on 3d. P. xx.
Rolly-way Men 21/- P. Week
Greasing Rollies 3/- P. Day
Horsekeepers 16/- Furnacekeepers 15/- P. Week
Inspecters 17/- P. Week
Overmen finding Nails for Brattice
and Tram-way 1d. P. xx.
Amount of Overman’s Bill – 265..17.. –
Workings &c. Banking, Wailing &c. – – – 38.. 5.. –
£304.. 2..0
394 Scores of Coals = 15/ 5¼ P. xx.
Corving 11d. P. xx.
Waggonmen filling and leading 3d. P. Ch.
Amount of general Bill for the
Fortnight £511..18..4
April 21st. Found the Air-Course in
View Bensham the Bensham better this morng. than it
was on the 14th. The velocity of the Current being 63 yards P. min. The Slackness
Wages
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of the Air-course has occasioned by
the leakage of the Brattice, between the En.
View Bensham and dumb Pit Shafts. The Engine Shaft
supplies the Bensham Engine, but from
the Leakage into the dumb Pit Shaft,
owing to the superior force of the metal
Coal Furnace, the Bensham Engine has
supplied itself, by drawing Air up the Bensham Pit, from the Stone Drifts, and thereby robbing the main Current. This must
be remedied as soon as possible by repairing
the Engine Pit Brattice.
Have now Sunk through the Five quarter
Seam, in the Oval Pit – depth from the
Fa. ft. In.
Bensham, to the top of the Seam – – – 10.. 3.. 0
Five-quarter
Section of 5/4 Seam
Feet In.
Seam
Coal tolerably good – – – – – 2 .. 0
Splint – – – – – – – – – – – – 1 .. 0
Coal mixed with Thill Stone – – .. 6
Thill – – – – – – – – – – – – – 1 .. 6
Coal, coarse – – – – – – – – – .. 6
–.. 5..6
11.. 2.. 6
Holed the upper part of the Oval Pit, from
the Main Coal, into the Bensham, on the 16th.
She is a Foot out of Centre, to the East on
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the Flat Side of the Oval; but is fair the
other way – this will do no harm.
Return for April 23d. Set away a Jenkin in the far-
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Head of Incline – – – – – 70o
Face of N.W. Workings – 72
Return from E. Way – – 72

Oval Pit Air thest So. Wall, but one from the W. Pit Shaft
in the Main Coal, for a Return for the
Oval Pit’s Air.
April 28th. Found the Air-course all thro’
the Bensham Workings remarkably clean
The great Blower, in the 6th. N.W. Board seems
to have taken off entirely. The Velocity of
the Air Course was 64 yards P. Min.
Have sent 8 additional Hewers, into
the Jarrow E. Way / Bensham / making 20
in all in that quarter. This is to avoid
working more than the certain quantity in
the Corporation.
Took the temperature of the Air, between 4 &
5 o ‘ clock this morning, in the following
Places.
Air at Surface of River – 50o
Temperature Water – ditto – – – – – – 48
of Air
Air at top of Pit – – – – – 56
– – Bottom – – – – – – 60
Top of Bensham Pit – – 61
Bottom Ditto – – – – – – 64

View

Inclined
Plane

Last return at bottom of Shaft 71
May 5th. Viewed the Bensham Workings, and found them in excellent order. The Current of Air 65 yards
P. Minute.
Are putting up the Pully Frame
for the Gin, on the Oval Pit, in the
Bensham Seam
The Inclined Plane, in the N.W.
Cross-cut, Corporation, started this mg.
it is 130 yards long, and acts very
well, with 12 Corves.
May 9th. Holed the Blower Bord,
which had been forewon, in the
Bensham this morning
May 16th. Let the Drifts in the Five
quarter Seam, from the Oval Pit, to
th. Witson & Prs. at 9/- P. yard. The
So. Drifts to explore the Dykes &c. to
the South, the N. Drifts to go back
to the Bensham Pit.
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[Diagram of Five Quarter Seam Drifts]
This Diagram shews the manner in
which the Drifts are Set out of the
Pit, and ventilated.
May 23d. As the Wastemen were
building the Wall, in the “Horse road”
Bensham, for changing the Air, a
quantity of Foulness having lodged
behind the Wall, unperceived, it
Fired at their Candles, and made
a Smart explosion, but no body was
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Front – 14 W. Boards on this Side of
the Cross-cut. The ventilation very
good – the Air-Course 66 yards P. min.
The Five quarter Coal Drifts, are
set away from the bottom of the Oval
Pit, both N. & So. The Coal, and
Stone are both very hard, and the men
cannot work them at the price, they
have taken them for.
The daily Workings out of the Corpn.
Corporation range between 40 and 50 xx. a day – say
Quantity 5 Tens, or 50 Tens a Fortnight.
25 fortnights in the Year = 1250 Tens

hurt, nor any injury done to the Pit
This place was ventilated, by a Split
from the first of the Air
May 26th. Viewed the Bensham, and
found every thing in good order
The Course of the N.W. Walls, above the
Blower Board is now Holed, which has
brought all the Boards, on the N. Side
of the N.W. Cross-cut, into a regular

Short
Workings
Jarrow

The Corporation Stipulated Qty. 480
Surplus which may be wrot. – – 770
The Shorts from Jarrow are
Tens
at this time – – – – – – – –
1100
Supposing the above all to be
wrot. out of the Corpn. the
Jarrow Shorts will be increased 770
Probable Amot. of Jarrow Shorts 1870
at May 1829. – – – – – – –
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May 27 . M . Dunn went down the
Pit to line the Bensham Workings, after
the Pit had done Work this afternoon
about, an hour and an half.
A smell of After-damp was felt in
the return from the N.W. Way.
On searching, the Coal in the face of
the 1st. Board So. of the N.W. Cross-cut
was found to be on Fire.
The inflammable Air issuing from a
Back in the Coal, had been Set on fire
by some means, or other, which cannot
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be driven in the best part to the Seam
4 Yards, and 3 ft. high. To be paid
8/- P. xx. for all the good Coals the places
produce
June 9th. Viewed the Bensham Workings
and found them in good order – velocity
of the Air-course 67 yards P. min.
Coals to be
The rest of the Coals being all gone
drawn at it is necessary to increase the Workings
Nights
by setting on the Pit at Nights, to supply the Contract Coals for Gibralter
Have borrowed 12 Men from Walls-

be ascertained, and had set Fire to the
Coal. The Fire was put out without
difficulty, but if it had not been discoverer
‘till next morning at Calling-course it
might have been of serious consequence
Five Qr. May 30th. Th: Wilson & Prs. Gave up their
Drifts Oval bargain of 5/4 drift in the Oval Pit
Pit.
not being able to work it at the price
Let these Drifts in a fresh Bargain
to Ra. Armstrong & Prs. 8 men at 14/ 3
P. yd. for the fore drift, to be driven 6 ft.
Square, and 3/ 6 for the back Drift to

end for this purpose, who will raise
10 or 12 xx. P. day more, and will increase the daily Work to 60 Scores.
Expence of
The making i.e. the taking down
taking down of the Stone for the Crossing in the
Stone for a Bensham, with the Air-way 36 ft. area
Crossing Cost £3. The full height of the Air
Way carried for 10 ft. in length, and
the ends sloped off, in 6 yards each
Killed
John Brown, Hewer, was Killed in
the 2d. Board South of the N.W. Crosscut, Corporation, by a fall of Stone
just after we had been in the place
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June 10 . Set the Pit on at Nights to
draw Coals, which will increase the
workings, about 11 Scores, in the 24 hours
Dyke got in June 21st. Got a Dyke in the Five Qr.
Five qr. Seam Drifts, at 23 yards So. from the Oval Pit
June 29th. Viewed the Bensham. The
Pit lay idle this morning, owing to the
gauge Cock, in the Bensham En: Boiler
being broken.
Pit Set on
The Pit will go on double Shift this
double Shift afternoon, to increase the quantity of work
the resting Coals being all gone. Will
draw about 32 Scores a Shift, 25 of which
will be out of the Corporation.
South explorg.
Have not ascertained whether the Coal
Drifts Oval is above or below the drifts, at the Dyke
Pit 5/4 Seam in the Five Quarter Seam. Are now
holing the Stenting at the Face, to get
the Air round; after which the fore drift
must be carried on horizontally through
the dyke, when a boring may be made
up, or down, in search of the Seam
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as may appear most expedient
July 4th. Holed the Stenting at the dyke
in the Five-quarter drifts.
View
July 4th. Viewed the Bensham. The
Bensham Current of Air 60yards P. min. The Pit
Seam
in a very good State. Have 17 Boards
all in a front, in the Corporation N.W.
Way. The Seam is turning quite flat
here, and is thinner than usual, being
only obout 5 feet thick. These Workings
are 7 Pillars W. up from the rolly-way
headways.
The roof in the Five-quarter Drift
Oval Pit from the Oval Pit, to the Dyke is very
bad, and will require a good deal of
time, and expence to secure it, before
the fore drift can be Set away over
the Dyke.
double
The Pit is now working double
shift
Shift, which is requisite to enable us
to raise the probable Vend for the
remainder of the Year. The quantity

will be above 700 xx. P. Fortnight
[Bud-46-4]
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June 30th. 1828
Estimate of the Cost of working Jarrow
Colliery (double Shift) from this time
till 31st. Decemr. Next.

Brot. forward – – – – – 9455
Surgery – ½ year – – – – – – – –
40
Agency Agency – – – – – – – – – – – – –
350
Fitting, Charges, Keel Dues &c.
400
Poor Rate, Cesses &c. Taxes
200 990
Keep of 35 Horses @ £20
700
Rents – – – – Jarrow Certain – – – – –
600
Do. Wayleaves – – –
262
Do. Farm Houses – –
257
Corporation & Outstroke
1200 2.319
Tradesmen’s Bills – – – – – – – –
2.700
Sundries unforeseen – – – – – –
300
Deduct
16464
Small Coals 1000 Ch. @ 7/350
16.114

£
.d

Overmans Bills 700 xx. P. fortnight x .
13 pays @13/ 6 6075
Banking Bills P. Fort.
55
Shift Bill – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 45
Sinking Bill – – – – – – – – – – – –
22
Smart Money – – – – – – – – – – –
2
Mason work – – – – – – – – – – – – 12
Engine (including Leather
Grease &c.
6
Wrights Bill – – – – – – – – – – – –
17
Smiths Bill – – – – – – – – – – – –
16
Leading Bill – – – – – – – – – – – – 18
Corving – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
35
Labourage – – – – – – – – – – – –
22
Disbursements – – – – – – – – – –
2
Wherryage – – – – – – – – – – – –
2
Allowances – – – – – – – – – – – –
5
Postage – – – – – – – – – – – – –
1
For 13 Pays 260 =3380
Carrd. Forward – – 9455

Produce
xx.
9000
2 1/12
18.000
suppose 18.750
750
Loss 28/100 5.250
s
suppose 18.750 Cha .
13.500 Ch: 23d/ 10d P C.
Loss ¼ 4.687
14.063 Ch: 22s/ 11d P. Cha:
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Loss on
The loss of quantity during the last
quantity of 20 months has been 28/100 but it has inCoals
cluded the stealth and small consequent on a considerable lying heap:
during the ensuing 6 months, the Coals
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to the E. of the top of this Pit, and
holes through the Shaft near it’s bottom
has come into the drift, just beyond
the Gut of the E. and West Dyke, at 25 yds.
from the Pit, thus

are expected to be vended mostly from
the Hook, and as a considerable quantity is also expected to be vended
over the 3/8 Skreen the Loss it is confidently imagines, will be at or under ¼th.
The Colliery rents chargeable are high
on account of Jarrow Certain Rent.
View of July 28th. Viewed the Bensham Pit,
Bensham found the speed of the Air Course 48 yds
P. min. which is slow, but at the
same time it was very clean in the
return. The languor of the Air cover
is probably owing to the Furnace being
slack at the moment.
Oval Pit
The Stone Drift from the Oval Pit
is now about 28 yards in, being 5 yards
through the Dyke.
The 7 feet Dyke which lies 15 yds:

[Diagram of Dykes Proximity to Drift]
The Drift must cross to the West, or dip
Side of the 7 feet Dyke, and be continued
South, until the Stone becomes regular, and
then a boring must be made upwards,
or downwards, or both, in search of the
Coal, as circumstances may point out.
Difficulty in
Owing to the difficulty of getting men
getting Men not more than 30 xx. P. day can be raised
in each Shift, which will not get the
Vend up.
Lodging
It will therefore be proper to inmoney to be crease, the lodging money, to Strangers
increased to 2/- P. Week, to induce them to come
Workings from Oct. 23d. 1826 to
Ch.
Loss of Coals June 10th. 1828 – 22842 xx. – –
47587
in Small &c. Best Coals vended during the time 33906
Small, and deficiency 13681
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Aug . 3 . The innermost N.W. Board
in the Corporation, Bensham, was stopped by a Fall, which pinched the Air
Course very much; but it was discovered
by the Overman, on the Sunday morng.
and remedied.
Augt. 11th. Viewed the Bensham.
Have lengthened the Incline Rolly-way
in the N.W. Cross-cut, Corporation 80 yds.
The Bensham Boiler burst on the
th
9 . Inst. but was repaired again without losing any Work.
Are now getting about 32 xx. P.
Shift (double Shift) out of the Benshm.
cannot raise more for want of men.
The Seam still continues very flat
to the W. and the Coal seems rather more
tender, than it is further East
Found the velocity of the Air, only
52 yards P. min: this morning, which
is 15 yards P. min. less on the average
than it was before the N.E. Split
was taken off. Notwithstanding this
however, the Air is cleaner, in the N.W.
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workings, than it was before the change
The velocity of the Air-course is retarded, in this manner, I conceive, from
the entanglement, and interruptions it
meets with in passing through the Workings, by the Board-end Doors, and
Brattices.
The Bensham Engine Boiler is
in a leaky state, and requires great
attention.
Seam of Augt. 12th. Got a Seam of Coal in the
Coal, got in So. Stone Drift from the bottom of
exploring the Oval Pit; at 14 yards beyond the
Drift
main Dyke.
Working of Augt. 15th. Having obtained leave
Pillars
from Mr. J. Watson, the Corporation
Viewer, to work the Pillars in the
Spindle-bank District, Bensham.
Commenced the working of the Pills.
there this morning, which will enable
us to work the whole of the work
out of the Corporation, and to lay off
all the workings in Jarrow for the
present.
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Aug . 20 . Three planks of the TubTub burst bing gave Way at the Main Coal Seam
in the So. Shaft. This tubbing forms
the Standage for the main Engine
A considerable quantity of Water
escaped down the Pit into the Bensham Seam, and laid the work off
for two days, during which the
Tub was repaired, and the Water
drawn out of the Bensham Seam

1828
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regularly. Decided to change the
Air so, as to give the Juds the
last of it.
The Coal got in the So. drift fm.
the Oval Pit, seems, to be the 16 In.
Seam, which lies 4½ fathoms below
the Bensham. The Coal is dipping
at the rate of 6 In. P. yard.
[Diagram of Seam & Dyke]

Augt. 23d. The Pit got to work again
this morning.
View of Augt. 25th. Found the Current of
Bensham Air in the Bensham, at only 48 yds.
P. min. but the Workings more very
Air to be clean. Decided to split the Air
Split
at the head of the N.W. Cross-cut
one half to return by the face of
the So. W. Board, the other half to
Return by the Face of the N. Westmost,
The two Currents to join again in
the far N.E. Way.
Working of
The working of the Pillars in the
Pillars
Spindle Bank district is going on

Oval Pit.

Septr. 3d. Got another Seam of Coal
in the above Drift, which proves to
be the Seam, that lies 4½ faths. below
the Bensham. This Seam is cut by
the top of the drift, at 26 yards
from the Dyke. From this it appears
that the Coal got on the 12th. Augt.
must have been the Seam which lies
7 faths. below the Bensham.
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Sep: 6 . Split the Air, at the top of
the N.W. Cross-cut, as fixed on the
25th. Augt.
View of Sep: 8th. Viewed the Bensham Seam
Bensham Found the velocity of the Air-Course 61
Yards P. min: – the Workings very clean
Section of the Bensham Seam, in the
fathest N.W. Board, next Bewicke &
Section of Craster’s Boundary
F. In
Bensham
Top Coal – – – – – – 2 .. 7½
Splint – – – – – – – – .. 6
Coal – – – – – – – – 2 .. –
5 .. 1½
A following Stone Roof from 3 or 4
In. to a foot thick, then a Strongish
Girdle. Very Subject to “Caldron-Arses”
Hewing
Have increased the hewing price, in
Price in- lieu of Considerations for bad places
creased
On the Round from 6/ 6 to 7/Chingle – – 5/ 6 to 6/This, as it is to cover all Considerate
Money for bad places, will not on
the whole exceed 3d. P. xx. P. Shift
out of the whole, and 6 out of the
Spindle Bank Broken. The working
[Bud-46-4]
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of the Broken is very troublesome, on
account of the following Stone. A
great deal of Timber is lost in the
Juds.
Have repaired the tail Level drift
of the Sleek Engine thoroughly.
Sep. 23d. Projected for Sinking the South
Shaft, to the Bensham Seam.
The E. Shaft is sunk to the Bensham
and the So. Shaft is standing, sunk to
about 1½ Fathoms below the sole of the
W. rolly-way Stone Drift. The Depth
from the Stone Drift to the Bensham
is 26 fath: consequently 24½ faths. of the
South Shaft, remain to be sunk to the
Bensham.
The So. Shaft may be sunk through
the medium of the Doup-way from below the present bottom (Scaffold) and
may at the same time be sunk from
the Yard Coal Seam. Preparatory to
the commencement of the Sinking, the
Doup-way Drift must be extended as
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represented by the red dotted Lines on the
annexed Section; and a Drift will also have
to be driven, in the Yard Coal Seam from
the Bensham Pit, to the place of the intended Shaft. By holing between the E.
Pit Shaft, and the intended Shaft, at short
intervals as the Sinking proceeds, as marked
at a, a, a, on the Section, for the purpose of
turning the Sinking Stones down to the
Bensham Seam, where they may be stowed
the cost of Sinking will be considerably
diminished.
The plain sinking of this Shaft
£
t
7 F . diam will cost P. fathom
5
The making of the Doup-way
ready, and extending the drift,
putting in Timber, and Tubbing
5
driving the Metal Coal drift
and other incidental Charges
may be stated at P. fathom –
10
Sinking say 25 fath at £10
£250
Walling and unforeseen
100
£250 [350?]
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[Section of Bensham Pit]
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Dyke, – a down cast at 58 yds. and
got a riser again 58 yards the Stone
is in such confusion in the face
this morning, that no judgement
can be formed of the nature of
the Strata.
Found the Ventilation in a
very good state the Velocity of the
Current 62 yards P. minute.
The working of the pillars in the
Spindle Bank District, is not going
on very well on Accot. Of the number
of small Hitches which intersect
the Seam, & the badness of the Roof.
The Area of the Bensham Air
Course is 48 ft. and the velocity
of the Current is 62 yards, or
186 feet P. min:
Then 186
48
1488
744
8928 Cubic feet P. minute
which is capable (according to
Sir H. Davy’s experiments) of detecting

The object of this plan, is by
drawing the Coals direct from
the Bensham Seam to bank and
thereby to save the Expence of
the Bensham Engine.
The savinf to arise from this plan
would be.
Onsetting – – 3d.
xx.
Putting – – – 5
13,000 – – – – £541..13
Braking – – – 2
Wear & tear of Engine, Brattice
accidents &c. &c. Loss of Work
458.. 7
£1,000.. 0.. –
A great advantage would be in
reserving the present Bensham
Establishment to supply the West
Pit at certain seasons of the
year when additional quantity
was wanted.
The So. Drift from the Oval
Pit cut the Gist of the Main
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595 Cubic feet of Gas below the Firing
point consequently the above current of Air will keep the mine
Safe, as long as the discharge of
inflammable Air does not exceed 595 Cubic feet P. minute.
Sep: 26th. John Carr, and Jno. Bolam
Iron Stone Men, burnt smartly,
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Mr. Brown having decided to
carry the plan of Sinking the
So. Shaft to the Bensham Seam
as designed on the 22nd. Inst.
begun to drive the drift from
the Bensham Pit, in the Yd. Coal
Seam, to the So. Shaft and also
the Stone drift from the Doup-

on the top of the Fall, by taking
the tops of their Davy’s off, contrary to orders. This was in the
5th. Bd. N. of the N.W. Cross-cut No
injury done to the Pit, nor any
alarm given.
Sep: 30th. Got an upcast Dyke
in the Drewett Drift at 66 yds.
from the Oval Pit. this dyke
has every appearance of being
the 5 fa. riser, met with in the
Main Coal, at 40 yds. So. of the
Main Dyke. It is only 11 yards
So. of the Main Dyke here.

way to the Shaft.
Octr. 2nd. The Sulphur in the innermost N.W. Board Bensham, caught
Fire, at the Hewer’s candle, and ran
along the Fissureof the Splint
under the Small Coals, all the
way down the Board. It was
extinguished with some trouble,
but alarmed the people so much
that the Pit gave over work, and
only 12 xx.were got.
Octr. 6th. Viewed the Bensham,
decided to stop the Drewett Drift,
at the Dyke until the back slope
drift, is driven down to the dyke,
and the Stent on into the
Stone Drift. There is every appearance
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-ance from the Stone, to believe,
that the dyke is an upcast of 6 fas.
2 ft. and if this should prove to
be the case it will afford very
easy access to the Seam beyond the
dyke. The slope drift in the Coal
must therefore be pushed vigorously
The drifting both in the Yard Coal &
in the Doup-way is going on very well.
3 Men are employed in the Yard Coal
Drift – they have 4/- P. yd. for the drift
and 8/- P. xx. for the Coals.
The Doup way is let to Jno. Scott &
Prs. 6 men, at 35/- P. yd. – 4 ft. by 5.
The Sinking of the Pit is let to
Scott & Prs. at 5 Gus. P. Fathom.
Decided to make the following
change in the Air-Course, with a view
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the Brattice into the Metal Coal,
and then up the Easternmost, old
So. Staple, into the main Coal where
it will mix with the E. Pit, return,
and go to the W. Pit Furnace.
By this means we shall get a
current of fresh Air to work
the Drewitt Drift workings, and
releive the Bensham Air of
that additional branch.
In making this change, some
Jenkins may be set on in the
Main Coal Seam the Coals to be
drawn at the W. Pit which will
increase the quantity of work
to the extent of 10 xx. P. day.
Velocity of the Air this morning

to improve the Ventilation of the
Bensham. to carry the Engine
Pit Air along the So. Heads. in
the main Coal, to the Oval Pit.
Down the Oval Pit to the Bensham.
This current to ventilate the
Drewett Drift workings, and then
to return up the Oval Pit, behind

61 yds. P. minute.
The Sheer Legs of the main
Engine are in a very decayed,
& dangerous state, Decided to line
them with a 10 In. piece of New Wood.
Octr. 7th. Started the W. Pit in
the Main Coal as fixed yesterday.
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Oct . 8 . Found the 4 . Board, behind
the Board-end Brattice foul in the
back pillar. This must have happened
from the Brattice being too tight,
and it also shewes that Foulness
made in the back pillars.
Octr. 13th. Viewed the Bensham. Found
the speed of the Air course only 51
Yds. P. minute but it was very clean
notwithstanding. This must have
arisen from the Furnace being
Slack at the time, as the Deputies say it was 61 yds. at calling Course.
The Doup way Stone Drift is going
on very well, as is also the Drift
in the Yd. Coal. In a fortnight
all will be ready for commencing
the sinking both from the Doupway drift, and from the Yard Coal.
The Slope Coal Drift at the So. Dyke
in the Bensham, is 20 yards in this
morning and is going very well
dipping at the rate of about 10 to
11 In: P. yard. This drift must be
[Bud-46-4]
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run down ‘till it comes to the dip
trouble, where it may be holed into
the Drewitt Drift for an Air-Course
The Stone must then be blown
down at the Roof of the drift, do as
to make an Incline of about 4
or 5 In. to the yard to cut the
Bensham Seam, on the So. Side
of the rise dyke.
As the Air in the N.W. way
is faint on the account of the length
of the Sheth (19 Pillars) and the
Boards being so much stowed
up with small Coals, decided
to shorten the Sheth by making
a Lonning along by the Face,
by which means the Ventilation
of the back Pillars will be
seperated from that of the
workings, and the latter will have
nothing but the fresh Air.
In 6 days last week the total
workings were 435 xx… 7 w.
All the resting Coals were
taken up on Friday Evening.
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Oct . 19 . Changed the Air in the N.W.
way – with the Lonning.
Octr. 20th. Five of the Bords, were found
to be foul, behind the Stoppings on
the W. Side of the Lonning made a
Scale through each Stopping which
cleared these Bords.
Octr. 21st. The inclined Coal Drift at the
So. Dyke got the Dyke at 34 yards from
the Bank Top.
Octr. 22nd. Resumed the Drewitt Drift
to drive 6 yards beyond the Fissure of
the Dyke for the purpose of boring up to
prove the level of the Bensham Seam
previously to setting away the incline
Rolly-way, Stone drift from the Bensham
Seam, on the N. Side of the Dyke.
Octr. 24th. The Metal Coal was set on
Fire behind the Bensham Furnace
wall. It was extinguished without
much difficulty.
The return of the Corporation became
so foul this morning that Candles, could [not?]
be used in the two Bords driving
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to the N.E. of Shaft.
Octr. 25th. Begun to sink the So. Shaft
from the Doup-way drift.
Begun to bore upwards out of
the Drewitt Drift into the Incline,
to make an Air Communication.
Holed the yard Coal Drift, into
the E. Pit Shaft.
Octr. 27th. Current of Air 60 yards
P. Min: The return very clean,
but in consequence of its liability
to change, and more especially
from the Goafs in the Spindle
Bank District being so near &c.
ordered that Davys should at all
times to be used exclusively, in the
two Bords to the N.E. of the Shaft.
Are working about 70 xx. in the
24 Hours from Bensham, and 6 xx.
out of the Main Coal Loss in small
Skreened out, about 7/25ths.
Although the Air Course is very
Clean yet there is a great quantity
of Foulness making in the Workings,
and the utmost diligence & Vigilance
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in attending to the Ventilation is
Requisite.
Octr. 29th. Stopped the Spindle Bank
way, the broken being wrought to the
extent intended.
Octr. 31st. Stopped the Drewitt Drift
at 5 yards beyond the fissure of the
Dyke, and begun to bore upwards.
Hole begun above the sole of the
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way Drift, in consequence of the
wasting of the E. Pit Shaft Wall.
This aperture will have to be secured by Walling.
Novr. 10th. The Velocity of the Current
of Air 62 yds. P. min: this morning.
The Ventilation good, and the return
of the Air very clean, considering
the charge of the Atmosphere and

ft. In.
Drift – – – – – – – – – – – – 7 .. 8
Bores – – – – – – – – – – – 2 ..10
* To roof of the 16 In: Coal – 10 .. 6
Bored further into
Leader of Bensham
28 .. 9
Bored into Leader – – – – 1 .. 6
* This Seam lies 28½ ft. below the
Bensham Seam. The Bensham
Seam may therefore be reckoned
to lie 39 ft. above the sole of the
Drewitt Drift
Begun to Sink the So. Pit from
the yard Coal.
Novr. 5th. The So. Pit Sinking from
the Doup way, holed at force into
the E. Pit, at 3 ½ Fa: from the Doup

the fall of the Barometer. The
innermost N.W. Places in the
Corporation making a great deal
of Foulness.
Have widened the Slope Coal
Drift above Drewitt Drift for the
purpose of facilitating the blowing
down of the Stone and driving
the inclined plane Stone Drift.
Fixed to shorten the Sheth
by a Lonning at the 9 Holing
W. on the So. Side of the N.W.
Crosscut in the Corporation.
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Nov . 13 . By a levelling of the Drewitt
Drifts, the fall of the upper Drewitt, or
Inclined plane Drift, is found to be
51/8 In: P. yard as follows;
[Blank Space]
Let the Inclined Drift, as far as it
will go open-cast – 12 ft. thick, at 15/- P.
to W. Smith and 5 Partners.
Novr. 15th. Split the Return Air from the
Corporation so as to throw part of it up the
Oval-Pit, to the W. Pit Furnace. This is
to ease the pressure of the return up the
E. Pit Shaft, while the Walling the
Shaft is going on.
Novr. 17th. Found the Air Course very
clean in the Workings, altho’ it’s velocity
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The Sinking of the So. Pit from the
Doup-way Drift, is suspended untill
the Walling between it, and the E.
Pit is put in. about 15 ft. of walling
will be required. This Shaft is sunk
6 Fa: below the Doup Drift. The
Shaft is sunk 4 Fa: below the yard
Coal Seam.
The Shear Legs, and Shaft frame
which were much impaired have been
repaired, by fisting them, with new
Timbers.
Decr. 17th. Geo: Thorton putter 16 years of
age Killed by falling down the Bensham
Pit.
Decr. 18th. Bottomed the So. Pit from
the Yard Coal, into the Bensham.
Decr. 31st. Stopped the Pit for the

was only 56 yards P. min: this arises
from the Split of the return not having
being yet properly adjusted

Hollydays.
[Pages 301 & 302 are Blank]
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Jany. 1 . Took up the Scaffold in this S .
Pit at the Stone Drift & begun to sink
her to join the Shaft at the Doup-way.
Jany. 6th. Laid the wedgings Crib for the
Tub, in the above Pit, at 12 ft. below the
level of the Stone Drift. This Tub is to keep
the Stone Drift Standage Good.
Finished the Walling between the two
Shaft, where they had holed at force, by
the Stone wasting below the Doup-way
43 ft. of walling in all. Paid the Masons
as follows for this walling the Shaft
7 feet diameter inside. Dressing the
Stones and laying them in the Pit 52/P. Fathom, exclusive of labourage
and waiting on.
The Drewitt Slope Drift holed into the
W. drift from the up-cast Staple – quite
fair both as to line and level.
Jany. 12th. The Pit Started work again
this morning after the Holydays.
Viewed workings and found them in a
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remarkable good state in every respect.
During the Hollydays one of the Overmen
was empolyed in examining the waste,
and in getting all the pinched places
made larger. This has greatly improved
the Air Course, as the Current this morning
is at the velocity of 70 Yards P. minute
which is about 1/6th. more than it has been
for some time past. The Slope Drift
for the Furnace at the bottom of the So.
Pit, in the Bensham Seam is in progress.
It commences at 30 yards W. from the
Shaft, into which it will hole 20 feet up.
It is let to Jos. Richardson and 5 Partners
as far as it will be open-cast i.e. untill
it becomes a close Drift at 14/ 11 P. yd.
Are preparing the Heads. Courses
both N. and So. for the Ingates into the two
Pits in the Bensham Seam.
The Drewitt Headways Start this
morning from the bottom of the
Incline.
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The Engine Standage in the Main-Coal,
has been cleaned out, between the Benaham
Engine, and the Sump during the
Holydays.
Jany. 14th. Holed the So. Shaft from
the doup-way into the yard Coal, holed
very fair upon the Shaft below from
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Jany. 31 . The Wastemen finished a thorough
cleaning of the Lake Engine Flue.
Feby. 2nd. The Cutting out of the Drewitt
incline plane down the 18 ft. Dyke is in
great forwardness – will be finished
in about a week.
The Furnace Drift, in the Bensham

Seam, is holed into the So. Shaft. Set out
the Chamber for the Furnace, at 30 yds.
W. of Shaft.
The workings in a remarkable
good state in point of Ventilation &c.
The Air Course 72 yds. P. minute.
Present powers of working about 70 xx. P. Day
Skreened out % loss at bank 7/25 =
7
/25 = 490 / 19 say 20 xx.
240
15
Leaves 50 xx. of Ship Coals
2 1/12
100
4
8 / 104 ( 13 Keels P. day
24
1 th
/5 or 5/25ths. – Stowed Underground
7
/25 – taken out at Bank
12
/25 Loss in Small

Yard Coal to Bensham.
Jany. 15th. Got a downcast Dyke in the
upper Drewitt Drift at 16 yards from
the upcast Trouble.
Measured the Air-Course into
the E. Way, Main, in the Stone Drift
6 ft. Square – velocity of Current 54 yds. P. min.
At the same time the velocity of the
Bensham Corporation Current, was 12
yds. P. minute.
Jany. 23rd. Laid off the W. Pit, in the
main Coal, the Coals not being wanted
and the cutting through of the Air Course
Drift, back to the E. way return Board.
Jany. 24th. Got the Coal again at the
Drift in upper Drewitt Drift which
proved to be a down-cast of 18 feet
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100 Scores P. Day will be the almost
powers of working, after the lift is
from the Bensham, by the So. Shaft being
opened out.
Qu: The prudence of applying to the
Corporation for permission to work 6 mo.
longer. – paying tentale, on quantity wrought.
Feby. 9th. 1829. Powers of working.
By single Shift – with the deep Pits to
change the men, in which case the
Bensham Pit would be laid off
Will draw 38 xx. P. Shift – Deduct 7/25 for small
7
25/ 266 ( 10 = 10 = 56 Chas.
16
28
7 Keels.
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94 Cha . P. day for 260 days =
94
1040
2340
Ch:
24440 Ch: yearly – say 25,000
Supposing the Men to be changed by
the W. Pit and Bensham Engine
2500
the deep Pit will draw in addition – –
Utmost quantity of Ship Coals – – – 27,500
Supposing the Bensham & W. Pits to work
Single Shift, and the deep Pits double as
before, will gain 25 xx. additional, or
25 / 175 ( 7
18 xx. = 36 chas. of Ships Coals
280

280 Working days in the year
= 280 days
56 Chas.
1680
1400
15,680 Total Ship Coals –
By setting on the deep Pits double Shift
changing their own men.
Will draw 65 xx. P. day the two Shifts
7
25 / 455 ( 18 ÷ = 47 X 2 = 94 Chas.
205

2880
72
10,080
37,580 Ch: yearly the utmost power of
working
Present working dble. Shift 68 xx. P. day
7
25 / 476 ( 19
226
xx.
1
Ship Coals 49 = 98 ch:
280
7840
196
27,440 Ch: yearly
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Feb . 9 . 1829. The Drewitt Incline Drift
not yet finished into the Seam down the
18 ft. Dyke – will be finished this week
Air Course 68 yards P. minute –
1,200 ch.: of Coals resting. –
Feby. 20th. The Smoke Drift in the metal
Coal from the Bensham Engine took Fire
No work was lost, but the Fire was not
extinguished until 22nd.
Feby. 21st. The So. Pit Rope, broke & 2 Full
Corves fell and broke the Scaffold and also broke
2 Segments of the Metal Tub in the Engine
Standage below.
Feby. 26th. Bored to the Low-main Coal from
the bottom of the Oval Pit – depth from
Thill of Bensham to Thill of Low-main 18½ Fa.
The seam 6 ft. thick Clean Coal.
March 2nd. Viewed the Bensham Workings.
Air 70 yds. P. minute – Pit in a very satisfactory state.
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March 8th. The Bensham Engine Smoke Drift
in the Metal Coal, took Fire, it was got out by
the extinguishing Engine in a few hours
March 9th. Set away E. Stenting Drift
in the Drewitt Incline at 74 yards from
the Top of the Bank; the Stenting Wall to
be 4 yards thick. This is for the purpose
of driving the back Drift, Let to W.
Davison & Partners at 29/- P. yard. –
March 12th. Set away the Furnace Drift
in the Oval Pit, at 12 ft. above the Benshm.
Seam. The drift to be 7 ft. High, and 7 ft.
wide – Let to Geo: Shaw & Prs. At 42/- P. yard –
This Drift has to discharge the Drewitt
Engine Smoke, as well as the Furnace Smoke.
March 15th. The Bensham Engine Smoke
Drift, again took Fire in the Metal Coal
but was extinguished in 6 hours.
March 16th. Viewed Bensham Seam and found
them in a very satisfactory state the

Drewitt Drift about 86 yards in, the
Stone still in Confusion.

main Air Course 68 yds. P. minute.
The Drewitt incline Drift is 102 yards in
from the top this morning. The Stone has
become much more regular, from which
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there is reason to expect that the Coal is
near at hand.
Are taking off the Coal, in the Headways on
the E. side of Oval Pit to make room for
the Furnace, and Drewitt Engine.
The Arching of the Furnace Drift at the bottom
of the So. Pit, in the Bensham Seam, is finished
to within 10 yrs of the Shaft.
The bottom is all ready for the hanging on,
except the laying of the Scaffold.
Mr. Brown having obtained leave from Mr. J.
Clayton, in London to continue the working
of the Corporation for another year. Suspended
the preparations for getting the E. Way made ready.
The Binding will be held on the 21st. Inst.
Under the present circumstances of the Trade it
does not seem prudent to bind more men
than the present Compliment of Hewers
that is to say about 140.
It does not seem that any reduction of prices
can be made
Present hewing prices in Bensham s d
For Round when riddled – – – – – – 7 .. 0
Chingle riddled – – – – – – – – 6 .. 0
Round unriddled – – – – – – – 6 .. 6
Chingle unriddled – – – – – – – 3 .. 4
Cast. Small – – – – – – – – – – 3 .. 0
The Splint is cast back in al cases
[Bud-46-4]
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Sketch of preparations now going
on for Drewitt plane Engine
and new Ventilating Furnace
near to Oval Pit.
Jarrow Bensham Seam
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March 25 . Bored down from the sole of the
Drewitt drift, to the Bensham Seam, – the top
of the Seam being 18½ ft. below the Drift
The hole is 116 yards from the beginning
of the drift, which dips at the rate of 5 In. P. yd.
Consequently the hole is, below the
ft In.
Seam on the N. Side of the Dyke
48 .. 4
Depth of hole – – – – – – – – – – – – – 18 .. 4
66 ..10
Thickness of Seam – – – – – – – – – – 6 .. 0
F. ft. In. 72 ..10
Gives the whole downcast 12.. 0..10
March 30th. Viewed the Bensham Seam.
According to the Boring the Drewitt Drift
will have 58¾ yards to go from the Borehole tom cut the thill of the Seam; but the
face being 6 yds. past the hole this morning
leaves 52¾ yds. to drive. That will take
8 weeks to do it in –
The Coal for the Engine Chamber & Furnace
place is all taken off ready at the Oval Pit.
In consequence of the incresed down-cast
the Engine which was ordered of Messrs.
Hawthorn will be too little, as it is only
a 7 In. Cyl;inder and a 12 Inch one at
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least will be required.
Found the Workings in very good state
the Air course at 70 yards P. minute; The
Deputies found two Bords foul in the Corpn.
last night in the back Bord behind the
Bord-end Stopping, owing to the tightness of
the Stopping; they sealed the Stoppings and
cleaned the places before the men came in.
The Pit was laid off this morning by the
Scaffold in the So. Pit being broken by the
fall of a full Corf – A segment of the Metal
Tub was broken –
April 13th. Viewed the Bensham. The Chambers
for the engine, and Furnace, at the Oval Pit
are now nearly finished, and the Stone drift
for discharging the Smoke into the Oval Pit
above the Bensham Seam is finished.
A Scaffold is to be laid in the pit, at the
sole of the Drift, to seperate the Air returning
from the Drewitt District, up the Pit from
mixing with the upcast Air from the
Furnace & Engine. This scaffold is to bear
the return Air from Drewitt District, round
to the Engine and Furnace. It is therefore
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of great importance, and must be made
very strong, and liable to be burnt, t I therefore decided to make it of Iron, the
Buntons to be Cast Iron, and to be flooded with Old Boiler. A bed of Clay
12 In: thick to be laid upon the Scaffold.
The Drewitt Incline Drift is going
on very well.
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April 17 . the Second Bord in the Bensham
N.E. Cross-cut E. Way, fired at the Hewers Candle
as he was going to Fire his short, but no
injury was done.
April 18th. Opened the So. Pit Shaft out
at the hanging on, at the doup-way stone
drift, and found her very straight.
April 27th. Viewed the Bensham Seam

All the Communications, Furnace
Drift &c. are now nearly completed at
the bottoms of the E. & So. Shafts in
the Bensham Seam. All will be ready
for beginning to draw the Coals from
the Bottom by the 1st. of May.
Al things in good order in the
Workings. – the Air- Course 68 yards
P. min. but the last return very heavy,
in consequence of the great fall of
the Barometer last night.

found the Pit in a very satisfactory state.
The Air Course 69 yrs. P. min. The Return
in a very fair state.
The Drewitt Inclined Drift is now 144
Yards in this morning, or 28 yds. beyond
the Bore-hole, and is consequently within
7 feet of the Top of the Seam.
Every thing is now nearly ready underground for starting to draw the Coals from
the Bensham Seam, direct to Bank by
the Main Shafts, except the joining of the Rollyways at the bottom of the Pit.
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But as the Machine will have to take
turns more to draw from the bottom,
the Counterbalance will not answer the
Staple being too Shallow.
As there is a quick sand in the Staple,
it cannot be deepened. The only plan
therefore to be adopted, in the first instance
at least, is, to take down the motion of
the Counterbalance Wheel, by a nut and
Spur Wheel and to put an equivalent
weight upon it.
May 1st. Set away a Stenting Stone
Drift to the E. out of Drewitt Drift
at 146 yards from the top of the plane.
This Drift is for the purpose of Sinking a Staple down to the Bensham,
for the purpose of driving the back
Air Drift for ventilating the future
Working to the South of the
Dyke.
[Bud-46-4]
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May 4 . Let the cutting out of the
Drewitt Engine Chamber to W. Smith and
Partners at £16..10s..0d. The Boiler
is to be 25 ft. long by 10 wide – 6 ft. of
Stone to take down.
The hole for the Cylinder Pillar to be
sunk 4 ft. deep, and 6 ft. Square. –
The Engine Chamber is to be 15 ft. in
length, and 6 feet wide. 6 feet 2 inches of
Stone to take down. –
May 6th. The Air Course fell slack
from some unknown cause, the speed
only being 57 yards P. minute; the consequence was that the return became heavy.
May 11th. Several places in the waste
having been enlarged, the velocity of the Air
Course was increased to 68 yards P. min:
and the pit was in a very good state.
May 17th. All being ready for lighting the
Furnaces in the Bensham, at the bottom
of the So. and Oval Pits, changed the Air
and took up the Scaffolds, in the E. & S.
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shafts, preparatory to drawing the Coals from
the Bensham Seam direct. This change
was accomplished in two minutes
May 20th. Commenced drawing Coals currently from the Bensham, direct.
During the 18th. & 19th. occupied in
plastering stoppings &c. to perfect the
Change of the Air, made on the 17th.
June 1st. Viewed the Bensham Seam.
The Drewitt Drift is about 170 yds. in
this morning and is just touching
the top of the Seam.
The Staple, in the Stone Stenting
is 8 feet deep to the Coal-head, and the
back drift from the Staples is driven
8 feet E. and 24 South. The Staple is 3
Yards E. from the Drewitt Drift.
The drawing of the Coals direct from
the Bensham, is answering fully as
well as we expected, and the general
Air Course is consequently improved.
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(tre drawing about 70 xx. in 24 hours, but
the men are changed, by the W. Pit and
the Bensham Engine. The Bensham
Engine draws the Water at the same
time.
June 2nd. The Drewitt Drift cut the Coal
this morning. –
June 13th. Got the Boiler for the Drewitt
Engine down the pit.
June 15th. Viewed the Bensham Workings
The Drewitt Drift is holed round and in the
Coal, and the So. Headways’s are set away.
The Seam is in good perfection, being nearly
6 feet thick, and the Splint is thinner than
on No. Side of the Dyke.
The So. Headwayses must be pushed away
with all speed, and the Engine must
be put up without delay. Every thing
in the Workings going on very well. the
Air Course 76 yards P. min. the Ventilation
good, and the return clean. –
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June 22 . Viewed the Bensham Workings.
The Drewitt Headways have not advanced
much since the 15th. Inst. as the Rollyway has been laying in the inclined
plane. It is nearly finished.
Took a Section of the Seam at the bottom of the Drewitt plane. Ft. In.
Jet or candle Coal – – 0 .. 3 –
Coal – – – – – – – – – 2 ..11 –
Splint – – – – – – – – 0 .. 4
Coal – – – – – – – – – 2 .. 5½
5 ..11½
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As the Gin cannot draw more than about 6 xx.
in the 24 Hours, the So. Headways cannot be
pushed, and have only one man in the Face at once.
The putting up of the Drewitt Engine is in
progress, and it must be finished with all dispatch, as until it is ready to draw Coals, the
Drewitt Headways cannot be pushed.
The Ventilation was very good this morning
– the Air Course 72 yards per minute –
July 13th. Viewed the Bensham Workings –
The Drewitt Drifts looking very well in the Face
The back Air Drift has got the Dyke, and is

The return of the Corporation Air remarkably clean. The Air Course 74 yards P. minute
Found the Workings in a very good state
Mr. Thos. Brown down the Pit this morng.
June 29th. Viewed the Bensham. –
The Coal in the face of the Drewitt Drift
is looking very well, and the Seam is lying
so far very regular. –

within 9 yards of being holed into the Staple.
As it is desirable to get this place holed as soon
as possible, ordered the Coal Drift to be set in
from the bottom of the Staple, to meet the
Drift coming up the Dyke.
There appeared to be scarcely any Foulness in
the Bensham Seam in the Drewitt Headways. –
The Corporation Workings are in a very good
state – the Air Course 73 yards P. min.
The return remarkable clean. –
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The far Crane in the Corporation is now 1786
Yards from the Shaft. The Rolly-way is wrought
o
by 8 Horses, as follows viz –
N . Corves
Distance
Horses at a time

From Shaft to the first Plane – 3
6
385
Between 1st. and 2nd. Plane – 2
12
293
nd
From 2 . Plane to the Crane – 3
12
508
The distances on the rolly-way are as follows. viz –
Yds.
From Shaft to bottom of 1st. Plane – 385
Plane – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 400
From Do. to second Plane – – – – – 293
Plane – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 200
From Plane to Crane – – – – – – – 508
Yds. 1786 –
Walling in Coal Pit let to Chas. Newton and
Partrs. As follows – Pit – 10 ft. by 5 – –
10 In. wall – 26 ft round equal to 17 yds. P. Faths.
To find labourage &c. on Scaffold – and fill up
with backing and Counterpart. – Let at 15/- Per
Fathom & was finished to 20 ft. & barely paid –
To make the E. Machine capable of drawing
3 Corves at once. The Steam will have to be
raised from 8 to 12 lbs. P. Inch on the
safety Valve.
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This will require 3 high pressure Cylindrical
Boilers, each 20 feet long and 5 feet Diameter. –
Will require about 3 Tons each of Plate and
rivet Iron, will cost £26 P. Ton = 78 £ P. Boiler. –
£234 in all. Boiler Plate £16 & rivit Iron £17
P. Ton building £10 P. Ton.
July 14th. The Chain of the Inby Incline gave
way and four Rollies were broken –
July 15th. Raised the Staple Cistern 2 feet to
gain height for the water to run from it to the
Drewitt Drift Engine to feed the Boiler.
The Return Back Drift down the Drewitt
Incline Fired, owing to the extreme slackness
of the Air in the face, while the men were
putting up the Brattice. No injury done. –
The full rollies on the outbie flat ran over 3 boys,
but strange to say, the were little or no worse. –
July 17th. Holed the back Drift named above.
July 18th. Removed the West Pit furnace to the
Bottom of the Oval Pit and find a great
improvement on the Air from it especially
in the Drewitt Drift. –
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July 20 . Viewed the Bensham Workings. –
The Engine now nearly finished, Masons
building as the Fire place & finishing
the flues. – Intend to turn an arch over Boiler
The So. Drifts are now 2, winnings (40 yards)
from the Crane and the Coal looks very well.
After holing the 2nd. Stenting the Drifts may
be stopped until the Engine is ready which
to get all done, cannot be much before this
day week. – Some little repairs and adjustments will be necessary on the Incline.
The Corporation Air 74 yards P. minute
and the workings in a good state. –
Are now altering the Pulley frame & Sheaves.
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[Profile of Part Jarrow Colliery]
When the West Shaft had become cooled by
want of the Furnace there, it had no longer
a good draft, do that the Air at the bottom
of it became stagnated, and the brattice not
being good, some part of it pressed thro’ into
the So. Shaft, and another portion reversed the
doors between the West Pit and the Bensham
Staple, and going down the latter instantly
filled the Bensham Workings with Smoke.

Total weight

The E. ¼ Pit sheaves to be raised 18 ft. – 46
– – So. – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 24½ – 52½
The present frame is now so bad that they
have determined to put up new in toto.
The Timber is preparing.
The West Pit furnace relighted
under the following Circumstances.
[Bud-46-4]
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All the Air could not, however find an egress
this way, but turns East at the Top of the
Oval Pits, threw back the return from the
Et. way Main Coal workings and they together
pressed down the Staple marked A into the
Et. way stone Drift are thence to the
old East way main Coal Workings. –
When discovered which was not until the
smoke had reached the Tyne Barrier in
the Bensham the following steps were taken
to remove it. The Doors between the West
Pit and the Bensham Staple were first
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when it was allowed to die out, thinking all would
go well, but on wednesday morning a stagnation was
again commencing, upon which they instantly relighted the furnace at the West Pit and allowed
the one at the Oval Pit to die out in which
state they now stand.
The Corporation Air during the whole time,
was never less than 68 to 70 yds. P. min. –
The Lake Engine however was nearly stagnated,
and is probably, the only place where danger
was to be dreaded.
Measurement of Drewitt incline plane

stayed back, and made tight and the west
Pit furnace lighted again. After waiting a while,
the Doors in the Bensham Seam between the
Et. Pit and the Oval Pit were opened and all the
smoke lifted up in a body. The Doors were
then shut again but the West Pit furnace
was kept on till the next day (Tuesday)

yds.
Rope From Engine to pulley – 10
Do. – to Bank Top – – – 36
Length of Plane – – – – 185
Platform at Bottom – – – 40
271 yds. –
th
July 30 . Begun to draw Coals with the
Drewitt Engine.
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Let the S . Winning Head . to Martin Cram & 5 P .
Back Heads. 2/ 11 P. yd. Fore Heads. 2/ 4 P. yd.
August 1st. Got a rise Trouble in the E. Crane
Board Drewitt, which takes out all the Coal.
Augt. 10th. The above Trouble proved to be an
upcast of 6 feet, but the Coal only continued level
for 3 yards, when another up-cast of 3 ft. was
met with. The place is 6 yards beyond this
Trouble this morning, but from the appearance
of the Coal, another Trouble may be shortly expected.
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rather too great for 8 Corves at a full. When
the sets are put into twelves it may correct
this. The Engine flue draws very well.
Velocity of the Air this morning 75 yds. P. min.
Working about 25 xx. P. day out of Jarrow
Royalty. –
[Section through Drewitt Plane Drift]
Length of Plane – 185 Yards

Rate of Ascent – 5 Inches Pr. Yard
Diameter of Engine Cylinder – 12 Inches H.P.
Number of Corves at a pull – 12
Time of Drawing – – –
Minutes

The line of these Troubles runs a little
to the So. of W. and may, therefore, be expected
shortly to cross-cuts the line of the So. Winning
Headways. In this case the line of the Heads.
must be moved further to the W. The Coal
in the Face of the So. Headways does not look
very well this morning which is probably owing
to the proximity of these E. Troubles.
The Drewitt Engine goes very well but
her speed four to one of the Rope roll is

Started Coal-Drawing – July 30th. 1829.
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17 . August Viewed the Bensham Workings. –
The ventilation very good this morning the
Currents being 73 yards P. minute.
Have only 6 N. Boards in the Gorge of
the Corporation between the Glebe & Bewicke and
Craster. These Boards are dipping from
which it may be implied that they are approaching the Delight Pit Dykes, the first of which
is an upcast to the N. of 7 ft. The Workings
will now be within less than 100 yards of this
Dyke, and it would seem to present itself
<limited to the Corporation Workings from Jarrow>
As a proper ^ Colliery. The Coal as far as this
Dyke may be wrought off against Christmas,
by which the quantity for the Certain Rent will
be wrought up, and the Corporation might then
be given up. If this Line should be decided
on, no time should be lost in preparing the E.
Way for Coal Work, in the main Coal, to replace the Corporation. There are about 40 Acres
of Coal in the Corporation beyond these
[Bud-46-4]
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Dykes which would only yield about 20,000 to 25,000
Chaldrons of Ship Coals. Nothing material in any
of the workings. –
August 31st. Section of Bensham Seam in the
Face of Drewitt Headways, at 160 yards South
of the Dyke viz. Jep – – – 0 .. 5
Top Coal – – 2 ..10¼
Splint – – – – 0 .. 7
Bottom Coal – 2 .. 6¾
Ft. 6 .. 5 In.
Have 8 places going in Drewitt at present viz –
2 So. Winning Headway’s
2 W. Narrow Boards –
2 Walls. On the W. Side
2 Boards above the E. Troubles –
Are working about 28 xx. a day (24 hours)
out of Drewitt. –
The Coal in this District does not look so well,
as the Corporation Coal – –
The straight on E. mothergait Drifts are now
40 yds. beyond the Trouble, The Coal in the
face this morning looks as if it was near
another Trouble
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Have begun to hole the Walls, narrow in
the Corporation with a view to the
future working of the Pillars –
Velocity of the Air Course this morning
75 yards P. minute. –
August 31st. Alexr. Johnson Hewer
Killed
down the Drewett Drift Killed by the falling of the Top Coal. Young man & unmarried.
September 1st. Robt. Lindley Overman,
travelled through the whole of the waste,
Examination according to the rule of having it inspecof
ted once a quarter. He found it in a
Waste – very satisfactory state. Four Overmen have
now travelled through and are perfectly
conversant with the Waste viz.
John Johnson – Robert Rankin
Gideon Coxon – Robt. Linsley –
Septr. 2d. Got a Rise Trouble to So.
of 3 feet, in the Drewett Drift Headways.
It was only 2 ft. in the back a Et.most Heads.
Septr. 3d. Lined the Corporation
Workings, and took the following
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Section in the E .most Board, next
Berwick & Craster
Roof. Strong. Blue Metal Stone
F I.
Bensham Jet or Cannel – – – – – – 0 .. 2
Top Coal – – – – – – – – 2 .. 9
Splint – – – – – – – – – – .. 6
Bottom Coal – – – – – – 2 .. 4
Total Height – – – Ft. 5 .. 9
Deduct. Splint & Jet – – – .. 8
Merchantable Coal – Ft. 5 .. 1
Septr. 7th. An Augur, 3 ft. long fell from
the top of the Shear Legs where the Wright’s
were at work, down the Pit at the time
when four Men were riding – It most providentially went past them all and did
no hurt. After a careful examination it
was supposed to have been blown over by
the wind.
Septr. 7th. Lined Drewett Drift Workings
Septr. 10th. Got a Rise Hitch to Et. of 1 foot
in the Et. Board over the 9 ft. Trouble at,
40 yards from the first.
Septr. 11th. & 12th. Pit off work. – Rolly Way
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in the Corporation lengthened 120 yds.
Septr. 14th. Viewed Bensham Seam.
The So. Drewett Drift Headways is now
about 20 yards beyond the 3 feet Trouble
The Coal is fair but has by no means so
good an appearance as in the Et. Way.
About 4 In. of a Coarse Coal has put in at
the bottom of the back Hd.ways, since passing the 3 ft. Trouble.
The Et. Board over the Trouble looking
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Septr. 15th. Messrs. Dunn and Coxon
t
E . Way
examined the Et. Way, and found the
Junction Dr. Junction Drift in a very Shattered
State. This Drift must be ridded out, and
repaired –
Septr. 19th. In taking the Rope off the
So. Pit to raise the Pillars for drawing
o
S . rope
the triple Corf, it fell down the Pit
fell down from the carelessness of the Blacksmiths
the Pit & The Rope was very much injured, and

very well – Have 48 Men in this quarter
Straigh-on Are now winning the 4th. Board over
Et. Mothergate the Trouble in the straight on Et. Mothergate, and no appearance of the approach
of the Dyke.
Have 36 Men employed here –
Have nearly won out another Board
to the Et. In the Corporation.
Getting 28 xx. in the two Shifts from this way
Coal very fine in this quarter.
Current of Air 74 to 76 yards P. minute
Are raising about 75 xx. P. day double
Shift – & stock increasing –

did much
damage

the Shaft also. A length of the Brattice being
Knocked out between the So. & W. Shafts,
and a plank Knocked out of the Tub
at the Main Coal Standage –
Pulley Frame Begun to raise the Pulley Frame for
raised
drawing 3 Corves –
Septr. 21st. Viewed the Et. Way & Drewett
Drift; – nothing material on hand.
Septr. 24th. The raising of the Pully
Frame being finished the Machine
Started to draw Coals again, while
the Et. Pit Machine was off (3 days) the
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West Pit was employed in drawing
Coals –
Septr. 28th. The discharging Papers from
Lake Engine the Lake Engine were discovered to be
Pipes furred very much furred up. They were cleaned
&
out for 176 yards in length which greatcleaned out. ly relieved the Engines. The taking up of
the Pipes, cleaning, yard relaying & wedging
them, cost 6s. P.
Septr. 29th. Got a Rise Trouble of 8 feet
in the Drewett So. Headways.
Septr. 30th. Got the downthrow of the
Seam in the straight on Et. Mothergate
Et. Mothergate In the main Coal, the Seam dipped rapidly for many fathoms – 18 –
Have got 5 Boards between the 8 ft.
rise Trouble and this point –
Octr. 3d. Repaired the Tub in the sand
at the Stone-head in the So. Pit. While
Furnace put this was doing, the Furnace in the
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Furnace was not lighted ‘till 4 O ‘ clock
this morning, having been 44 hours
Return very out – The return was very heavy, it
heavy in
Fired in the Davy at Liddel’s doors.
consequence. It was therefore necessary to regulate
the Furnace by a scale, and to clean
the Pit gradually –
Have let the sinking of the Oval Pit
Oval Pit
to the Low Main, to Geo. Shaw & Prs.
at £5..5s. P. fathom. – to draw and to stow
the Stones &c. – The Distance to sink
is between 8 and 9 fathoms –
Octr. 7th. One of the Et. Pit Machine
Boilers failed – the bottom falling in. –
Octr. 8th. On examining the Oval Pit
previous to the Men starting to sink
found a length of Brattice fallen from
the 2 feet Coal and another length wanting fit the three quarters Seam. This
necessarily prevented the sinking until

out (repg. shaft) Bensham Seam was put out.
Octr. 5th. Viewed the Bensham – The

the Pit was made secure.
– – Thomas Howes, the Man stationed
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at the top of the Drewett Plane, left has
past for a short time, during which the
Rollies run Rollies went amain, and in descending
amain down broke two rollies, and several sheares, and
Drewett Plane did much other damage to the Plane. The
man was dismissed in consequence. –
Octr. 16th. Got another rise Trouble of 5 feet
Riser 5 ft. in the Drewett So. Headways at 19 yards
Dr. Hd.ways from the Trouble noticed on the 4th. Inst.
and which threw the Coal 9 feet.
Octr. 17. Begun to put in the Crib Tub
Crib Tub
in the West Pit. to hold back the Clay
Fms Ft.
in
Crib Tub
which occurs at 14 .. 2 from the settle
Boards 4 is at the same place as that
which was noticed on the 4th. in the So. Pit.
Octr. 18th. (Sunday) A working on the
props had been observed for a day or
Blower
two in the narrow part or Gorge of the
Corporation Corporation Workings at Willington
Workings Quay, and this morning a Blower came
off from the Thill in the Westermost Bd.
The Brattice had been thrown down by
the movement, so that the Board soon
[Page 340 -Plan of Manor Wallsend Colliery]
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fouled, but was cleared without any bad effects. –
Octr. 19th. Viewed Bensham Seam Examined Corporation, workings. Have now 4 Boards on each side
of the mothergate & 22 in them in each shift
I have just put over the 5 ft. Trouble in the
Drewett So. Headws. But they had another small
riser in the face this morning – Have holed round
over the nine feet Trouble. –
The Sinkers have got 2 fms. Below the Drifts in the
Oval Pit. –
Octr. 22d. Got a downcast Dyke in the face of
Drewett Headways at 8 yards beyond the 5 ft.
rise Hitch. This is supposed to be the 15 feet
Downcast, in the main Coal Seam –
Octr. 26th. Viewed the Bensham. Found
the Ventilation good and the Air in the
workings very clean. Velocity of the Current
at gauge Points 76 yards P. min Temperature
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at bottom of Pit 58 in the Workings 75 . The
East way Air, where it entered the E. mothergait 73o. – this is after a run of about
a 1000 Yards. –
As soon as the Stenting is holed at the
face of Drewitt Headways, the down cast
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The Sinking of the Oval Pit is going on very
well – it is now within 4 fathoms of the Lowmain which will be got in a Fortnight
if all goes well. –
Have got the Boilers for the E.
machine – to make her draw 3 corves –

Octr. 28th. Let the cutting up of the Thill
at the dip Trouble, in Drewitt Heads. at 20/P. yard. The cutting 6½ ft. thick on the average,
and 7 ft. wide, on the mean, for the Rollt-way –
Nov: 2nd. Viewed the Bensham Workings.
Have got an up-Cast Trouble, in Drewitt E. Narrow
Boards, at 100 yards E. of the 9 ft. upcast This
Trouble has taken out all the Coal, in the
fore Bord, but it is not yet sufficiently
open out to shew what it is likely to be. –
In the Back Board, a down-cast seems to be
coming behind this Trouble.
The down cast in the Face of the Drewitt
Heads. is now laid bare by the open cast but the
fissure is in such confusion that it is impossible,
to define its Character at present. –

Trouble must be proved by following down
the Leader. After this is done, the best
mode of making the Rolly-way down it
will be for consideration. –
The Coal in Drewitt District, is looking
clear & bright, but it seems rather tender.
The Seams backs freely, both Heads. & Bords.
away, that is to say Backs occur frequently
in both directions. The E. narrow Boards in
Drewitt seem to be completed through the
E. Dykes and the Seam is lying “very regular”
in the Face – these Drifts are 90 yards beyond
the last rise Trouble. The W. Drifts are 150 yd. up.
Are working 20 Score in the 24 Hours out
of Drewitt, and 35 Scores out of the Corporation.
Have 36 Hewers in Drewitt, and 66 in Corporation.
[Bud-46-4]
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Through the Corporation Way, which is in a very
good state at present. There are now 4 North
Boards, working on each side of the Mothergait.
The Seam is very good here, with an excellent
roof, although the places must be fast approaching the delight Pit Dykes. – The velocity of the
Air Course 75 yards P. min. and the ventilation
of the Working Clean, and good. –
Novr. 4th. Down the Pit with Sir Jno. Franklin,
Capt. Comby & Capt. Paton – all Capts. Of the Navy.
Novr. 5th. Got the Low-main Seam in the Oval
Novr. 16th. Begun to draw the Low-main Coal –
Let the E. Mothergait at 4/- P. yd. The So. Headway’s
at 5/ 5 P. yard without any Coals. Both places
to be driven 3 yds. wide. – The Men put in the
Timber, and put their own Coals
Novr. 16th. Viewed the Low-main Seam and
Drewitt Workings. –
Low-main
Section of the Low-main Seam. – F. In.
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Brass Thill – ½ Inch
Black Metal – – – –
Roof a strong Blue Metal
From the Thill of the Bensham, to the
Thill of the Low-main, is 18 Fathoms. –
The Seam is very full of Facings the Coal
is very bright; but it works very heavy, or shevey
Boardways away but is rather stronger
Headways-away –
The Coals will not I think, either work
large, or keep their size in Consequence of
its Facing so rifely.
Nothing can prove the qualities and properties of these Coals so well, as sending
a Cargo of them on trial to London. –
The Coals burn very fiercely, and leave only
a few white ashes the Fire is hot and rapid –
There is apparently very little inflammable
Air in this Seam. –

Seam

Candle Coal, Coarses – – – – – 0 .. 2
Coal – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 1 .. 2
Band Course Coal – – – – – – – – .. –¼
Coal – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 1 .. –
Band, Splint – – – – – – – – – – – .. 1
Coal – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 2 .. 7
Feet 5 .. 0¼

Have got the Coal at the down-cast
Trouble, in Drewitt Heads. the down-cash being
31 feet. The Seam appears to lie very regular
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under the Brow. Before any preparations
are made for making the Rolly-way down
the Dyke, the Seam must be explored to
some distance beyond it to the So. This may
be done by placing a Pully and Axel, at the
top of the down-cast to draw the Coals by a
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bottom of the downset under the Brow. –
Begun also to sink down by the Brow of
the Trouble in the back Headways, to make
a return for the Air. –
[Plan of North Boards of Downthrow]

Horse going out an end. A machine of
this sort may be borrowed from Percy-main
Nothing out of ordinary course of things,
in the general Workings. –
The last return of the Air, at the Furnace,
very clean. –
Novr. 17th. A trapper Boy, named Bainbridge
fell down the Bensham and was Killed. –
Novr. 21st. Let two North Headway’s, in the
Low-main, to be driven 4 yds. wide at 5/- P xx.
for the round, and 2/- for small with a 14
Peck Corf, and 1/ 6 P. yard. –
Decr. 2nd. Viewed the Drewitt Workings the
Wheel and Axle being ready, at the 31 feet
down-cast, in the face of the So. Headwayses,
sch away the So. exploring drift from the

Examined the Low-main Seam. The two
North Boards are each about 15 yards in
The two Boards differ very much in
working. – in the West one the Coal cannot
be separated from the Roof, but by the
Pick. In the E. one the top comes down
freely with Gunpowder. But both work
much better Coals, than the places going
East and West. The Wall-sides however look tender and ragged; and it is
quite evident that the Seam will have to
be wrought with very large Winnings. –
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The leading Boards in the Corporation have
now the appearance of being very near to
the Delight Pit Dykes. –
Decr. 7th. Viewed the Bensham Workings
The leading places in the Corporation,
have passed through some danty Hitches,
but have not yet got the Delight Pit Dyke
And the Coal is tolerable clean in the
face this morning. –
The Drewitt Headways is 12 years in
under the Brow of the Trouble this morng.
in which space it has passes several
danty worm Hitches, and is still in Danty
Coal. It is uncertain whether this is
occasioned by the 31 ft. Dyke or from some
other Trouble which we have yet to meet with.
The ventilation is very good, but
both the North and South Return is
rather thicker than usual. –
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Velocity
Area P. minute Cubic feet p. minute
Corporation – – – – 49 ft. – 73 yds. – 10731 – –
Drewitt – – – – – – 49 – 40 – – 5880 – –
East Way – – – – – 48 – 33 – – 4752 – –
East way (main Coal) 33 – 36 – – 3564 – –
Metal Coal – – – – 25 – 12 – – 900 – –
Bensham En: – – – 16 – 28 – – 1344 – –
West Pit Box – – – 25 – 12 – – 900 – –
28071
The Low-main Coal – the two North
Bords, are each about 20 yards in. –
A Cargo (the Jemima) 10½ Keels of
the Low-main Coals, are being shipped
to day for London. –
Daily workings at present
Bensham – – 68
Low-main – – 10
78 xx.

Decr. 11th. Put new nozzles on the East Pit
Machine.
Decr. 14th. Viewed the Bensham Workings
Decr. 16th. Begun to prepare the Drewitt
back Drifts for arching at the bottom of
the Staples – 60 yds. So. from Oval Pit.

Measurements of the several Currents
of Air at their Intakes as taken by
Ra: Coxon on the 4th. Inst.
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Dec . 17 . Holed the back Headways beyond the
31 ft. Dyke, in Drewitt and set away the So. Winng.
(Drewitt) Heads. These Heads. to be driven 3 yds wide
to make room for Air way. They are let at 6s. P. yd.
which is 1s/ 8d. P. yard less than the price would have
been, if they had been driven, only 2 yards wide. –
Decr. 18th. Changed the mode of Working the Bensham
from round & Chingly, & Stowing the small, which cost
7/- for the round, and 6/- for the Chingle. To Hand
filled round, and small. The round at 7/- and
the shovel filled ¾ P. xx. The object of this
was to obtain a sufficient supply of small for
the Workmen and also of Gas Coals
Decr. 19th. Got a rise Hitch of 6 feet in the
Drewitt E. Narrow Boards.
Decr. 22nd. Got an upcast Dyke in the Coronation, of more than Coal height. This is undoubtedly the Delight Pit Dyke.
Decr. 28th. Viewed the Bensham. The Ventilation
remarkably good, and the return clear.
Have tried the Dyke in the Corporation 8 ft.
up, but have not got the Coal, Decided not
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to do anything more here, until Messrs. Brown
determine whether they will continue the Corporation Workings any longer or not.
Section of the Seam in the innermost
N.E. Board, near the Trouble, and adjoining
Bewick and Crasters W. Boundary.
F. In.
Jet – – – – – – 0 .. 2
Coal – – – – – 3 .. –
Splint – – – – – .. 5 – to 6 Inches
Coal – – – – – 2 .. 0
5 .. 5
The Coal very good. –
The Pits will be laid off on the 31st. Inst.
for the Hollydays – During the Hollydays the
Rolly-way, into the Slake Districts in the
Main Coal, must be made ready for the
Edge Rails from the Corporation which
have to be removed there after the Corporation
is laid off.
Decr. 29th. Got second rise Trouble in the
Drewitt Et. Narrow Boards, which has taken
out all the Coal & not yet proved, –
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[ I apologise for any Spelling errors in the later part of this document, as Microsoft Word Spellcheck was forcibly turned off, because it thought there
were too many mistakes; so unable to Proof Read it.]

